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Editorial

Graham Sleight

It is, needless to say, a somewhat daunting experience to take over the editorship of a journal older than you are - even if only by a few months. It is far more daunting to look back at the names of my predecessors and the contributions they have made to the field. I am acutely conscious that I have at my back 100 issues and 35 years of extraordinarily fine thought about science fiction. My goal, and that of those who have worked with me so far, is to ensure that Foundation’s future is worthy of its past.It may be worth re-iterating an important point about Foundation straight away. (Were this a science fiction story, the next sentence would begin “As you know, Bob...”) We have the support of no academic institution, either for money or assitance-in-kind such as secretarial help. The journal is produced on behalf of a small UK-based charity, the Science Fiction Foundation, to whose trustees I am responsible. The SFF owns a substantial sf collection, currently hosted by the University of Liverpool, but is responsible for its upkeep. The SFF’s objectives are, broadly, to provide research facilities for anyone wishing to study science fiction; to investigate and promote the usefulness of science fiction in education; to disseminate information about science fiction; and to promote a discriminating understanding of the nature of science fiction. It pursues these goals through the publication of this journal, the organisation of occasional conferences, and the award of grants to scholars, among other activities. All of which is a long-winded way of making a standard editorial point: your subscriptions to the journal are very necessary to its continued survival, and very much appreciated.Readers of past issues will notice some changes to this one. Most visibly, we have had an external and internal redesign, courtesy of Zara Baxter. Among the various requests on my wish-list for Zara was the specification that whatever new page templates we picked, they should contain at least as much text as the old design; so you are getting at least as much Foundation as ever you were. I find it little short of miraculous that Zara did indeed manage to balance all my semi-conflicting requirements, and I am enormously grateful to her. Comments on the new design are, of course, most welcome.There is also a new division of the contents, into (from front to back) Viewpoints, Papers, and Reviews. Reviews is self-explanatory, I hope, and continues under the stewardship of Andy Sawyer. I am especially glad to continue the expanded review coverage that my predecessor, Farah Mcndlesohn, began a few years ago. Engagement with primary texts in the genre, as they emerge, seems to me one of the central duties of a journal in the field. Papers denotes those essays that have been through our peerreview process; they remain the core of the journal. And Viewpoints encompasses non-
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peer-reviewed pieces which we feel, nonetheless, to be worth presenting. Apart from editorials and letters of comments (several this issue), this will also be the venue for our semi-regular season on The Profession of Science Fiction as well as for other pieces that seem, well, Foundation-y. In this issue, that enables me to include a short piece by Eileen Gunn that we were unable to fit into the fiction issue, Foundation 100. Whether it is a story, an act of sf criticism, or both, we’re very lucky to have it: Eileen Gunn’s work is extremely rare, and I strongly encourage anyone interested to seek out her collection 
Stable Strategies and Others (2004). More generally, I hope the new distinction between Viewpoints and Papers will mark off more clearly for readers what has and has not been peer-reviewed.In the last paragraph, I said that we would include material that seemed 
“Foundation-y” without defining that term. This does seem an appropriate place for an editorial statement of intent. The first thing to say is that I do not intend to swerve radically from the approach established by my predecessors Farah Mendlesohn and Edward James. I hope that readers who have enjoyed Foundation under their editorships will continue to do so. Were the field of sf criticism a fully commercialised one, I would have to consider journals like Science Fiction Studies, Extrapolation, and the Journal of 
the Fantastic in the Arts as my “competitors” and position Foundation accordingly. It is not, thankfully, and I regard the editors of those journals far more as colleagues than as competitors. But I do think that Foundation has something distinctive to offer, and I hope it can continue to do so.It seems to me that Foundation stands at the confluence of three traditions of writing about sf, and gains strength and diversity from all of them. Firstly, there is (putting it very crudely) academic writing about sf. This is, of course, an area that has expanded enormously over the last couple of decades, as the extremely healthy attendance at events like the International Conference on the Fantastic in the Arts testifies. Secondly, there is the tradition of writing of rigour and clarity from outside the academy. Criticism of sf by “fans”, for want of a better word, has -a long heritage; as Gary Wolfe pointed out in the recent hundredth issue of SFS, the longest continuously-published journal of sf criticism is not one of the academic journals but the British Science Fiction Association’s Vector. Lastly, there is the long line of practitioners of sf writing about the field themselves. This goes back at least to the formative work of Damon Knight and James Blish, and continues through authors such as Brian Aldiss, Samuel R Delany, Joanna Russ, Thomas M Disch, and more recently Paul di Filippo and Elizabeth Hand.The other question begged here is what I mean when I say “science fiction”: what the extent of the field is, what a useful definition of it would be, whether (as is periodically asserted) it is dead or dying. In a sense, the response to that is to be found in the contents of this and subsequent issues. But these are live issues, and the arguments that have flowed around them are non-trivial. For that reason, I don’t have space to tackle them in this editorial; I’ve gone on long enough already. But I’ll present some thoughts next time. In the mean-time, therefore, welcome. Graham Sleight, November 2007

April 3, 2007
Graham Sleight, 
Editor, Foundation 
Dear Graham:I read with interest Elizabeth Rosen’s article on Watchmen in Foundation 98 (“What’s that you smell of?’ - Twenty years of Watchmen nostalgia”, pp. 85-98). Whilst I have always been less convinced than most that Watchmen is an unalloyed triumph, it is not on these grounds that I wish to comment on Rosen’s piece. And I find her reading of Watchmen as both a critique and an example of nostalgia for the superhero comic, and her view that the development of superhero comics since 
Watchmen brings a new resonance to that nostalgia, interesting, and 1 don’t disagree with either point. However, a number of observations occur to me.If Watchmen is all about nostalgia, then one of the most important aspects of the comic is its origins in a commission to rework the Charlton heroes, characters from the late 1960s, fondly-remembered by many comics fans. Yet Rose delays mention of this until p. 93, three-quarters of the way through the article. This seems odd, given that the original Charlton characters dictated the characteristics, to one degree or another, of the leading players in Watchmen, especially Rorschach.This seems symptomatic of a lack of context provided in Rosen’s paper. Watchmen did not spring out of nothing. Alan Moore had already been deconstructing the notion of the superhero for some years, most notably in Marvelman (later retitled 
Miraclemari) from 1982, and then in some of his earlier work for DC, especially ‘Roots’, the story in Saga of the Swamp Thing #24 (1984) that guest-starred the Justice League of America. Of these Rosen only mentions Miracleman, and then only very briefly. More time is given to a comic contemporary with Watchmen, Frank Miller’s Batman: The Dark Knight, as the other foundation stone of revisionist superhero comics (though for all its revisionist gloss, Dark Knight is fundamentally true to the character as established by Bob Kane and Bill Finger). Again, context would help. Though Moore would not have read Dark Knight before starting on 
Watchmen, Miller was working with themes he had first drawn out in his work on 
Daredevil (1979-1983). Moore was an avowed fan of this, and wrote a text piece for Marvel UK’s The Daredevils #1 (1983) on Miller.In general, the atmosphere in superhero comics in the early 1980s was conducive to the development of more ‘relevant’ and ‘realistic’ stories. This was especially true at DC, who had a taken a creative lead by building upon the sort of sophisticated storylines that Chris Claremont had developed in his popular run on X-Men over at Marvel (beginning in 1975). Stories like Marv Wolfman and George Perez’s two-part ‘Runaways’ (The New Teen Titans # 26-27, 1982-1983) and their later stories dealing with drug abuse may seem naive now, but at the time they were groundbreaking and hard-hitting. Of DC’s output in these years, Rosen only mentions (in a footnote) 
Crisis on Infinite Earths (1985-1986), without giving a date, and in such a way that an unwary reader might not realise that it preceded Watchmen and Dark Knight.
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One could further suggest that the notion of the ‘realistic’ superhero comic actually goes back to Denny O’Neill and Neal Adams’ Green Lantern/Green Arrow stories from 1970-1972. Or it could be traced back further to birth of the ‘Marvel Age’ in the 1960s, driven by Stan Lee and his collaborators, in particular Lee and Jack Kirby’s Fantastic 
Four (1961 onwards), which Rosen mentions in a footnote, and Lee and Steve Ditko’s 
Spider-Man (1962 onwards). These would be comics that Moore and Dave Gibbons would have read as youngsters, but though Rosen comments in a general way about their nostalgia for old superhero comics, she doesn’t mention them, leading me to wonder if she has read much of 1960s superhero comics herself. Many of these are now, through Marvel’s Essentials and DC’s Showcase lines, more easily available than they’ve ever been since first publication, allowing the reader to see the influence of, for instance, John Broome and Gil Kane’s Green Lantern (1959 onwards) upon Gibbons’ art and Moore’s sf stylings.This lack of context means that when Rosen talks of the ‘Golden Age’ and ‘Silver Age’, a reader ignorant of comics might come away unsure of what the terms actually mean. I’m sure Rosen knows. But I think that the terms need explaining for the nonexpert, with clear discussion of the collapse of the market for superheroes at the end of the 1940s, that ended the Golden Age, and the revival of that market in the late 1950s that began the Silver. (And surely the start of the Silver Age is more clearly datable than the ‘roughl/ 1959 she suggests - the first appearance of the second Flash in Showcase in 1956 is usually, and I feel rightly, held as the first Silver Age superhero.)A similar lack of context appears when discussing what came after Watchmen. Moore’s complaints about post-Watchmen imitators are noted, but no examples put forth. There is no shortage. Just staying at the quality end of the genre, there are John Smith and Jim Baikie’s New Statesmen (1988-1990), the various comics in the 
Stormwatch and Authority series (1993 onwards), and Mark Millar and Bryan Hitch’s 
The Ultimates (2002 onwards). As an example of what Moore calls ‘any poor wretched innocent Golden Age character ... re-imagined’, one could point to Grant Morrison and Duncan Fedrego’s Kid Eternity. John Byrne’s 1986 revamp of Superman is too early to be post-Watchmen (though the influence of Watchmen and Dark Knight is clearly felt in the 1992-1993 ‘Death and Return of Superman’ sequence), but is worth mentioning here as it was preceded by a two-part Moore story, ‘Whatever Happened to the Man of Tomorrow?’ (Superman #423, Action Comics #583), that features the nostalgia for superheroes that characterised Moore’s work when he returned to the genre in 1993. Even when Rosen does mention later comics, such as Marvels, Astro 
City and Kingdom Come, in the context of a return to nostalgia, no dates are given, so the reader cannot see how they relate to Watchmen (they are 1994, 1995-2000, and 1996).There are also two points at which I think Rosen misreads the characters. It is true that Rorschach’s world view and rigid morality is often undercut by Moore, and that Moore does not intend the reader to accept it uncritically. But it’s not that simple. Rorschach is the only one of the main characters who emerges from the story with his 

moral integrity intact and uncompromised, even if this gets him killed. (It may be worth noting that the two deaths Rosen focuses upon, those of the original Nite Owl and Rorschach, are among the events that appear to me most jarringly imposed upon the narrative, rather than arising out of it naturally.)In the first issue of Watchmen we see one 1940s hero, the first Silk Spectre, being sexually assaulted by another, the Comedian. As the story develops, it transpires that the two subsequently developed a relationship, and that the Comedian is the father of the Silk Spectre’s daughter. For Rosen, this is problematic, and she says in a note that ‘[flor a writer who has, in the main, been sensitive and outspoken in his work in his support of women, gay rights and other minority issues, [Moore’s] depiction of Sally [the Silk Spectre] falling in love with her rapist seems an incredible misstep.’ This appears dogmatic to me, as if a feminist writer cannot depict attempted rape (and, whilst not wishing to excuse the Comedian, his assault is interrupted before it becomes actual rape) and its consequences in any but the most black-and-white condemnatory terms. Moore is many things, but dogmatic is not one of them. He has always been interested in understanding what motivates people, even where their actions may not appear admirable. We all know that women stay with and continue to feel affection towards partners who sexually abuse them, however much we might wish it wasn’t so - is Moore wrong to depict that? Moreover, it seems strange to draw such attention to the way Moore presents attempted rape, whilst passing over the way in which the villain apparently gets away with murdering three million people, with no more consequence than vague hints that his plan might come unstuck. (I think in the final panel Moore is making a nod towards the 1950 Ealing comedy Kind Hearts and Coronets, but the difference is that the audience there knows that Dennis Price’s confession to murdering his family will undoubtedly be found, whilst there is every chance that Rorschach’s journal won’t be.)One aspect of nostalgia that Rosen overlooks is the political nostalgia of 
Watchmen. In this world, Richard Nixon is still President in 1985. Gerald Ford is still Vice-President. Henry Kissinger is still Secretary of State. G. Gordon Liddy is still a presidential aide. The implication is that the entire 1973 Nixon administration is still in place. Moore would say that the presence of the near-omnipotent Dr Manhattan as a weapon in America’s arsenal has distorted US politics, but what he actually presents is a world in which politics has simply stopped. Alan Moore was twenty when Nixon resigned in 1974, and his motivation here seems to be a desire to play with the characters from when he first became politically aware.Rosen’s piece seems insufficiently grounded in the history of superhero comics as a genre. I wonder if this might be because she has largely experienced superheroes through collections. One might deduce this from the title she uses for Miller’s Batman work - The Dark Knight Returns was originally the title of the first issue alone, though it has since been canonised as the title of the whole work. She certainly has only read Watchmen in the later collection. This is shown by her comment that Moore ends the work with Juvenal’s quis custodiet ipsos custodies. Though the source of the comic’s name, this quotation is nowhere to be found in the twelve original issues, 
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which end with a line from John Cale’s ‘Santies’. The Juvenal was added when the work was collected. A better knowledge of the superhero genre might have meant that she would notice that the names mentioned in the Tales of the Black Freighter text piece are not just people who worked for EC comics, but more importantly were major figures in the development of DC Comics and their superhero lines - Moore’s point being that the existence of real superheroes killed off the market for superhero comics.As I said, Rosen makes interesting points - but they would be so much better if they were grounded in a broader knowledge than the few creators she addresses.Sincerely,Antony KeenResearch Associate, Department of Classical StudiesThe Open University
"None of the Old Isms": A Major Deletion in The Day of the Triffids

In “Five English Disaster Novels, 1951-1972” (Foundation 95: 89-103), Nick Hubble provides a useful insight into the importance of hybrid vigour to survival in John Wyndham’s The Day of the Triffids. But now that we have holograph and typescript material related to that novel archived at the University of Liverpool, it behooves interpreters to take account of it.Hubble wants to talk (like the majority of critics of sf and literature generally these days) about utopian adumbrations, specifically JBH’s (John [Wyndham Parkes Lucas] Beynon Harris’s) hints at an improved society in Triffids but he is, apparently, not aware that JBH spelled out his ideas on that score very clearly in an approximately eight page passage (an unpalatable “pill of preaching” as JBH described it in a letter) that, at a late stage, he deleted from the holograph manuscript of Triffids.That passage gets pretty much boiled down to this sentence from page 220 of the Penguin Triffids that Hubble quotes on his page 96: “We aren’t out to reconstruct - we want to build something new and better.”The deleted passage (holograph pages 322-29) in which Ivan Simpson describes his plans for building a new community on the Isle of Wight begins on the Penguin equivalent of page 220 after the question “Are you inviting me to your island haven?”Asked if what he has in mind is a form of communism, Simpson responds as follows: “None of the isms--none of the old isms, anyway.”In brief, what he envisages is a new form of social darwinism free of tradition and religion, by which he means free of “taboos and superstitions.” In the new society, or, more accurately, tribe-like community (modelled, in significant ways, on the set-up at JBH’s school Bedales under headmaster Badley, both names combined by JBH as 

“Bcadley,” the leader character), “the irresponsible business man” in particular, who exploits scientific invention and technology, would wither away.In Simpson’s improved world, which is most definitely not a utopia, machines will be strictly subordinate to human beings.Manuscripts can be revealing but it is also important, of course, to pay close attention to the text of the published novel as Hubble usually does. However, on i he three occasions that Hubble mentions the surname of the narrator of Triffids, he gets it wrong: “Bill Mason gingerly removes the bandages” (93), “Bill Mason and •losella Playton” (94), and “Wyndham’s Bill Mason” (97). JBH’s narrator is named Bill Masen.It is almost certainly the case that “Mason” was indeed JBH’s original name choice although “Masen” is the name which appears in the holograph fragments. Many British names end in “on” but the percentage of “on” ending names in JBH’s fiction (e.g., “Simpson” above) is still proportionally much higher. It seems likely that JBH acknowledged his decades long, unmarried bond with Grace Wilson by using many “on” names to signal the overlap between “Beynon” and “Wilson.” But the paired protagonist names “Mason” and “Playton” would make that gambit a little too obvious and so I suspect it was that “Mason,” a very common English name, became the rather odd “Masen” (and hence Hubble’s very understandable mistake).It should be emphasised, however, that, although William Masen is a WyndhaM type, Josella Playton, who has an even more unlikely name, is not a portrait of Grace Wilson. [Jo] sell[aj Playto[n] is largely based on JBH’s beautiful first cousin, Dorothy Joan Parkes, who was known as Joan (the most common female name in JBH’s fiction) and with whom he was infatuated. But that is another and rather complicated story (with links to the virtue of hybrid vigour and the taboo, based on fact, against first cousin marriages) which requires much more space to explain and interpret than I have here.Yours sincerely,David KettererHonorary Research Fellow, University of Liverpool
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| Michael Swanwick and Samuel R. Delany 
at the Joyce Kilmer Service Area, March 2005

Output from a nostalgic, if somewhat misinformed, 
guydavenport storybot, in the year 2115
Transcribed by Eileen Gunn

I

Their journey took place in verdant March, when the sun was not yet so high in the sky as to be dangerous. The New Jersey Turnpike was redolent with the scent of magnolias, and the trees in the Joyce Kilmer Service Area were clad in exuberant green. What brought them, the nascent politician and the noted philosopher, to this place, in a vehicle that shed its rich hydrocarbons liberally into the warm, clean air?The truth was that Michael Swanwick and Samuel R. Delany shared a taste for animal flesh, and had come to this bucolic waystation to satisfy their common need. “I’m a burger kind of guy,” said the future ruler of Russia. “So am I,” said the white- bearded semiotician, and they chose an imperial meat-patty palace for their repast.As they stood in line, contemplating a panoply of burgers, fries, and blue raspberry Icee®s and basking in the cool green glow of fluorescent lights, Swanwick was struck with nostalgia for a time long past.“I miss Howard Johnson’s,” he said. “Not the food, of course - I miss the orange- roofed temples, celebrated by Jean Shepard as sirens of the highway. Once upon a time, every rest area on the Jersey Turnpike had a Howard Johnson’s. A landmark for hungry Americans.’”Though Swanwick had spoken the words, each man, involuntarily, heard the chime of the ghastly jingle. “Funny thing,” he continued quickly. “It was capitalism that killed it. Marriott bought it for the real estate.”“Red in tooth and claw,” said Delany. “I miss the pistachio ice cream cones, that’s all.... But here,” he added in a soothing tone, “here we have trading cards with robots on them.” He accepted a trading card from the cashier. It depicted Cappy, a sleekly androgynous silver-metal lover. “I want a different one,” he said.“Have it your way,” said the cashier, shrugging. He handed Delany another card, this one featuring Crank, a grubby makeshift robot with rust under his gnawed fingernails.Delany laughed, a musical sound somewhere between a snort and a giggle. “I’ll keep this one,” he said. He ordered a beef patty made with real beef, medium rare, topped with horseradish and Bearnaise sauce, kosher dill slices on the side.“Have it your way,” said the cashier again.“Are you a robot?” asked Swanwick, suddenly concerned. The cashier did not reply.

“I would like a big, sloppy, greasy double cheeseburger with lettuce and tomato and all the trimmings,” Swanwick told the cashier. “I want ketchup, mayonnaise, mustard, and Russian dressing with beluga caviar. Hold the pickle.”“Caviar is available only at the Walt Whitman Service Area,” said the cashier, frowning. “You can’t always have everything your way.” He gave Swanwick a trading card depicting Aunt Fanny, a matronly, pink, lipstick-wearing robot with a protuberant posterior. Swanwick accepted it with bemusement, wondering whether Burger King offered the same card in the United Kingdom. “Can I have another, loo?” he asked. The cashier handed him a card with a pigtailed Lolita robot on it. “Another?” The third was Madame Gasket, who was a bit scary, frankly, for a trading card. He couldn’t get cmything his way.“Lucky in love, unlucky at cards,” said Delany.“They hand these things out to children?” Swanwick asked, glancing again at Madame Gasket.They paid for their meals in the devalued currency of the late-period religio- capitalist hegemony, and took their food trays to a small table at a window overlooking the Sunoco station.“Bon appetit,” said Delany, gesturing with his hamburger as one would with a wineglass.“Priyatnovo appetita,” replied Swanwick with a similar gesture. He had recently returned from the Urals, where he had been the toast of Ekaterinburg.At first they ate in hungry silence, gazing out at the gas station, as languid pump attendants with huge palm-frond fans hailed approaching automobiles and waved them toward available fueling bays as though they were New Jersey’s famous zeppelins. Then, having taken the edge off their appetites, the two men continued the conversation they had begun in the car, the one great debate that writers and thinkers everywhere have carried on since writing and thinking first evolved: the debate about the ultimate futility of writing and thinking.“I’m a cult writer in Russia,” said Swanwick, “and I’m a cult writer in the United States. And I’m sick of it.”“Nothing so terrible about being a cult writer,” said Delany. “Christianity started out as a cult, and look at it now.”“I want to make some difference in the world, communicate with the mass of 
humanity, have an effect.” He gestured toward the crowded freeway. “I want to change entire lives for the better”“Have you thought of a different career?” asked Delany gently. “Perhaps emigration to a land of greater opportunity? You speak some Russian, do you not?”“Nyemnoshka,” Swanwick answered, with a modest shake of his shaggy head. “A smidgeon,” he translated.“Maybe you should consider pulling up stakes, retooling for the new millennium. As a cult writer in the U.S., you’re nothing. You have considerably less effect on how the world fares than a Hollywood screenwriter, which is low indeed in the social hierarchy. But as a cult writer in Russia, you’d have some clout. They are afraid of 
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writers in Russia, and with good reason. You could leverage your celebrity into a political career, take control of that long-suffering country, and change the world. Of course, you could also get killed.” He sighed. “It’s a sad thing, but nobody kills writers in the U.S. They just don’t matter enough.”“I will consider that,” said Swanwick, and did. It would not be so difficult for him and his wife to create new lives in another land. She was a public-health scientist, although, when provoked, she sometimes described herself as a career bureaucrat. Russia had jobs in either category; like everyplace else, it needed scientists more, and paid bureaucrats better. And Michael had always enjoyed caviar and sour cream, however difficult they were to obtain on the Jersey turnpike. It could work.But, he thought, it was time to get back on the road. They gathered up their things, recycled the trash, slapped on their canvas hats and a heavy layer of sunblock, and hit the road.They continued north in Swanwick’s chartreuse 1959 Thunderbird, past service areas named for the heroes of New Jersey: Allen Ginsberg, Paul Robeson, William Carlos Williams, Frank Sinatra, Bruce Springsteen, Jimmy Hoffa, Yogi Berra, and Jon Bon Jovi. Soon enough, they found themselves at the most intellectually exciting stretch of highway in the United States. Between exits 16E and 13A, the New Jersey Turnpike at that time passed over the Passaic River. The General Casimir Pulaski Skyway, a masterpiece of Depression-era engineering, soared off to one side, crossing the Passaic and Hackensack rivers in great lattice-work leaps. As the car approached New York City, the primeval Meadowlands swept off on the left, balancing the demands of nature and of solid-waste disposal, and the darkly crystalline rectangles of the Manhattan skyline arose to the right. Gleaming networks of railroad tracks recalled to them the glorious empire, created by commerce and forced labor, that had, until the new century and its disasters, sustained the American dream. Where the towers had been there was still, in 2005, negative space.The car containing the two men sped across the George Washington bridge and made its way, under Swanwick’s instruction, to Delany’s residence. Chip Delany, ever hospitable, invited Michael Swanwick to come upstairs and continue their conversation, but Swanwick, by now lost to American literature, made a hasty excuse in mumbled Russian, and disappeared into the grey fog of urban twilight.
The End

Scarification and Survivance in China
Mieville's The Scar

Grace L Dillon

“You may lose your most valuable property through misfortune in various ways. You may lose your house, your wife and other treasures. But of your moko, you cannot be deprived except by death. It will be your ornament and companion until your last day.”-Netana Whakaari, Urewera and Ngai-Tama Maori warrior, 1921“For westerners, the tattoo has always been a metaphor of difference.”-Margo DeMello, Bodies of Inscription:A Cultural History of the Modern Tattoo Community, 2000“At the Friday party we gave China his gifts, which included a picture of a bug-eyed monster (his favorite kind, we’re told), a do-it-yourself tattoo kit (cuz he has none . . .), several buttons with his memorable Clarion utterances, and a huge red Mohawk.” - Clarion Writers Workshop Blog, 2003
Tattooing and scarification are strong components of China Mieville’s The Scar, a novel that casts transnational imaginaries1 in a Bas-Lag universe featuring an imperialistic metropolis, New Crobuzon; its colonial enterprise, Nova Esperium; a jostling, floating city of renegade pirates called the Armada; a mysterious Fractured Land that is mythically descended from a lost and alien Ghosthead Empire; and The Gengris, an assumed gateway to future mercantile enterprises. In each setting—city, frontier, and ship—nomadic and diasporic characters, especially the pirate bands populating the Armada, bring to mind Karl Marx’s refugee serfs who trouble entrenched entities of imperialist commerce, specifically those aboriginal populations that the powers of Europe extirpated, enslaved, and entombed while expanding military and fiscal Enterprises beyond their borders.2In his book on international law, Mieville speaks of “colonialism-in-equality,” identifying the colonial encounter central to the development of international law as the rupture, scarring, and dislocation of the New World by the Old World, which
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is “dialectically challenged” by seeing the new one rising beside it.3 The central metaphor of the novel—the so-called “Scar” or “Fractured Land”—is literally a rip in spacetime that offers the chance for “possibility mining,” or exploration of alternative histories and futures, and conjures allegorical association with colonial and postcolonial European/New World encounters. For Mieville, Europe saw the emerging new world not as a new enemy “but as free space.”'’ Thus, “[t]he status of the native Americans was not given in the medieval schema, and it was thus subject to disputation, undermining the supposedly totalizing traditional explanation of the world.”5 Quickly as part of this disputation, however, natives are presented as savage barbarians “in order to place them outside the law and to make their land free for appropriation.”6 So it is with The Gengris, “an amphibious badland about which the civilized world knew next to nothing, except that it existed and that it was dangerous” (Scar 134). The Gengris is New Crobuzon’s America, “somewhere between an island, a half-sunk city, and a myth” (Scar 134); its natives might be demons, monsters, or degenerate crossbred men and women “depending on which story one believed” (Scar 134).Mieville’s careful layering of histories of Old World/ New World encounters sidesteps an aspect of postcolonial theory that often proves problematic to Native intellectuals. As Jace Weaver puts the matter, “If Ella Shohat is correct about the ahistorical, universalizing, depoliticizing effects of the post-colonial, there is nothing in that analysis for Natives.”7 Simply, there is no “post” in postcolonial theory for indigenous peoples.8 Explicating the contemporary neocolonial climate, Graham Huggan cautions that “the varying degrees of complicity between local oppositional discourses and the global late-capitalist system in which these discourses circulate and are contained” exemplifies a postcolonial exotic, and postcolonial sheers into cultural embattlement, “an index of resistance, a perceived imperative to rewrite the social text of continuing imperial dominance.”9 The postcolonial is, as Homi Bhabha has more idealistically expressed it, a discursive space rather than a historical one; i.e., it does not exist after Empire but rather bears witness to “the unequal force and uneven forces of cultural representation involved in the contest for political and social authority within the modern world order.”10 The proliferation of correspondences, pamphlets, and letters, in The Scar is perhaps a play on discursive space. However, by foregrounding the intersection of anti-imperialist resistance and global capitalist networks of cultural consumption, Mieville replaces idealism with the visceral metaphor of scarification to suggest the effects of postcolonialism. This approach aligns with John Clement Ball’s discussion of postcolonial narratives that frequently refer to London as “the world” and the postcolonial as “the temporal sense of wrestling with the influence imperial history exerts on present day life.”11 These outlooks connect strongly to Mieville’s notions in Between Equal Rights: “the very legal fabric of postcolonialism can be constitutive of [an imperialist order] in a new form.”12 By its very existence, international law is assumed to address the ill effects of “neocolonialism, the continued existence of imperialism,” but it fails in the attempt. Here Mieville differs with Hardt and Negri’s views in Empire on a 
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significant point. They contend that the globalist, capitalist hierarchy “subordinates i he formally sovereign states” [andj “is fundamentally different from the colonialist and imperialist circuits of international domination,” whereas Mieville argues that “(lie two are one . . . Imperialism is not a strategy but a defining structural element of actually existing capitalism.”13Mieville’s Scar uses tattooing and scarification to explore colonial expansion and imperialist oppression of indigenous peoples and evokes specific transnational histo- i ies in doing so. While one should be cautious about superimposing “real histories” onto an epic fantasy, the “baroque paranoia of the [epic] form ... embeds an austere realism” and “gives space for a hard-headed critical consciousness of capitalist subjectivity.”14 Epic fantasy that does not resonate with actual histories may fail to engage racial and ethnic issues and thus risks participating in the erasure of marginalized communities.15 Further, Mieville places histories of maritime law in the 17th century “at the heart of international law since its earliest incarnation,” tracing the development of maritime law alongside the consolidation of state and transitions to modern capitialism. “Globalisation is in this sense a continuation of colonialism, and of what preceded it, mercantilism and free trade.”16 Given the assumption that The 
Scar is informed by economic and race theory, similarities between events involving Mieville’s pirate Armadans and the 16th-19th century maritime milieu for European expansion deserve attention.Scars and tattoos in this historical context provide double codings, an inscription of sorts that can be read across boundaries. These embedded stigmata concretely manifest the otherwise erased histories of indigenous cultures that have fallen victim lo genocide, enslavement, and conscription. Their tattoos and scars can reflect on i he one hand a punitive means of branding “otherness” when inflicted by a con- queror, and on the other hand a re-inscription of tradition and status when invited as an honorable demarcation of tribal status. Tattoos and scars thus constitute a carnal rhetoric that interlocks aspects of class, gender, race, and ethnicity. The signification of these marks transcends the barriers of language that occurred in i ransnational colonial contexts while providing a hieroglyphic of heterogeneity that went well beyond “celebrating diversity.” Here it is useful to consider Joan Gordon’s discussion of heterotopia not just as the hybrid vigor of a biological model or as Foucault’s counter-site, one in which “all the other sites that can be found within culture...[are] simultaneously represented, contested, and inverted” but also as a “varied and multifarious place,” one “particularly evocative of New Crobuzon with its many distinctive neighborhoods and species” forming “a dialectic, a feedback mechanism between one and the other that generates the next place, a hybrid that becomes the generation of a new cycle of dialectics.”17

The Scar finds one precedent in the 18th-century profusion of beachcomber narratives that chronicle European “discoveries” of Oceanic peoples and their scarification and tattoo practices. Even more ancient antecedents exist in classical accounts of the Picts, Britons, and Celts. This line of transmission clearly brings to mind the tradition of British Empire and the historical cycle of a once subjugated nation eventually 
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rising to subjugate others, an association quite understandable given Mieville’s assertion that the metropole New Crobuzon is “London at heart.”18 In portraying the Picts and Britons they conquered, Roman and Alexandrian chroniclers emphasized these “barbarians” as punctured, scarred with cicatrices and stigmata, and tattooed with zoomorphic designs; Isidore de Seville (7th century CE) noted that the tattooing and scarring of the Irish and Picts conveyed high social status.19 Anthropological and historical accounts of Oceanic peoples in 16th-19th century European voyage histories describe British maritime journalists’ fascination with Polynesian “tataowing” as well as the densely patterned Samoan pe’a. Both traditions represented disturbing cultural habits to European observers but served to establish a strong community among the islanders and a clearly designated rank and status based on the emblematic images portrayed.20The parallel between authors of these colonial histories and Mieville’s Bellis Coldwine is obvious. A self-exiled linguist-translator from imperial New Crobuzon, Bellis is captured by pirates while traveling to an outpost at Nova Esperium where she can take up a position preserving the language of the dwindling indigenous population. As recorded in a series of letters to an unimown friend, her tales of a pirate’s life aboard the Armada focus heavily on the description of bodily scars and signs. In her eyes, the Armada foremost is a “city of esoteric shapes” flouting a “hybridity . . . stark and uncharming, marred with decay and graffiti” (Scar 81). Her immediate reactions to Armadan hybridity perhaps exhibit the distrust of an alienated urbanite “at sea” in a subaltern culture. She watches carefully but can make no sense of this disparate mixture of ethnicities, “some scarified in abstract designs” (Scar 77}.Her chronicles of civil war or mutiny on the Armada and its fierce battle with the colonial power, New Crobuzon, call to mind the displacement of religious wars by trade wars and the threat of piracy to the English commercial revolution of 1660-1700, a period when England’s trade tripled and it became a major player in the expanding Atlantic economy.21 The Armada’s negotiating interchanges with the Samheri ships, Tintinnabulum’s crew, and other sovereignties remind one of the 15th and 16th century “legitimation of plunder” policies that led to the use of the term “privateering” in place of “piracy.”22 The ample presence of New Crobuzoners press- ganged on the Armada points to another echo of 16th century military commerce: the inclusion of English soldiers in the North African, Persian, and Ottoman empires’ advanced military ventures coupled with continued English piracy in the Mediterranean Sea, Red Sea, and the Persian Gulf, where English pirates among Muslims became so numerous that they were known as the “new pirates of Barbary.”23By far the most important historical parallel is the portrayal of the treatment that led so many sailors to become pirates in the first place. Piracy aboard the Armada evokes the so-called “Golden Age” of piracy and the Pirate Wars of the 1710-1720s, where abused and disaffected sailors and soldiers deserted empirical forces in such numbers that they threatened to establish a second Madagascar—that is, an unreachable pirate stronghold hidden somewhere in the Caribbean that might rule the oceans.24 Marcus Rediker argues that the violent eruption of the Golden Age of 

piracy, and the subsequent pirate call crying “up a Pyratc’s Life to be the only Life lor a Man of any Spirit,” was due to “Bad Usage,” as unrepentant William Fly at the gallows put it. Fly recounted how his former captain and mate abused him and “his brother tars,” treating them barbarously, as if they were “dogs.”25 During this period the High Court of Admiralty regularly entertained testimony replete with bloody accounts of lashings, torture, and capital punishment. Disciplining sailors with mutilation was an ordinary and pervasive practice. The heavily scarred and tattooed Hiiilors-turned-pirates banded together in response to this bad usage and established a history of social protest against oppression and poverty as they built new worlds aboard their ships.
The Scar clearly echoes this history, especially in the Armada’s welcoming of I he Remades, whose very existence is synonymous with scarification. Described at length in Mieville’s Perdido Street Station and amplified in Iron Council, Remades are socially stigmatized criminals, but rather than being imprisoned, they are subjected to arbitrary and grotesque body modification. The branding and scarification of the Remades may not seem so extraordinary in light of practices detailed by Foucault in 

Discipline and Punish: The Birth of the Prison and amended by Gell, who discusses the use of tattooing and scarification as punishment throughout colonial histories, observing that “the body is directly involved in the political field” and that “power relations have an immediate hold over it; they invest it, mark it, train it, torture it, force it to carry out tasks, to perform ceremonies, to emit signs.”26 Gell more specifically connects these forcible brandings to a Western expansion of knowledge, especially since the 18th century, including scientific criminology, evolutionary theory, psychology, and aesthetics, arguing that these modes of knowledge are directed against the “other” class in ways designed to socially exclude them.27Entrancing storyteller Tanner Sack, whose punishment is the addition of useless tentacles erupting from his chest, exemplifies the “Remade” spirit. In The Scar the Remades first appear boarded up below the decks of the Terpsichoria as its officers and crew set sail for colonial outposts. The Armada’s capture of the Terpsichoria liberates them and puts an end to imperial bad usage. The story of Tanner’s evolution from sensing himself an infection and a filth who must be herded and beaten apart into a cheerful, confident, and loyal Armadan in response to the egalitarian mid democratic openness of his new found community illustrates one idealization of piracy’s Golden Age. When he embraces his Remade tentacles and turns them into useful working additions that ensure the security of the floating city, his act of becoming a (literally) more sea-worthy creature represents a joyous joining in the collective. The punishment imposed on Remade bodies thus rearranges the implications of scarification as a kind of criminal branding and means of division. When embraced or hyperbolized, scarification becomes a counter-subversive reaction to oppression.It has often been suggested that the European conception of tattooing as a foreign habit, at once exotic, mystifying, entrancing, and appalling, shifts dramatically with the studies of Cesare Lombrosio (1836-1909) and Alexandre Lacarsagne 
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(1843-1924). Both agree that tattoos and scarifications are concrete evidence of a collectively pathological character.28 Thus, “bizarre decoration borrowed by sailors from savages and propagated by ‘idleness and caprice’” proves the embedded “illness” of a primitive or criminal nature and becomes an iconic means of determining true character.29 Participating in the discourse of criminology of the 1880s, this social rhetoric can be said to justify the practices of branding the shoulders of 16th-century galley slaves in France with the letters GAL, petty thieves in early modern and modern Europe with a T, slaves in the Americas and West Indies with various scarring marks as punishment for insubordinate conduct, maroon slaves of Jamaica with shoulder brands as directed by the 1723 Code'Noir of the French Indian Ocean colony, and transported convicts with various body modifications including tattoos.30Prejudices against the criminally branded reflect a fear of primitivism, of being socially excluded because of one’s less-than-human state. Bellis berates any tendency to slip into uncivilized actions, thoughts, and appearances. She equates scars and brands with primitivism, cruelty, violence, and lack of intellectualism even while feeling drawn to these markers of the unfamiliar. Her attitude is exemplified in the case of the scarred female Lover, who both allures and appalls Bellis:“I try to avoid the Lover’s eye but I find myself pruriently drawn by her marks. It is as if they have been carved into some mesmeric pattern. But peering at them surreptitiously from behind my fingers, I see nothing romantic or secret or revelatory, nothing but the evidence of old wounds. Nothing but scars.” (Scar 278)Together with a male counterpart, the female Lover is the leader of Garwater, the most powerful contingent of the Armada. Her features are described as heavy and irregular, flesh and mouth sensual, “the cruel cast of her eyes compelling” (Scar 77), while her scars read like the Maori moko thatis usually reserved for male leaders:31“[Scars] curling down the outside of the woman’s face, from the corner of her left eye to the corner of her mouth. Fine and uninterrupted. Another, thicker and shorter and more jagged, swept from the right side of her nose across her cheek and curled up as if to cup her eye. And others, contoured to her face. They disfigured her ocher skin with esthetic precision.” (Scar 77)Bellis is paralyzed by these external signs, her semiotic system gone awry. In an earlier correspondence shortly before their initial meeting, Bellis decries (or prophesies) her fear of slipping into a similar state: “My hair long and braided with mud, no doubt, abjuring clothes, marked with sigils like some savage shaman!” (Scar 38).This association between the urbanite Bellis and the savage female Lover deserves amplification. Curiously, the sparse physical description of Bellis contains the image of “lips and hair stained the cold purple of bruises” (Scar 13) suggesting both the stain associated with tattooing and the scarification associated with bruising, but also a makeup, a surface decoration that is intended to provoke, perhaps shock. Both figures evoke what Juliet Fleming (borrowing from Julia Kristeva) calls the abject: the highly accomplished surface decoration reveals interior states of mind of, at once, an excluded ground and a “border that has encroached upon everything.”32 This “abject” is “something rejected from which one cannot part” and has the uncanny power to 

affront and thus arouse by-standers.33 The danger for Bellis is that bonding with this lerociously intense and distant figure could lead to those murky waters where the beachcomber, captive, or castaway “goes native.”34 The female Lover’s stigmata may have a corresponding appeal to Bellis. The semi-conscious allure might be, however, i he Lover’s hierarchical status, her scars reflecting tire gynarchy and nakedness of female rule and sovereignty connected to Briton and Pict tattooing as well as to other tribes such as the Algonquian female Indians listed among Samuel Purchas’ fantastical marvels.35 Bellis’s personal history repeatedly documents sexist oppression, as m, for example, Captain Myzovic’s dismissal of her translating abilities and intellect when engaging with the cray: “You’re a conduit,” he says, “and nothing more” (Scar 37). By contrast, the unquestioned power commanded by the female Lover must '.eem an attractive alternative.In a moment when the Lovers are geographically separated and the female Lover is engrossed in creating a new scar curvature, Bellis peers down a ship doorway and accidentally sees her nakedness: scars cover her entire body, over her back, her buttocks, bosom, and sternum (Scar 281-82). Bellis is horrified but cannot turn away. Paul Gilroy speaks of such morbid fascination with “knowing, seeing, and even lunching the colonized” as “the relationship of racial terror and subordination.”36 Bellis’s own voyeuristic scopophilia is not only a humorous inversion of the cinematic "male gaze” (via Laura Mulvey and gaze theory in film studies) but speaks to this more insidious modernist and colonial racism and sexism. After securing the room bom further indelicate exposures, the Lovers’ bodyguard Uther Doul carefully tells Bellis the story of their scars. Both the female and male Lover originally came from impoverished origins in “the northern shards,” where custom and law permitted women to be cut, sewn shut, excised from what they were born with, and chained in bouses to serve men. Doul speaks of a “certain sacralization of the women. A contempt masked as adoration” (Scar 284), adding the implication that such attitudes toward women are not unique to the northern shards but exist in Bellis’s “civilized” city, New Grobuzon, as well. “You understand, I’m sure,” he observes, pointing out that Bellis chose to mask her gender: “You published your books as B. Coldwine” 
(Scar 284).The story of the equally scarred Lovers unfolds within this context. On their northern isle, one who loves a woman with a fierce passion often tempers her beauty with scarification. In cutting a woman’s face, “He’ll mark her, to make her his, inscribe his property, notch it like wood. Spoil her just enough that no other will want her” (Scar 282). During their public scarification rituals aboard the Armada, the female Lover does the unexpected: She is still and lets the male lover cut her, i hen takes the knife and cuts him back. Because “property does not mark its owner,” in this act she overturns gender and class distinctions and in a sense literalizes the metaphor: “The blood, the split skin, the tissue and pain, the clot and the scar were for love so they were hers to give as well as receive” (Scar 285). Further, by marking her entire body—and as the narrative implies encouraging her male Lover to do so ns well—she establishes a higher status for both since this much marking is typically
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reserved for royalty or often signifies elevated hierarchical status in ninny indigenous cultures.37The female Lover’s radicalized appropriation of scat ring i mirds accords with Veronica Hollinger’s observation that “feminist dcfamiliat ization" ns a technique is inherently possible in science fiction. In this view, a female pioiagonist becomes one who identifiably escapes labels, unsettles expectations, and suggests new ways of conceiving a subject, marked by postmodern ideas of the subject as multiple and contradictory. Moreover, these overt moments display “how the fictional discourse of sf can literalize, unconfined by the generic limitations of lealism, some of the complex theoretical metaphors of the subject suggested by c<mtempoimy feminist theory.”38 The complication in Mieville’s epic is that the troubled female pioiagonist Bellis voyeuristically watches a woman willingly giving and icccivmg scars yet prevaricates about the value of these revolutionary acts of piaxi'. I lie most stunning of these occurs when the Lovers disagree on whclhrt Io go Imwmd on the voyage directly to the Scar, that mysterious rift in spacetime possibilities dial icmains the touchstone for Mieville’s tale.The female scars herself, cutting across and destroying hoi bodily masterpiece/ reflected/refracted “fretwork.” This act ol erasme communicHles more viscerally than political speeches the irony of Armadan idealism, which Bellis seemingly always suspected in chronicling the Lovers’ obsessive marking and cm ling, of their bodies. Dangerous and fanatical from her point of view, they me, she tells Silas, “visionaries, gods help us” (Scar 445). Their hyperbolical acts ol scat iIk ation mirror an impulse to transcend physical boundaries and exemplify the Armadan spirit that ruptures the conceptual separation of metropolitan “cote1' and colonial “periphery.” But it is equally true that Armadan behavior mirrors the impctialisi impulse to subsume peripheral and opposing cultures, as its leader. quest lot that “last great age of the Armada” and imagine “our palace,” stipcilaiivc fortresses, and glory restored 
(Scar 236-37). In this sense, the female Lovci’s urge to acquire power causes her to embrace the Scar or Fractured Land’s sublimities ol tenor horror, and malleable beauty even if doing so risks the lives of all on the Annada. Victoria Pitts argues that some forms of self-mutilation can become ot lemam pathological while certain forms of visibility invite “surveillance, foiishiz.it ion, mid the colonialist appetite for consumption.”39 Further, to cicatrize as an “exotic ethnic" encomages false readings; for instance, notions of progress used to butliess anti aboiigmal views may simultaneously be coupled with a nostalgia fora so called pi motive hie, a nostalgia that is largely aesthetic, often reduced.to the simulacra ol aichived museum life. An accurate translator or translation is critical, or nostalgia can lead to stagnation, and policies affecting indigenous peoples will not progress.In this context, Bellis’ss status as translator remains a cential ambiguity of the novel. In many ways, her unillusioned take on Armadan idealism makes her “clear-eyed” about the imperialist tendencies of her beloved New Ciobuzon but also creates a vacuum. She must attempt to ignore the slavery ol the Hematics, who are treated like live cargo aboard the Terpsichoria, or imagine hei hie at Nova I sperium 
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translating and preserving native tongues as the people themselves fade away. Her library research on political economies traces all mercantile routes to New Crobuzon, the designation always seeming to be at the end of a “long, long trading chain” (Scar 217). This research supports her own sharply developed insights into the increasing desecration and obliteration of the lifestyles of the natives at Nova Espcrium and expresses her increasing intellectual knowledge of a production of truth, the primitive accumulation” (Scar 220). She may engage in practical reflection but develops no desire to change her city’s natural proclivity for stamping out other cultures. Conduits, strategies, recoils: Bellis faces directly her own complicity in the unannounced attack of New Crobuzon warships on the Armada and experiences the consequences of maritime law—a whip lashing.Scars are memory.I carry my memories of Armada on my back.I took the dressings off some weeks ago, and with angled mirrors I have seen what Garwater has written on me. It is a breathtakingly ugly message, in a brutal script.Contours ridge my back, lines stretched horizontal across it, roughly parallel, where the whip landed. They seem to emerge from one side of my back, break my skin, and descend on the other.Like sutures. They stitch the past to me. (The Scar 635)Her recovered memory becomes a counter memory, bearing true witness. The violent descent of New Crobuzon warships reminds her of the terrors and fears she experienced before her self-imposed exile; she remembers how citizens’ rights and privileges eroded as her beloved city degenerated into a police-state. On the macrolevel, she sees through the implicit dangers of the model of “technoglobality1 that Rajagopalan Radhakrishnan has spoken of at length. In this model, transnationalism and internationalism function as the guise of “a supra-nationalism that holds onto and consolidates the privileges and prerogations of dominant nationalisms” and the ethico-political rights of postcolonial peoples to realize themselves as sovereign nation-states is “problematized;” they are characterized as “rogue states.”41 The “seductive immanence” of technoglobality is that “it promotes the belief that the political inheres in the model in a thoroughly transparent and trans-ideological manner. Reality matters; not the political; if anything, politics mars, disfigures, and polemicizes reality: that is the manifesto of technoglobality.”42 The fleshly harshness of rupturing, wounding, and scarification breaks apart this kind of prevaricating rhetoric. Radhakrishnan borrows his recommendation to achieve political unification for third-world “rogue” nations or what can be construed as variations of “floating cities” such as the heterogeneous Armada of The Scar from Ashis Nandy. Nandy observes these peripheries’s utopian impulse implies an “ethics of permanent revolution” that transcends “the merely political and opportunistic in the name of multilateral, universal, ethical accountability.”43 Bellis’ss disclosures set in motion the 
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return home” but with better informed citizenry of the Ainuidn, ones who realize they are “careering at breakneck speed into a new epoch” (Scar 380) and who choose to return to the Armadan tradition of collective decisionmaking. The adventures of the Armada can be viewed as both a prototype of ncoliberal globalization and as a prototype of an ancient recycled colonial invasion. The history of the Armada suggests a counter-national localism, whether one of the Golden Age of pirates or of the restless indigenous and labor force movements of current times.Recent transnational scholarship, particularly when confronting the consequences of contemporary neoliberal globalization policies, has tended to debate the degree to which indigenous peoples should be characterized as “victims” or as “the oppressed.” Some argue that the debate itself continues an unfortunate vertical relationship between assimilation and opposition. In fact, the very idea of the transnational is being studied within the framework of a “space of exchange and participation where processes of hybridization occur and where it is still possible for cultures to be produced and performed without necessary mediation by the center”—that is, by first world, northern, western nations.44 In addition, awareness of indigenous worldwide awakenings to issues of self-governance and sovereignty is increasing.45 The scholarship on recovering the cultural significance of tattoos and scarification raises similar concerns, hopes, and recognitions, as does the resurgence of scarification and tattooing among “first-worlders” in the 1980s and 1990s.46 Fascination with the tattoo traditions that demarcate tribal alliances is spreading among a new and growing audience of middle class youth who evince a critical awareness of the neoliberal globalization policies that cause issues of cultural appropriation, translation, and exchange to dominate their so-called “post-colonial” or “neo-colonial” world even as they recognize and willingly succumb to the alluring and compromising effects of hypercommodification. This resurgence of tattooing and body modifying subcultures exemplifies tensions between globalization and its perceived counterpoints, indigenous and local cultures. The carefully encoded scars and ruptures of The Scar are cautionary reminders that there can be no “ecstatic forgetting” (Scar 635), as Bellis’s final correspondences suggest.
Notes1. The designation “transnational imaginaries” here echoes Michael Peter Smith’s “transnational urbanism,” where “trans” indicates continuity as well as transcendence. Unhooking the expression “transnational” from associations with “multinational” intends to capture the qualities of world cities such as the historical London and the fictional New Crobuzon, where “nation-state,” “local community,” “the ethnoracial formation,” and even the “new world order” interrelate; the local is already, always transnational; routes and roots are in a constant state of mediation; and city dwellers develop interstitial identities. See Tran

snational Urbanism: Locating Globalization (Malden, MA: Blackwell, 2001), pp. 140-142. In some ways, the continuous influx of indigenous; nomadic, diasporic, and captured peoples aboard the Armada establishes a cultural and geographic rubric through which discontented transnational urbanites filter images of former and concurrent colonial landscapes.2. Karl Marx, Capital, Volume One (New York: International Publishers, 1967), p. 351.
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3. China Mieville, Between Equal Rights: A Marxist Theory of International Law (Chicago: Haymarket Books, 2005), pp. 161-173; 178. “The colonial encounter is central to the development of international law. But this centrality is not reducible to the colonialism of content, the fact that certain legal categories were invested with Western bias, though the fleshing out of such historical specificities is important. Colonialism is in the very form, the structure of international law itself, predicated on global trade between inherently unequal polities, with unequal coercive force implied in the very commodity form. This unequal coercion is what forces particular content into the legal form”( p. 178). Notably, this colonialism-in-equality occurred in the 15th century “when the fact of the New World forced a crisis in medieval juristic concepts,” yet it excoriates our present still and, “indeed, [remains] central to international law” in our 21s' century (p. 178).4. Mieville, op. cit., pp. 172-73.5. Mieville, op. cit., pp. 173.6. Mieville, op. cit., pp. 174.7. Jace Weaver, Other Words: American Indian Literature, Law, and Culture (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 2001), p. 293.8. A contemporary example indicates that the expression “post” is insufficient in light of colonial practices that continue unabated in the language of law: The United Nations’ designation of the International Decade of Indigenous People (1995-2004) was changed from the original usage, “peoples,” to “people” because in international law the designation “peoples” implies rights of self-determination. If we simply meditate on indigenous people, we do not need to consider that over 300 million peoples currently have legal recourse to pursue sovereignty rights. The United States took the lead in challenging the original UN wording. See Peter d’Errico, “American Indian Sovereignty: Now You See It, Now You Don’t,” in American Indian Rhetorics of Survivance: Word Medicine, Word Magic, Ernest Stromberg, ed. (Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh Press, 2006), pp. 241-245.9. Graham Huggan, The Postcolonial Exotic: Marketing the Margins (New York: Routledge, 2001), pp vii and ix.10. Homi Bhabha, The Location of Culture (London: Routledge, 1994), p. 237.11. John Clement Ball, Imagining London: Postcolonial Fiction and the Transnational Metropolis (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2004), pp. 24 and 32.12. Mieville, Between Equal Rights, p. 237.13. Mieville, op. cit., pp. 271-73.14. Mark Bould, “The Dreadful Credibility of Absurd Things’: A Tendency in Fantasy Theory,’’Historical Materialism 10:4 (2002), pp. 51-88, at p. 84. On the replication of historical exercises in colonialism that may infuse the work of Mieville as well as others, see Christopher Hodgkins, Reforming Empire: Protestant Colonialism and Conscience in British 
Literature (Columbia: University of Missouri Press, 2002). Hodgkins studies the portrayal of British empire in literature from the days of Elizabethan imperial piety to late Victorian fables to modern-day film and novel. Literary imagination has made essential and enduring contributions to a shared sense of British destiny, of liberating missions, and of moral exceptionalism on an international scale. Writers and inhabitants of England and Scotland reformed the Arthurian chronicles, claiming the translatio imperii (transfer of empire) from the Caesars; they proposed to free the subject peoples of rival empires from spiritual and political bondage; and they refused the worship offered by adoring natives in order to merit possessing their lands—all expansionist paradigms and tropes that remained potent throughout the Victorian era. Simultaneously, the genesis of Protestant unease and guilt ensues: “what David [Armitage in The Ideological Origins of the British Empire] calls the empire’s Ideo
logical ‘Fissures’and ‘Instability,’ no mere accidental side effects but rather . . . constituting] an enduring and often deliberate anti-imperial countertradition” (see Hodgkins ix-3). One cannot resist pointing out the parallel between Armitage’s “fissures” metaphor and Mieville’s
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“rupture” and “scars” metaphor. In Between Equal Rights, Mieville attributes contemporary international law to early imperial imaginings of the 15th -17th centuries. Both Hodgkins and Mieville accomplish Armitage’s call to overcome the reluctance many historians and political scientists still carry and to treat seriously and substantially the empire’s Tudor-Stuart origins and its ideologies of empire as a part of contemporary political history.15. Mieville consistently rejects the SF worlds that Elizabeth Anne Leonard warns against. See “Race and ethnicity in science fiction,” in The Cambridge Companion to Science Fiction, Edward James and Farah Mendlesohn, eds. (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2003), pp. 253-263. Leonard cautions that substantial race mingling “where colour-blindness is the norm . .. avoids wrestling with the difficult questions of how a non-racist society comes into being and how members of minority cultures or ethnic groups preserve their culture,” a pitfall (254). Midville retains malleable and culturally mediated characters that are not sealed away in “distinct hermetic balloons” and whose cultures “taint each other.” See Cheryl Morgan, “Interview: China Mieville,” Strange Horizons (2001), p. 5.16. Mieville, Between Equal Rights, p. 229.17. Joan Gordon, “Hybridity, Heterotopia, and Mateship,” Science Fiction Studies 30:3 (November 2003), pp. 456-476, at 463.18. Joan Gordon, “Reveling in Genre: An Interview with China Midville,” Science Fiction Studies 30:3 (November 2003), pp. 362-366, at 363.19. Charles W. MacQuarrie, “Insular Celtic Tattooing: History, Myth and Metaphor” in Written 
on the Body: The Tattoo in European and American History, Jane Caplan, ed., (Princeton: Princeton UR 2000), p. 34.20. See Nicholas Thomas, “Introduction,” in Nicholas Thomas, Anna Cole, and Bronwen Douglas, eds., Tattoo: Bodies, Art, and Exchange in the Pacific and the West (Durham: Duke University Press, 2005), pp. 7-16, at 16. For an overt example from The Scar, consider the scabmettlers’ armor of cut blood, which recreates the Marquesan patu tiki that British explorers called “visual armour” or “Coat of Mail” (see Douglas 44-46). As preparation for the scabmettler holy-day battle, “bowls with recurved knives, skinning knives to score, to pare off flesh” are methodically set up; they carve “furrows in their own flesh” and “shards of scab matter [frost] into place like salt or ice,” setting “hard into abstract armor.” Each warrior “perfects his own pattern of cuts,” and these “lava flows, organic and mineral” become “at once armor carefully cultivated in pain” (Scar 150-151).21. Marcus Rediker, Villains of All Nations: Atlantic Pirates in the Golden Age (Boston: Beacon Press, 2004), pp. 21-37.22. Nabil Matar, Turks, Moors, and Englishmen in the Age of Discovery (New York: Columbia UR 1999), pp. 43-107.23. Matar, op. cit., pp. 44-63. See additionally Daniel J. Vitkus, “The circulation of bodies: slavery, maritime commerce and English captivity narratives in the early modern period,” in 
Colonial and Postcolonial Incarceration, Graeme Harper, ed. (New York: Continuum, 2001), pp. 23-37. Vitkus reviews late 16th to mid- 17th century cross-cultural exchanges of English renegade pirates, captivity narratives in the Mediterranean, and the Ottoman and Barbary states’ corsair economies. “In England, commercial energies and imperial ambitions built up momentum and by the mid-sixteenth century an increased maritime commerce, especially international trade, took the English further afloat in vessels that were designed for longer journeys than the galleys and carracks of old” (p. 27) Evincing Mieville’s clearly defined stance on the underside of emerging capitalism, Vitkus also suggests, “[t]he system of ‘free’ trade, then as now, was conducted with power, force, and fraud as basic strategies, and human bodies were at stake” (p. 27).24. Rediker, op. cit., p. 31.25. Rediker, op. cit., p. 17.26. Alfred Gell, Wrapping in Images: Tattooing in Polynesia (Oxford: Oxford UR 1993), 26.
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The period between the completion of the BBC’s four-season, first screening of Star 
Trek, which ended in December 1971, and the emergence of programmes such as 
Survivors and Space: 1999 proved particularly barren for science fiction on British television. In his authoritative reference work, Roger Fulton lists only twelve new series or serials that appeared in the first half of this decade, in contrast with the twenty that he notes were seen for the first time in the 1975-79 period.1 A similar balance emerges when the subject is investigated via other sources. The Ultimate Encyclopedia 
of Science Fiction, for example, also covers twelve new British or American Science Fiction series/serials when discussing the first half of the 1970s and twenty-two when addressing the second half.2 It is an indication of how much the situation changed during the course of the decade that, in citing eleven current Science Fiction television series in 1978, Malcolm Edwards commented that it was possible at his time of writing to watch one almost every day of the week.3Although programmes such as Doomwatch, The Tomorrow People and the American 
The Six Million Dollar Man ran for several seasons and are today regarded in some quarters as “cult shows”, others from the early 1970s, like The Adventures of Don Quick and The Guardians, were rather more short-lived. A third programme from this period that failed to make an impact was the BBC’s Moonbase 3. Despite its release on both video cassette and DVD, Moonbase 3 has never been highly acclaimed. With just six episodes made, and a little over five hours of screen time in total, Moonbase 3 had scant opportunity to develop an audience, and its brevity means that it is unlikely to be an attractive proposition to satellite and cable broadcasters for repeat showings in recent years. Nevertheless, since the programme was set in the early twenty-first 
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century, now would appear an appropriate time for a detailed re-examination of the show that was broadcast at 7.25 on six successive Sunday evenings in September and October 1973.As it aimed to provide a realistic perspective, with serious speculation on the nature of life on a future lunar base, Moonbase 3 certainly represented a brave, although admittedly low budget, attempt to break tire mould of TV Science Fiction of the time. Its approach was quite different from the “monster/culture of the week” syndrome so obvious in programmes like Doctor Who and the US Star Trek, Lost in 
Space and The Time Tunnel, all of which had appeared on British television screens in the years immediately before Moonbase 3’s transmission. A major benefit of the focus on realism lay in the fact that no great demands were made on the budget in terms of special effects, alien costumes or other-worldly sets. The considerable differences in character between Moonbase 3 and Doctor Who, in particular, are all the more surprising when it is appreciated that the former’s producer, Barry Letts, and its script editor, Terrance Dicks — the men frequently credited with creating Moonbase 
3 — are themselves Doctor Who stalwarts. Indeed, at the time of Moonbase 3’s production, Letts and Dicks were working in the same capacity on Doctor Who. Further links in personnel are provided by writer John Lucarotti, director Christopher Barry and composer Dudley Simpson, all of whom made significant contributions to both programmes. Moonbase 3 is often understood as an attempt by Letts and Dicks to “do something different”. Indeed, a review of the programme in the magazine, SFX 
Collection, contrasts the “outlandish Pertwee-era Doctor Who” with “this much more sober SF series” (p. 114).4

Moonbase 3 dealt with life on the eponymous lunar base, one of five in existence on the satellite by 2003, the year in which the series was set. Although there were also bases manned by Americans, Russians, Chinese and Brazilians, the one run by a European team of scientists formed the focus of the programme. At the beginning of the series, this base had been in existence for eight years. The plot of the first episode, “Departure and Arrival”, bears strong similarities to the essentials of the opening instalment of Space: 1999, which would be broadcast two years later in September 1975. In both stories, a new leader assumes control of a lunar base suffering from serious problems. Graham Nelson goes as far as to argue that Space: 1999 “stole the initial idea... and plot” of Moonbase 3’s first episode.5 Yet, beyond this starting point, the two productions share little commonality. As David Caulder (played by Donald Houston), the recently appointed director of Moonbase 3, seeks to establish himself, he is familiarised with the Base’s procedures and staff. This situation also, of course, orientates the watching viewer, who is similarly new to the Moonbase. The overall scenario, in which a newcomer becomes integrated into an established group, had been used in a comparable fashion in a major Science Fiction series just a few months earlier in the opening episode of The Tomorrow People. Here the hitherto ordinary Stephen joined John, Carol and Kenny in the ranks of the Homo Superior.The territory of Moonbase 3 contrasted with that of another form of TV Science Fiction that Peter Nicholls and John Brosnan recognise was prevalent in Britain in
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the 1970s — the “anxiety-ridden” series, which “reflected the fears of a society that seemed to find itself on the brink of something unpleasant” (p. 1208).6 The specific scenarios permeating programmes of this time included scientific folly (in 
Doomwatch), the holocaust caused by a biological plague accident (in Survivors) and societal domination by a totalitarian regime (in 1990). Peter Wright, however, detects a downbeat air which gives Moonbase 3 a tone perhaps comparable to that of these more obviously pessimistic series. He asserts that Moonbase 3’s commitment to realism led to an atmosphere characterised by claustrophobia and isolation. This counteracted the apparent optimism of the programme’s premise and was consistent with the mood of insularity prevalent in early 1970s Britain.7 Men involved in the making of the series likened the Base’s claustrophobic conditions to those of “a nuclear submarine” and those in space itself to the atmosphere of a coal mine.8What distinguishes Moonbase 3 from so much other TV Science Fiction before or since is the complete absence of aliens, monsters, robots and distinctive spacecraft, elements that have formed the staple ingredients of so many shows over the last fifty years. There is no vessel comparable to the TARDIS, the USS Enterprise or the Libera
tor, no machine character in the style of K9, Orac, Twiki, TIM, Rem or the Robinsons’ robot and no resident alien in the mould of Leela, Spock, Maya or Cally. Previewing the weekend’s television a day before the transmission of the first episode, The Times described Moonbase 3 as “a cross between Star Trek and 2001: A Space Odyssey”9, but in truth it was quite different from both and had an identity of its own. The programme’s lunar setting may remind the viewer of elements within Gerry Anderson’s 
UFO and the Doctor Who serials, The Moonbase and The Seeds of Death, yet, in its low-key, non-sensational attitude to space exploration, the programme is perhaps closest to the much earlier Men Into Space, another series in which the Moon featured prominently.Essentially, Moonbase 3 focused on problems, and the scientists’ attempts to overcome them. Many of the dangers faced by the team originated from human failings and frailties. On several occasions incidents arose from the actions of characters who were reckless, arrogant, disruptive or simply reluctant to accept policies and instructions. Seldom, however, were protagonists seen to be truly evil. The most malicious character was undoubtedly Adam Blaney, who appears in the episode “Achilles Heel”, yet even here, despite an attempt at murder, his sabotage of equipment and his efforts to set crew members against each other, he is portrayed as a frustrated and disturbed man whose negative personality has resulted mainly from his inability to satisfy his ambitions. Significantly, he is eventually returned to Earth for treatment rather than denounced as evil and incarcerated. The damage that a psychologically unbalanced individual may inflict on a lunar base has also been explored in Raymond E Jones’s novel, Moonbase One, which was first published just two years before the programme was broadcast. In a genre often derided for its bug-eyed monsters and reliance on scientific hardware and special effects, Moonbase 3’s greatest strengths were its humanity and the moral issues it addressed. One episode — the last, “View of a Dead Planet” — in itself dealt with matters as diverse as the dangers of nationalism and 
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the limits that should exist in the authority of leaders. In addition to broadly exploring how man might cope in a confined, isolated environment in the face of technical malfunctions and financial constraints imposed by the authorities, the programme investigated the effects on human psychology of a range of specific concerns, including threats to one’s reputation and position (in “Departure and Arrival”), dangers to personal safety (in “Behemoth”), unscrupulous manipulation of people’s insecurities and weaknesses (in “Achilles Heel”), homesickness (in “Achilles Heel”), the loss of professional judgement that may result from romantic relationships (in “Achilles Heel”), the pressure on scientists to deliver demonstrable results (in “Outsiders”), the prospect of death (in “Castor and Pollux” and “View of a Dead Planet”) and the removal of one’s position of authority (in “Castor and Pollux”).The importance of the psychological aspect of the stories is emphasised by the fact that one of the four main characters was the Base’s psychiatrist, Dr. Helen Smith (played by Fiona Gaunt). The actress herself has described her role as one of providing “human interest”.10 The remaining regulars in a very male-dominated series were Caulder himself, his autocratic second-in-command, Dr. Michel Lebrun (Ralph Bates), and the technical director, Tom Hill (Barry Lowe). The dynamics between these protagonists formed a major component within the series. In addition to the four leads, there were many semi-regular characters. Some played key roles in particular stories, whilst others simply manned the base and had little real part in the plots of any of the episodes. With the exception of the director general on Earth, to whom Caulder reported, and a few visitors from the planet, virtually all the characters seen in the series worked on the Moon in some capacity. The programme’s focus on plausibility and its attention to the lives of the scientists render it very much a work of “hard SF”. Although series of this type are relatively rare on television, some comparisons may be drawn between Moonbase 3 and the earlier BBC programme, 
R3, which also focused to a considerable degree on scientist protagonists.Authenticity was one of Moonbase 3’s key priorities, and the BBC’s well-known science correspondent, James Burke, was hired to work on it as a technical advisor. He was officially credited as “script consultant”. Burke was especially proud of the design of the base itself, which he commented, “should look exactly as it would if they built one tomorrow”.11 Such concern for detail has led to the programme being described as “semi-documentary” in style,12 and even a spin-off “of live factual coverage of the Apollo lunar landings”.13 Iri a thorough and well balanced critique of 
Moonbase 3, Graham Nelson discusses the issue of realism at length. He highlights how the plots of certain episodes may have been inspired by actual incidents in the US and Russian space programmes, and praises the excellence of the model of the lunar base, the thought that had been invested in set design, the plausibility of the fields of research shown to be being undertaken on the Moon and the accuracy of the Base’s procedures. He concludes, “There’s no question that, for research, you have to give the show ten out of ten”.14The nearest the Moonbase team comes to an encounter with alien life occurs in the second episode, “Behemoth”. Despite initial evidence suggesting that a crea
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ture has been responsible for attacks on the base, the denouement reveals a more mundane explanation. The use of such “red herrings” is a recurrent theme in the stories, and this repetition perhaps goes some way to justifying the charge made in 
The Ultimate Encyclopedia of Science Fiction that, even at a mere six episodes, the series “seemed overextended” (p. 144).15 The first anti-climax is found in the opening instalment. In the final moments of “Departure and Arrival”, Caulder and his party are isolated on the surface of the Moon, ostensibly with no means of escape, yet it ultimately emerges that the situation has been engineered by the director to alert his team to their need to be vigilant. Similarly, in View of a Dead World, it seems that a major disaster has befallen the Earth after an ill-advised scientific operation but it eventually becomes apparent that the effect is has been much less catastrophic than was initially feared. In all three episodes, the writers shun a spectacular climax, and the resolutions that they offer are distinctly undramatic. In “Behemoth” and View of a Dead World the average viewer may well feel overwhelmed by the scientific dimensions of the explanations, and certainly the matter-of-factness with which the resolutions are presented allows little scope for the viewer to experience the “sense of wonder” that is often considered characteristic of the best science fiction. Script editor Terrance Dicks has himself conceded that the absence of this ingredient from the programme was a significant mistake.16 In the penultimate story, “Castor and Pollux”, a “genuine” rescue has to be launched when Tom Hill becomes stranded in a space capsule during a mission to repair a weather satellite. Even here, however, there remains some repetition of past work, although admittedly not in this case within the series itself, as the way in which a stranded Western astronaut is rescued from certain death in an operation involving a Russian cosmonaut is highly reminiscent of the plot of John Sturges’ movie, Ma
rooned. Whilst it is the rescue that forms the heart of the story, themes such as loyalty to colleagues, cooperation between rival powers and the control that a leader may exercise over his subordinates are also well addressed. The attempt to depict in realistic terms an accident on the moon in the twenty-first century renders the episode somewhat similar to Arthur C. Clarke’s novel, A Fall of Moondust. Like 
Moonbase 3, this work has been criticised for its lack of varied drama. Brian W. Aldiss and David Wingrove write, “Engineers dominated the proceedings, and the only problems were engineering problems” (p. 401).17Although in “Departure and Arrival”, “Behemoth” and View of a Dead World the denouements may be construed as attempts by the writers to fashion a twist ending, it is only in the fourth instalment, “Outsiders”, that the viewer is genuinely surprised. Two Moonbase scientists experience contrasting fortunes in their latest research. Peter Conway makes a genuine breakthrough, whereas his friend Stephen Partness finds success elusive and fakes his results during a demonstration, a ruse that is soon discovered. Ultimately, against all expectations, it is Conway who commits suicide. The fact that Caulder grants Partness a further opportunity to prove his method provides an optimistic ending, which was characteristic of the series overall. Despite a mood of grim despondency for much of the episodes, most ended on a 
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note of hope. Sometimes, particularly in “Departure and Arrival” and “Outsiders”, this is a result of Caulder’s flexibility and willingness to forgive others, so much so that, in these stories, he even covers up for them in his official reports.The imminent transmission of the first episode of Moonbase 3 was heralded by an in-depth feature in Radio Times,18 and the series stimulated some generally complimentary letters to the magazine.19 Nonetheless, critical reaction to Moonbase 3 over the past thirty years has, for the most part, been negative. In particular, reviewers have drawn attention to the way in which the series’ concern with realism limited the potential for dramatic action. One critic apparently likened the show to “an orbital 
Crossroads'’ (p. 227).20 Adjectives such as “tedious” and “dull” have frequently been used to describe Moonbase 3,21 and the programme failed to gain a place in the top fifty of a 2005 poll of SF fans to find the “best British telefantasy shows”.22 A further indication of how little a lasting impression Moonbase 3 has made is the fact that only brief consideration of it is given in Gary Gerani and Paul H. Schulman’s landmark book, Fantastic Television,23 and a substantial survey of Science Fiction television series by Mark Phillips and Frank Garcia does not address Moonbase 3 at all.24 It must be admitted, however, that this deficiency also highlights the strong American bias of these US books. One of the most damning reviews of the programme is provided by Stephen R. Hulse, who draws attention to what he believes to be “a total failure to engage viewer empathy with either the characters or their situations”.25 Reflecting in 2001 on the failure of Moonbase 3 nearly thirty years after its production, Dicks conceded, “In an excess of high-minded BBC rectitude we decided to avoid Star Trek type fantasy... and go for grim realism. Realism proved too grim and the public didn’t buy it” (p. 12).26For some time, Moonbase 3 was missing from the BBC archives. Indeed, in his guide to the existence of past Science Fiction and Fantasy programmes in the television vaults, Richard Molesworth reported in 1991 that all which remained was some colour 35 mm film footage from the third episode, “Achilles Heel”.27 Fortunately, soon after Molesworth’s survey, 525-line NTSC conversions of all six instalments were discovered in America and copies were returned to the BBC.28 A VHS video cassette release followed in the mid 1990s and in 2002 the programme appeared on DVD for the first time, courtesy of Second Sight Films. Although the DVD releases have encouraged renewed critical appraisal of the show, there still seems little evidence to support the claim made in the programme’s current Wikipedia entry that “it remains well-regarded in retrospect”.29Today, Moonbase 3 remains, for all its faults, unusual and enjoyable for those looking for a greater emphasis on humanity in TV Science Fiction than is typically offered in the genre. This orientation is especially apparent in the final episode, “View of a Dead Planet”, in which the Moonbase 3 team creates records of the nature of the Earth and achievements of man for their discovery by future visitors to the Moon, a scenario that provides writer Arden Winch with the opportunity to draw attention to the highlights of human life and the key features of humanity. As a product of its time, Moonbase 3 may be considered a little atypical in its theme, since, as Brian
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Stableford notes, “Post-1969 SF tends to look farther out than the Moon” (p. 821),30 possibly because the real-life story of manned lunar exploration limited the scope for imaginative fiction addressing a similar area. On viewing the programme now, many aspects of Moonbase 3 are, of course, dated, with dress, hairstyles and attitudes to women very much of the period, special effects modest, hardware clunky and computer displays unsophisticated. The series did, however, accurately anticipate the introduction of a single European currency, here realised in the form of the “Eurodollar”.The programme betrays its age most obviously, perhaps, in its central concept of the establishment of a base on the Moon. This is indicative of real-life priorities for space exploration at the time, with NASA’s late Apollo missions testimony to man s continuing interest in the satellite. Indeed, in December 1972, only months before the transmission of the first episode of Moonbase 3 on 9th September 1973, the final Moon-landings were made by the crew of Apollo Seventeen and, in November 1970 and January 1973, the unmanned Russian Lunokhod craft had arrived on the Moon to collect data. Unfortunately for the makers of Moonbase 3, much of the interest in the Moon that was prevalent at the time of the programme’s production quickly faded .in the years immediately following and, as early as 1976, the eminent astronomer Patrick Moore had formed the opinion that, in the coming decade at least, “there will be will be no official plans to send more manned expeditions to the Moon” (p. 48).31 Attention was shifting to the development of the Space Shuttle and the investigation of the planets, a trend which, at least until renewed interest in the establishment of a lunar base re-emerged in the early twenty-first century, left Moonbase 3’s lunar setting somewhat anachronistic in a series set in 2003. Although Burke was aware of the changing emphasis of space exploration even before Moonbase 3 was shown, he forecast that humanity would return to the Moon in the 1990s32 — a prediction that, with hindsight, proved optimistic. Perhaps the biggest irony, however, lies in the fact that “View of a Dead Planet” features a scientific project to detonate a slow-burning hydrogen bomb above the Arctic Circle in order to melt the icecap and render the land beneath suitable for development. In view of today’s concerns regarding the melting of such icecaps, any scheme to expedite this process deliberately may be considered no less than ludicrous. Ultimately, in terms of ideas as well as its on-screen look, the show provides ample ammunition to support the age-old argument that nothing ages so quickly as yesterday’s vision of the future.
I
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Twentieth-Century American Women's 
Progress and the Lack Thereof in Leslie F. 
Stone's “Out of the Void"
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Leslie F. Stone’s “Out of the Void” (OV), was published originally in Amazing Stories (Aug-Sept 1929)' and depicts a woman who cross-dresses as a male in order to fly to outer space. It appeared first as a two-part series in the pulps and then posthumously as a book in 1957. The story begins when a man discovers aliens who have landed on earth with a message for a Professor Rollins. This same Rollins had, many years earlier, constructed a rocket ship to send to Mars. The leader, Sda Dak, is taken to Rollins in Africa whereupon he presents the professor with the diaries of a Dana Gleason and a narrative of her adventures in space.Gleason is a wealthy young woman who early in the story dresses as a man so as not to disappoint her father, who really wanted a son, — as in Stone’s own experience. Gleason tells in her diaries how she plans to make the journey to Mars by concealing the fact that she is a woman. But Richard Dorr, an engineer in Africa who worked in the mines, suspects Gleason’s real gender, falls in love with her, and stows away on the rocket ship on which she is escaping Earth.Gleason discovers her stowaway as the ship blasts off. The rocket misses Mars and crashes on the planet Abrui. Gleason and Dorr are separated. On Abrui, different colored races jockey for power over resources, over who is to be the wholesome savage, and who the master of culture and civilisation. Dorr reconnects with Gleason through telepathy. She escapes with him from one of the local rulers who had planned to take her for a wife. Through war and a strike, Dorr ends up lord of the planet, and arbiter between races who try to live together in peace. Dorr and Gleason marry. The alien leader who wanted to marry her returns to Earth to give the diaries to Prof. Rollins on Gleason’s behalf.This text from 1929 is significant in that a woman author constructs an imaginary escape by a female character from female sex roles of her era, who flees Planet Earth through exercising radical self-distortion and only on another planet finds room to exercise her power through a distinctively feminine mode of negotiation. Stone was a self-proclaimed avid reader of the pulp magazines, and in them she saw support for exploration of the limitations of gender confinement. Stone envisioned a woman escaping from the entrapping reality of the female by constructing herself as a male 
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the Lack Thereof in Leslie F. Stone’s "Out of the Void"in order to flee to outer space. In doing so, Stone created a central protagonist whose personal history might have been the individual embodiment of a general phenomenon, which Stanislaw Lem includes in his analysis of various modes by which science fiction conforms to the canon of literature.2 Ironically, even when the character that Stone creates lands on another planet, she finds further complications deriving from the categories of race, class and nation as she re-assumes her female identity and finds herself the object of wars between castes and nations.Still in male disguise in the early parts of OV, Stone’s description of Gleason shows the intellectual freedom and the freedom of expression allowed by the male role, even though the woman describing him in this situation perceives her/him as “girlish:”Miss Rollins described Dana Gleason as being a slender young chap about five feet seven inches in height, with dark chestnut hair, brown eyes that were almost black and a fair complexion, regular features that were girlish except for a masculinity developed by the full life of the globe-trotter. He was a quiet person, little given to talking, with a throaty but well-trained voice. Only in anger would he become eloquent, and then his tones were rich, though not [ very deep. (p. 101) ;Although Gleason is a cross-dressed woman, the woman character describing Gleason perceives and describes her as male. Nonetheless, Elsie RollinS notices traces I of the “feminine” within Gleason’s male persona. For example, she notes:He seemed rather temperamental, given to moods that were affected by the elements — rain made him dreamy; storms excited him, bringing colors to his cheeks; but the sun left him a quiet and serious person. When he spoke of his proposed journey in the rocket, his eyes sparkled and glowed. On horseback he would roam for hours on the veld, and though he enjoyed the chase he seldom bagged any game. He was witty with a somewhat satirical turn to his humor (p. 101).The cross-dressing character is notable in her study of science, which was a male pursuit, as the author well knew having not received any encouragement of such studies herself, according to family reports in personal interviews. The woman character describing the cross-dresser continues to note:He spent much of his time reading the heavy volumes that the Professor gave him, in the mechanics of the rocket. He made friends readily with the workers and scientists, asking questions, learning facts. His thirst for knowledge of all things was extraordinary, (p. 101)Gleason also indulges in masculine habits, in contrast to real women largely confined to interiors at the time. She goes on long walks with new friends, and
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engages in other male-defined prerogatives such as relating her own experiences. Nonetheless, throughout she maintains a female quality, being described as “never one to brag” (p. 101). Gleason also never speaks of her wealth. She is kind to servants, flying in the face of class. The one suspicious behavior Gleason has when passing as a man is never making any overtures of friendship to Elsie Rollins, who is quite demure and attractive. Gleason shows no attraction to women and demonstrates a preference for the society of men, much as the author herself had in her own lifetime.3 As a polite member of drawing room society, however, Gleason does appreciate the fact that she attracts a female admirer, and in attitude shows Rollins the utmost consideration. During the seven months sojourn on the veld, “she was never was of his intimates. He had great respect for Professor Rollins and they became as true friends as the disparity in age would permit. He had one friend to whom he appeared to be drawn on sight. That one was Richard Dorr (p. 101).In the next portion of the text, the male character stows away on the ship, and reveals to the cross-dresser that he has suspected her true gender identity:The day had passed and at last I was ready to leave, forgetting Dorr entirely in my concern for the rocket. After a few more words and a warm hand clasp the Professor backed out and I was ready to swing the great door that would seal me within, when suddenly Dorr appeared in the aperture. In surprise I cried out for him to go back, for only a few minutes would elapse before I should be hurled on my way. Instead of obeying, he came toward me. ‘For God’s sake,’ I cried, ‘go, the minutes are precious.’ He still came on with a smile on his face. Then he had his hand on the door and made ready to push it to. ‘What are you doing?’ I demanded, (p. 103)In this passage, the heroine’s attempt to flee the constrictive roles of women on Earth is in turn constricted by the lack of authority women have over men, as Dorr refuses to obey her. Thus Stone underpins the values of the dominant culture, and even more so as she goes on:‘I am going with you,’ he said quietly.I must have lost my head then, for I was commanding him to leave, even while I was fastening the bolts and pulling and adjusting the levers into place.‘What? Would you have killed me by moving the machinery?’ he questioned and there was a twinkle in his eyes.I could say nothing and then all the conversation was cut short... (p. 103)Thus, while Stone constructs a female character individually in revolt, claiming both science and adventure, as an author she also shows a benevolent patriarch refusing to let Gleason carry on alone. In the conversation that continues, Stone has created a boundary that keeps Gleason within the patriarchal norm:
36
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‘Now tell me why you have come?’ I demanded.‘And if my reason does not suit you,-will you open the door and ask me to step out?’ he queried with a grin... ‘Oh, I merely figured that two heads’ll be better than one Dana Gleason,’ he answered.‘And the true reason? Surely had Professor Rollins known of your aspiration, he would not have had to seek me out. Kindly explain!’He lifted his eyes to mine. They were hard looking eyes...‘Professor Rollins is a friend of mine, one of the finest of men, with one of the finest brains in this world. I admire his courage just as I admire your courage, and it is in the interest of Rollins that I decided on the last moment r to accompany you!’I was not satisfied, for I knew that Dorr was not speaking the truth. |‘Had Professor Rollins felt that it would take two men to make this trip, we ; would have recruited another,’ I stated. IHe answered in a resigned tone. ‘I have told you why, but since you ■require more... let us suppose that you do reach Mars. You are certain to find Istrange conditions there, perhaps wild beasts, wild men, or... a dead world |of nothing! True, you have considered all that, prepared for it, but you have Iforgotten one thing in your enthusiasm, Dana Gleason... Are you able to cope with these adversities? Are you? Are you?’ '‘Man enough?’ I put in.‘That’s just it... are you man enough, Dana Gleason?’It dawned upon me what Dorr was driving at. Somehow he... had learned the truth. He knew me to be a woman! He nodded as he saw that realization in my eyes. ‘Just that. Oh, yes, I know your records... all your courageous deeds, your researches, ...but with it all... you are a woman. You are brave, strong, great-willed, yet you are at a disadvantage... and you are attempting a great thing...’ (pp. 103-104).Gleason reverts to the persona of a woman after Dorr discovers her identity. Quaint male /female interactions accentuate their long travel, and also their attempt to overcome traditional roles:Dick and I share alike in all the chores aboard our ‘ship.’ We have arranged to take turns at arranging meals, each vying to make his or her meal the most appetizing, and at the same time conserving the fresh foods. Of dishwashing we make a great ado, jealously attempting to prove our individual superiority in the feat. We are both reading the heavy books with which Professor Rollins so thoroughly stocked the cupboards — books that teach us even more about what we are to expect on Mars. (p. 105)
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Thus the two characters experiment with communal arrangements of domestic chores at the same time as they engage in the life of the mind.Once dislocated to a new planet, the main character in OV experiences disillusionment. When the spaceship crashes, the inhabitants revere Gleason as a queen, and she and Dorr are separated. Women ask her of her social life, of women’s accomplishments, of child welfare. Although having to pose as a male to have the right to state her own opinions on Earth, on this planet, statesmen ask her about wars on far-away Earth, politics, statecraft, diplomacy. Furthermore, she helps a male leader to realise his political ambitions when he decides to marry her. However, Gleason discovers that Dorr is still alive on another part of the planet. When they are finally able to communicate, together they hatch a plan that will allow Gleason to escape. They support a revolution among the slave class of the planet, thus linking the revolt against marriage and ownership of wife by husband to the revolt against slavery.Yet Gleason is unable to break away from sex roles even though she has run away from Earth. Gleason’s own heroism is consequently reconstructed in the new environs and is defined as being able to support the hero who challenges her new oppressors, rather than trying to be the hero herself once she becomes a fugitive from Earth. In fact, Gleason’s get away from Earth was perhaps her only direct act of heroism. Thus, Stone challenges the acceptability of the suffering of an individual woman, and has her flee her lot like a trickster, by pure spunk. The dominant culture’s systems of value are underpinned in this piece of cultural production by its manufacture of solutions through heterosexual love and marriage, as long as these arrangements are made with the right person. Indeed, it might be argued that some feminists of Stone’s era might even have seen it as a victory that she was able to achieve marriage. Even so, the story explores gender roles, androgynous aesthetics, race relations, and even homosexual situations — in print in those early male-dominated pulps that have come to define a significant developmental period in the evolution of the sf genre.In the creation of this and other stories, Stone participated in the collective conjuring of some of Superwoman’s deep genre roots. Thus Gleason could be perceived as one of the precursors of contemporary Wonderwomen. As Justine Larbalestier has argued in Battle of the Sexes in Science Fiction4, this struggle for the emergence of strong women archetypes took place in the letters, reviews, and fiction published in the pups from the mid 1920s on; Stone’s work was part of the discussion of the “sex war” between men and women the details of which Larbalestier so pertinently describes. With what we now know of the feminist direction that emerged in American society and culture, as well as in sf, in later years, we can examine mold-breaking female characters fashioned in the pulps m the early years to discover a range of discourses on gender allowing a forging of new understandings of these original but often overlooked texts.Feminist literary criticism has before drawn attention to the impassioned rebellion against male definitions of women’s lot which from time to time have erupted”.5 Similarly, as I considered here such female rebellion in this story, I asked,
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the Lack Thereof in Leslie F. Stone's "Out of the Void”how did Stone’s heroine reflect the society and culture of the time? Was this part of the “developing feminist project” (Barrett, op. cit., pp. 42-43), if the female image portrayed was not as feminist as that to which we have become accustomed by the twenty-first century? As the texts that Larbalestier examines, this text upsets the notion of early sf as a boys’ club focusing on hard sf, although the standards we currently hold for a feminist victory might not be upheld.Many other stories of the period are similarly replete with gender revolts, subversions and reversals; times, planets, underground kingdoms, moons or zones under the sea where women ruled; and women cross-dressing as men. Women were often depicted as stowaways, and shaped as playing important plot-determining roles. Early sf saw women rescuing planets, ships and men; and women rebelling j against their subordinate lot. Women were demanding to be included in the work of the men; and women were acting as inventors and agents of the knowledge of science. Like OV numerous vibrant stories broke the now-dated paradigm of sf criticism.One theory is to why this outpouring of gender-bender stories, Stone’s or any one clse’s, occurred in the popular magazines of this period is that American women won suffrage in 1920, a reform gained after many years of a women’s rights movement I that brought other changes. Writers and the society which they reflected, and which they intended to impact with their words and visions, had a chance to respond to such a profound turn upsetting traditional gender relations that those of us growing up in the post-war years might have come to consider the norm. Authors were writing, submitting and having their stories accepted before the stock market crashed in late 1929, before the severity of the great Depression hit the land and the rise of Hitler led to a shift of focus onto the Great Dictator and other world war impending doom stories of a different political sort.Stories such as “The Revolt of the ------” by Robert Barr published in 1894 in The

Idler had been depicting the take-over of the business world by women for a number of years, as well as the conflict this produced for men.6 Nonetheless, reactionary stories at the very beginning of the sf pulp empire, such as George Bauer’s “Below the Infra Red”7 depicted women as object, only appearing as beautiful if at all. Such stories also mirrored the era’s racism in that the angelic pure white race was in struggle against the beasty dark devils of the time; the single woman’s angelic nature motivated heroic efforts in the story to rescue her. By 1929, this trend of the beautiful woman motivating rescue continues in such stories as “Into the Green Prism” by Hari Vincent.8But due to women’s rapidly changing role, as a result of years of radical feminist agitation including national parties and actions where women starved themselves and chained themselves to public buildings, other motifs began to enter the popular literature of the time as well, even if unsophisticated in the way in which the themes of the times were handled, a trait Jan Delarosa argues to be typical of popular literature.9 One of the predominant themes in this period was the invasion of the male-dominated workplace by women. Women began to enter the university and 
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to leave with higher training which they could not use, due to obstacles in society which faced them even when they left with training. Between 1905 and 1916, for example, Maresi Nerad documents how the administration at Berkeley introduced home economics as a strategy to isolate the many women students registering in the College of Arts and Sciences, wishing to limit their competition with men.10 In 1905, graduate women outnumbered graduate men; in 1910, the figure had risen to 49% (Nerad, op. cit, p. 20). The first PhD awarded a woman was in 1898; the first woman to reach the status of Professor was in 1918 (Nerad, op. cit, p. 21); the growing number of women graduates meant that thousands were graduating, including in the fields of science. The upper levels of the university as well as society at large had to figure out what to do with educated women en masse for the first time. The women also had to deal with how to use their knowledge and training in a society that erected ceilings to them.This frustrating conflict which remains with us in various forms today was often displayed in the trope of the woman pilot, a trope within which Stone then later worked, as in Will H. Gray’s “The Tide Projectile Transportation Co.” Appearing in Amazing Stories in 1927, 11 the story contains perhaps the first woman pilot in the early magazines. Gray portrays the female pilot as intelligent, with such a mind that she can resist thought-reading machines; in fact she has “abnormal intelligence,” and is too intelligent for the level of mate she would be allowed to take as the government regulates the IQ total allowed in companions for social purposes. As she is flying, she daydreams about how nice it would be to have a little home and children. She crashes; and meets, preserved underground, a man from the past with whom she can make her fate.“The Feminine Metamorphosis”12 by David H. Keller, M.D. a highly prolific if somewhat conservative writer, also deals with what Stone dramatises through the vehicle of OY the conflict of women entering the world of work. Keller’s other published stories often tackled this theme as well. For example, Keller’s “A Biological Experiment” (1928)13 concerns the career of a woman biologist. She is celebrated and learned, but works in a time in which one must apply to have a baby. A universal sterilisation law had been passed. Synthetic children were the rule, with ovaries removed from all but a few select women.In this story, predating the ideas that were later posited by such second-wave authors as Shulamith Firestone and Marge Piercy as liberating for women, individual eggs were fertilised and raised in laboratories. Furthermore, the National Society of Federated Women has to be consulted when a real baby once again is born. Happiness insurance, Central Matrimonial Office — these are not notions one expects in the genre of early sf, unless the genre is also read as an arena of early gender discourse, in which authors freely claimed space to explore the conflict of the education of women combined with population issues emerging between the world wars _ both issues hotly contested in the arena of popular literature.Additionally, Keller’s “The Psychophonic Nurse” (1928)14 depicts another conflict between a career woman and domestic demands, themes which OV explored as well 
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the Lack Thereof in Leslie F. Stone's "Out of the Void"but a year later. In this story by Keller, a woman who wants to be a writer does not want to take care of her child. Her husband invents a machine to take care of the child for her, whom he disguises as a black mammy. An illustration accompanying the first publication of the story shows the wife with short hair, smoking — obviously a product of the flapper girl roaring twenties decade of liberation of women following the winning of the vote.Keller’s “White Collars” (1929)15 depicts a woman lawyer who is too educated to work, and refuses to marry beneath her to a plumber, tying the over-education of women to the destruction of the class structure. And Keller’s “Euthanasia Limited” (1929)16 features an elderly white-haired woman scientist and a male detective who decides what to do based on his wife’s decisions. The same author’s “Air Lines” (1930)17 re-examines the theme of the woman who does not want to give up her high- powered corporate career to tend the baby, husband and home. Keller constructs the woman as the inventor of the solutions rather than the husband. Only, her inventions become the problems; the happy ending results when she consents to a three month maternity leave. His “Unto Us a Child Is Born” in Amazing Stories of July 1933 further examines a dehumanised society in which marriage and childbirth are controlled by the state, organised by machines, and children are taken from their mothers to be raised in mechanical creches, numbers tattooed on their backs. Also exploring issues of women and work, the main character, a male, is mated by state machinery to his secretary, whom he has treated as inferior. In his “The Feminine Metamorphosis,” the one of Keller’s most concerned with gender,18 women plot to take over the business world; a woman protests about not being promoted by contacting other business women and organizing a massive transgendering operation of women who infiltrate the business community, and nearly succeed.A psychiatrist by trade, obviously influenced by and espousing old-school psychoanalysis, Keller, according to notes in his own stories a personal friend of the magazine empire founder Hugo Gernsback19 ; Keller is a figure deserving far more critical attention. His concerns were not so much science, but (in his view) the abnormal imposition of women in the naturally-gendered world that had occurred by their education. This is a theme he dealt with fictionally, creating what we might think of as unusual women heroines for the pulp empire’s dawning day.Bringing such evidence to light shows the pulp magazine market did not limit its authors’ ability to imply sex, or as Brian Attebery attempts to argue, to “offer subversive visions of male and female identities”20 in the initiating period. As Larbalastier also demonstrates, more than a few writers were exploring the issues of their times. If the beginning years of the genre are properly examined, we can see robots in use to rear children; spaceships as well as airplanes driven by women21; and emotionally-gripping narratives told from a woman’s point of view.Women repeatedly perform brave acts, even in male-centered narratives, such as the female stowaway created by Manly Wade Wellman in “The Disc-Men of Jupiter”22 who volunteers to go outside the ship in a time of crisis so the men can stay at the controls. When both men stare at her, after she makes the suggestion that she do the 
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rescue, she responds “You are going to say that it isn’t my place. Well, it seems to be nobody’s place at all! You tell me that it’s dangerous! So is staying here, with that thing burning its way into us. And you’ll argue that I’m too weak. But I’ll show you. Help me into that space suit” (p. 543).And in “Dramatis Personae,” Joe W. Skidmore depicts the lead character F.A.N. 24 as genderless at first. Gradually readers discover she is a woman, sitting before highly intricate controls of a ship on which she is spending a year with her potential mate.23 In J. Harvey Haggard’s “Castaways on Deimos” (1933),24 five men, three women and two kids are cast away on a tiny lifeboat; one Melda Vorden — intelligent, with cool judgment and a trained mind, had recently graduated from a famous university. As the men got more beastly, she didn’t seem afraid. She insisted on a proper burial for one of the women who died, and took on the role of comforting the children. Then she rescued the man who had felt protective of her, and captured and bound two men single handedly, donning one of their space suits to come to his rescue.In Don A. Stuart’s “The Escape”25, with both her mother and father scientists, a daughter exhibits will and self-determination to invent her own mechanism to resist the Population Control Committee that decides who one is supposed to love, orchestrated follow-up through conditioning. She doesn’t like the slow and stupid man they will pick for her. Since she is so mechanical, she spins out a weapon for herself and takes control of her situation. She comes up with a plan. She acts. She paralyzes men with her self-made gun, and outwits her pursuers when she is being hunted down. On a plane, she is the pilot. When the man she takes along doesn’t understand, she says, I will explain it to you later.Having unearthed such stories of the early period in search of a context for OV I wondered, why have these and so many of their authors have been erased? One possible explanation can be gleaned from comparing to developments in other popular culture mediums of the period-, which were also effected by the growing sexrole conservatism of the Depression Era. For example, Betty Boop started the decade as a sexually-explorative woman, with her own insignia inscribed on a mountain at the beginning of cartoons. According to Eric Smoodin, as the Depression became worse, the star was used to assuage class tensions; and the field of socio-sexual issues gradually came to reinforce the class hierarchy26. Real change occurred not only in Betty Boop, but also in Shirley Temple, as Depression-era tensions about class, upward mobility and family arose, in addition to sexuality27.Sf studies of the pulp era beginning examination of the later thirties and forties, lacking historical context, miss the real focus of discussion that occurred in the early years which only became muted as male issues of masculinity responded to new historical circumstances and economic conditions — loss of jobs, crash in the economy, resurgence of nationalism and return to a state of world war. Sf pulps existed in the context of the literary left that had to deal with the dialectics of fascism and antifascism28.In the process, as in our own contemporary period, some of the freedom to imagine and play with gender by fantasizing whole new worlds was put on hold. In 
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the Lack Thereof in Leslie F. Stone’s "Out of the Void"1937, the year the pulps “solidified,” John W. Campbell, the second main editor, took over Astounding. But the years the pulps began were completely different historical moments in terms of issues with which writers, readers, and even editors and publishers had to contend. When psychiatrist William Moulton Marston invented Wonder Woman in 1941 (Attebery, op. cit, p. 87), she had already had many historical antecedents — women who flew, even Claire Avery who had the “makings of a damn good pilot” in Stanley Weinbaum’s “Redemption Cairn” (p. 64)29; women who fought, and resisted women’s roles in society, even seeking each other out, helping each other30, and working together. Ample evidence exists. The women were created in the context of women writing pulp, not only sf pulp, as Jean Casella’s research so aptly explores31.Largely, in the decade that saw the demise of the first wave of the American women’s movement, women were not working in a feminist context, or shown to be, as Lillian S. Robinson argues that the contemporary “post-feminist” superhero Wonderwomen are also not shown to be now32. But re-reading these stories, knowing of the years of fighting that came before them, and of the struggle for the education of women, as well as of the creation of the Department of Home Economics by tire University of California at Berkeley to employ its women with doctorates in science to avoid giving them jobs in regular science departments, the boundaries of the genre in which these stories appeared become clear, as opening for awhile and then later closing, lending evolving limits to each individual image of women throughout the
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years.Re-examining the text then in this quite rich historical context of other sf stories in the pulps helps better understand how this particular story appeared in the era between the world wars as an expression of disillusionment and dislocation. I argue neither that Stone’s stories caused these other stories, nor that the works discussed caused Stone to produce OV; I merely assert that the changing role of women as they entered both science and work found expression in this period in a myriad of ways, one of which was through the fiction in popular sf magazines of the era created simultaneously by numerous authors, both male and female.Heather Ingman reminds us in Women’s Fiction between the Wars that inter-war fiction even by conservative women demolishes the “unrealistic and sentimental picture of the housewife’s life promoted by the media and advertising” (p. 12)33. In the same vein, OV, even buried in AS in 1929, does make possible both a feminist critique of society and a later feminist reading of the text itself. Gleason seems to embody the analysis of Laura Temple, the heroine of Jan Struther’s Mrs. Miniver34. In a text penned and published ten years later than OV, Temple reflects, “Your horizon contracts, your mind’s eye is focused on a small circle of exasperating detail. Sterility sets in; the hatches of your mind are battered down...” (Struther 1939/1989: p. 93 in Ingman p.12). Gleason in OV decides early on that the horizon of her female existence would be too contracted. She refuses to focus on the “small circle of exasperating detail” in which women’s brains were allowed to function at the time. She refuses the battering down of the female mind. By the time of young 
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adulthood, she has traveled so far and undertaken so many adventures by dressing as a man and living the masculine life that “there was very little challenge left... in the world” (Hake, p. 1OO)35. This precipitates the decision to attempt the journey toouter space.Gleason’s rebellion contrasts to Temple’s unsatisfactory life parceled out between her children, her husband, “the servants, the management of their home and the Nursing Association, the Women’s Institute and the Girl Guides,” (Delafield 1927/ 1988: p. 5)36. Gleason rebels vociferously against what Ingman suggests is the “deleterious effect of household preoccupations on women’s intelligence” (op. cit., p. 12) when discussing other women authors of the period.The criticism Alison Light calls “conservatist modernism by women” also critiqued the limitation of women’s intellectual development and growth in the inter-war period37. Arguments for “streamlining housework, communal housing arrangements and the education of women in their responsibilities outside the home” (Ingman, op. cit., p. 12) were aptly made by women writing in the thirties outside of the pulps. These could not be better depicted than by the detail of how oppressed the woman falling in love with Gleason felt as she sat embroidering outside the circle of men reading and talking:Many evenings were spent in the little sitting room of the bungalow, with the three men reading and talking, while the girl sat in her corner mending and embroidering. Secretly she was initialing all of Gleason’s handkerchiefs and shirts, (p. 102)Although she was allowed in the library, and not excluded from it as Virginia Woolf described in 1929 in A Room of One’s Own, only through her absorption in her female realm of the small task performance was Elsie Rollins permitted in. Her world was considerably more contained than the men’s. In contrast to the female character in love with her/him, Gleason is not “dissipated and submerged” (Vera Brittain, p. 40)38 in the “stultifying persistence of an unadapted, anachronistic home life” (/oc. cit), as was written in protest in an article in Britain in 1932 “I Denounce Domesticity!” (Ingman, op. cit., p. 12).Rather, joining in the era’s feminist protest of confinement of women to restrictive domestic space, Gleason ventures forth to outer space where she challenges the division of labor that traditionally keeps women at work at chores in the female- defined domestic arena. There as shown above in the story exposition, she describes her life on board the space ship with Dorr, who fell in love once he realised that she was a woman. At this point in the story, she has resumed the persona of a woman. Furthermore, unlike the male characters in the stories by men in the same magazines of the time, the male character is actively engaged in actually perfecting his own cooking for a woman’s sustenance and enjoyment.
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the Lack Thereof in Leslie F. Stone's "Out of the Void"Stone was articulating the growing concerns of women of the era, in particular criticizing the restrictions of women to home and domestic chores. Nonetheless, clearly she accomplished what sf critic Gary Westfahl has pointed out that Hugo Gernsback, the editor of Amazing Stories, required for his proclaimed genre: “charming romance,” a narrative framework, and “thrilling adventure” 39.And yet OV can also be read as an expression of the era’s growing feminist critique which was evident in other stories of the period, such as about the glass ceilings to women in the world of work, the exclusion of women from explorations of science, the growing contradiction between women’s familial roles and the public realm, the limitations of fathers’ definition of filial roles, and restrictions of women in government unless men were completely deposed.Stone knew as she wrote that her work would be filtered through the gaze of male editors. These editors perceived that their largely male reading audience of the time would believe women to be “at a disadvantage,” in need of male protection, unable to cope, and weak. Dorr expressed this sentiment in the passage cited above as his reason for the sudden stowaway; as a man should, he had to protect a flighty female from the possibly dire consequences of her own behavior. Stone is presenting a representation of women to largely male readers through a male publisher and editors’ gaze.Nonetheless, the feminist protest text was provided in a context of “entertainment” that was meant to be “educational” and “inspiration”(Westfahl op. cit. 1999, p. 189) — not only to scientific inventors, but also to social inventors, which Stone no doubt was for the women of her inter-war time. Like Miriam in Dorothy Richardson’s 

Pilgrimage40, Gleason refuses to conform to her society’s understanding of what a woman should be, but has learned that she cannot simply imitate men and thus has difficulty establishing a sense of identity (Ingman, op. cit., p. 150). This moment in the text interrogates along the same line as Helene Cixous does later, when she admonishes, “If we enter society to become men, we have lost everything” (Conley 198441: p. 135 in Ingman, op. cit, p. 150).In the creation of this particular character, Stone has proven the difficulties of a woman entering the world of the male without becoming a pseudo-male herself. While much of OV critiques the social subordination of women, the story also supports that same subordination. This remains true even if the second aspect, the representation of female subjugation, was necessary politically just to get the story published.“Can one win?” contemporary feminist critic Conley asks, her scope much broader than the genre of sf literature. “Only on condition that upon entering society one does not identify with men but that one works on other possibilities of living... on other relations to the other, other relations to power, etc., in such a way that one also brings about transformation in oneself, in others, and in men (p. 136). This possible transformation as a woman impacting the larger world then is what Stone explored in 1929 in the remainder of the book, after the ship crashes on the planet Abrui.“While Gernsback is often credited — or blamed — for launching a tradition 
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of strictly juvenile entertainment,” according to Westfahl (op. cit., 1998, p. 45)42, Gernsback also had other ambitions for the genre and for “the type of reading experience it might provide” (Westfahl, op. cit., 1998, p. 45). Whether the writing is considered good or bad, AS and the pulps43 did provide a place for Stone and other writers. They were able to utilise this media to present inter-war feminist debates about the confining nature of the female role and the possibilities and limits of its transformation.Any true history of sf must include the reality that not only education in scientific principles and facts to stimulate inventions among those working as scientists were offered, but also an education in reconstruction of gendered social reality. Those theorizing about sf must look at all those texts, not only those texts that have become canonised, to understand what this early science fiction medium was about.Theories of early sf must also be inclusive enough to explain how the women who wrote it reflected the issues that other women lived with and wrote about outside the narrow pages of the sf genre itself. For example, another cross-dressing woman character in fiction of the period, from The Sheik, was “tamed” in captivity to give up hunting, riding and fending for herself in the desert. She went back to the female role to marry a powerful male figure, as did Stone’s cross-dressing astronaut44. In addition, other women cross-dressed in reality in the period in order to fight in World War I and then pursued their lives as artists45.One of Stone’s other works, “Human Pets of Mars”, excited the young Isaac Asimov and inspired him to try his own hand at the genre. Thus Stone, an author of some influence in the early years, was doing what Campbell would later espouse: developing a fully-worked out background for stories, and exploring “social and scientific issues” (Westfahl, op. cit, 1998, p. 174).Stone and the feminist debates of the times coming through her should be considered grist for the sf theoreticians, as much as other writers and concerns. As with the study of myth and folklore, the issue is not how distinctive and unique the story is, but rather, how does it reproduce tropes that have repeatedly emerged at certain junctures in social and cultural history. Stone’s ability to accomplish the latter led the book to be brought out as a whole in a reprinted in the late fifties. Apparently 
OV had enough of a timeless quality to communicate outside its original decade. I hope this article has contributed to an understanding of the value of the text’s preservation and examination.

(Footnotes)1 All page numbers to her text are from the most recently available version, in Femspec 2.1 (Fall 2000), pp. 100-105. For a full version see Out of the Void (New York: Avalon, 1957). For another of her arguably more feminist stories, sec “The Conquest of Gola.” Wonder Stories 2. Ill (April 1931), pp. 1278-88, reprinted in Groff Conklin, ed, The Best of Science Fiction
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the Lack Thereof in Leslie F. Stone’s "Out of the Void”(New York: Crown, 1946), pp. 752-63; and in Janrae Frank, Jean Stine, Forrest J. Ackerman, eds. New Eves: Science Fiction About the Extraordinary Women of Today and Tomorrow (Stamford, Conn: Longmeadow, 1994), pp. 29-42.2 “Metafantasia: The Possibilities of Science Fiction.” Science Fiction Studies 8.1 (Mar. 1981), pp. 54-71, at p. 4.3 Interviewed family members recalled that at parties, the author would remain in the room with the men when the women would withdraw for “women talk.”

4 The Battle of the Sexes in Science Fiction (Middletown CT: Wesleyan UP, 2002).5 Michele Barrett, “Feminism and the Definition of Cultural Politics”, in Rosalind Brunt and Caroline Rowan, eds. Feminism, Culture and Politics (London: Lawrence and Wisehart, 1982), pp. 37-58, at p. 40.6 Available in Sam Moskowitz, cd. When Women Rule (NY: Walker, 1972), pp. 62-71.
7 Amazing Stories (Dec. 1927), pp. 882-902.
8 Amazing Stories (Mar. 1929), pp. 1064-1083, Amazing Stories (Apr. 1929), pp. 48-92.
9 PopLit, PopCult, and The X Files (Jefferson, NC: McFarland, 2000), p.l.
10 The Academic Kitchen: A Social History of Gender Stratification at the University of California, 

Berkeley (Albany, NY: SUNY Press, 1999), p. 11.1' September, pp. 544-552.
12 Science Wonder Stories (Augustl929), pp. 246-274.
13 Amazing Stories (June 1928), pp. 232-41; reprinted in David Keller, Tales from Underwood (New York: Pellegrini, 1952), 130-51.
14 Amazing Stories (November 1928), pp. 710-37; reprinted in Keller, op. cit., Tales from 

Underwood, pp. 112-29.
15 Amazing Stories Quarterly (Summer 1929), pp. 380-428.
16 Amazing Stories Quarterly (Fall 1929), pp. 506-12.
17 Amazing Stories (January 1930), pp. 936-42.18 See also Everett F. Blcilcr, Science-Fiction: The Gernsback Years (Kent, Ohio: Kent State UR 1998), for a summarisation of “Stenographer’s Hands” (Amazing Stories Quarterly, Fall 1928) in which the problem of intelligent women abandoning traditional posts for better jobs leaves the average office riddled with lousy stenographers (pp. 216-17). A race of stenographers is bred and human breeding is upset when a daughter takes over her father’s business and married out of the correct gene pool.19 Bleiler, op. cit., p. 216.
20 Decoding Gender in Science Fiction (New York: Routledge, 2002), p. 5.21 See for example, Lowell Howard Morrow’s “A Rescue in Space” in Wonder Stories (September 1930), pp. 346- 56.
22 Wonder Stories (Sept. 1931), pp. 522-45.
23 Amazing Stories Quarterly (Fall 1931), pp. 522-533.
24 Wonder Stories (August 1933), pp. 128-35, 84.
25 Astounding Stories (May 1935), pp. 118-32.
26 Animating Culture: Hollywood Cartoons from the Sound Era (New Brunswick, New Jersey: Rutgers UR 1993), pp.3-37 .
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I want to examine the popular ABC TV series Lost as an example of a recent cultural creation, that of the hypertext narrative. For those not already familiar with it, the series involves a large cast of characters marooned on a tropical island after a plane crash. It is a character-based narrative: episodes thread lengthy flashbacks of characters’ backstories with immediate plots of day-to-day survival and interpersonal relationships, and a larger “mythos” involving the strange and apparently supernatural (or science-fictional) happenings on the island. I will argue that, though television as a medium is linear, Lost is essentially a hypertext narrative, interested in the side- to-side transactions and common histories of the characters, and that its hypertext content also plays with genre protocols, pop culture, audience interaction, and even the nature of storytelling.
A hypertext structureWe all know the basic definition of a hypertext narrative1. In Lost, the connections between characters form the essential hypertext content, which is emphasized by the structure of flashbacks that give the viewer privileged information about characters. I’d like to posit that hypertext as seen in Lost is an example of a narrative technique which cross-references character, theme, genre, and elements of parody2. Paramount are the connections unfolding between characters, ranging from mundane, apparently coincidental meetings in the airport, to more unlikely and in-depth meetings, reaching back through their entire lives and the lives of their families. The flashbacks that comprise backstories are interwoven with the present-day plot, and the two story components are generally structured to illustrate a common theme, with a character realizing something about him- or herself, or making a decision in context with previous decisions.To illustrate the use of hypertext as a storytelling mode, I’d like to examine some parallels with another hypertext work, Geoff Ryman’s online novel 253. Characters are randomly jumbled together, in Ryman’s train cars and on Lost's Oceanic Flight 815. They generally don’t know each other, or don’t realize they know each other.
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They suffer a tragedy together. Both narratives are replete with self-parody and selfreference, including the adverts in 253 and various elements in Lost (characters’jokes and pop culture references; repeated viewings of Dharma Initiative films, which comment on how some Lost viewers will scour episodes for subtle appearances of characters in other characters’ flashbacks; and scenes such as the one from the first season in which a child reads a comic book with a polar bear on the cover - and then the polar bear inexplicably appears onscreen, a jarring anomaly on a tropical island; the polar bear then becomes a recurring threat3). Furthermore, users, or viewers, may add content to both: whether submitting episodes to the projected sequel for Ryman’s novel, or by participating in the Lost internet and fan community.The information delivery is similarly organized between the two. In Ryman’s novel, characters’ html pages are structured to include Outward Appearance, Inside Information, and What He or She is Doing or Thinking. In Lost, characters also have access to some information about each other from living on the same island, and from several preexisting relationships, but the information in their backstories (their Inside Information, and What He or She is Thinking, in Ryman’s terms), is often not shared. Everyone has secrets, some of which are revealed to other characters (for example, which of the castaways is the wanted fugitive, and which was recently addicted to heroin), others are revealed only to the viewer. In hypertext narratives, the audience accesses public and private information, forming a greater understanding of the situation than any character can have4.In structural terms, the series also pays tribute to video games, another relatively recent interactive means of storytelling5. The introduction of new plot points is heavily foreshadowed, and when the characters finally do break through the hatch, or meet the so-called “Others”, there is a sense of “leveling up,” passing through a transition point at which a game becomes more complex (and more potentially rewarding). These transition points are also times when the story can become overtly fantastic; going through the hatch is the equivalent of stepping through the wardrobe, when the fantastic elements level up and new plot elements and characters are intioduced. Then there are the “Easter eggs”, the bonus content that rewards viewers who find the barely-noticeable connections between characters, as when Kate’s mother is waiting table in a Sawyer flashback. Easter eggs provide clues for theorizing about the narrative arc and genre elements, reinforce character, and increase the “woo-woo” feeling of predestination.So hypertext describes the overall narrative structure, but it also includes other elements. Lost is replete with allusions to- other genres: in terms of visuals, the island setting comments on Survivor (this resemblance is further enforced by the alliances characters make and break), and Gilligan’s Island (the comparison here is supported by shared plot and character elements). The underground settings look in turn like 
The X-Files and the domestic settings of sitcoms, while the idyllic community of the Others introduced in season three (in scenes including a suburban book club meeting) has both utopian and dystopian overtones. The various flashbacks are set in hospitals, bars, airports, and other locations that could easily be furniture for other 
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TV shows; these various settings quote other media while also easily differentiating backstory from the shared, present narrative. Along with visuals, story content and dialogue reference pop culture, as done in Mad comics or shows like The Simpsons. The plots and titles of episodes often pay respects to works including Twilight Zone episodes and Stephen King’s The Dark Tower series6. Similarly, characters are seen reading books and stories, including Ambrose Bierce’s “Occurrence at Owl Creek Bridge”, a story of escape from hanging that is revealed at the end to be a dream. Casting7, music,8 and odier presentation elements also seem to be consciously making references to other works. The creators are consciously playing with pop culture (and to an extent, literature) in these decisions, all of which I drink contribute to the hypertext quality.Outside of the actual show, another portion of the hypertext content is the community being created, similarly seen in video games that form a diverse online culture representing both the manufacturer and users. For those who want them, there are both network-sponsored and fan-created websites; plus fan conventions; podcasts, including one starring the producers of Lost; two-minute “video diaries” broadcast on users’ cell phones; and the standard smattering of commercial products: spin-off novels9; magazines; trading cards; DVDs; apparel; quasi-academic essay collections; and so on (Fernandez). There’s even a society for academic study10. Lost is evidence of a new kind of cultural creation made possible by technology, where viewers can access and contribute to a huge internet-based fan culture, and are no longer dependent on network broadcast schedules. The new level of convenience provided by DVDs and pay-per iTunes downloads11 make possible — or at least provide support for - a level of complexity in previously established plot and character developments that would otherwise discourage casual viewers and limit the audience. In a post-TiVo world, this blending of content with marketing encourages audience participation at a variety of levels, from simply catching up on missed episodes to producing regular punditry.
Lost is of course not the only show that could be read as hypertextual in this multimedia sense; numerous genre shows like Buffy include pop culture references and self-parody, and have developed online fan communities. Other shows have official extracurricular content as well; producers for Six Feet Under regularly wrote eulogies and detailed character backstories on the show’s website, and writers for 

Nip/Tuck and How I Met Your Mother maintain character blogs (Fernandez). Nor is user-contributed content new to TV with genre fan writing going back at least as far as the original Star Trek, and “fan fiction” in various guises long a part of the science fiction community. However, there are several distinctive reasons for choosing Lost as an example of a hypertext narrative, in terms of story content as well as the resulting community. Lost is in part a mystery, and its numerous self-references and references to television, literature, gaming, and other cultural creations are clues as well as jokes, essential for developing plot, character, and theme. Much of this development 
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happens through episodic flashbacks, which highlight the nonlinear transactions between characters as well as the privileged audience point of view.Furthermore, Lost's online community has a greater level of interaction between the show’s creators and fans than I’ve observed with other shows, made possible in part by newer internet technology like blogs and podcasts (some from the show’s creators) unavailable to older shows. Interactions between the text and viewers also occur in the show itself, such as the characters’ repeated viewings of Dharma Initiative films, commenting on the way some Lost viewers look for clues -- which the producers cheerfully provide by means of internet articles and fake “commercials” for the Dharma Foundation. This blurring of content producer and content user, made possible by easy internet distribution, helps differentiate Lost's online community from other fan communities. The show’s creators have succeeded in making that Holy Grail, a commercially successful cult hit which seems intended to be read as hypertext (or at least as a postmodern cultural mash-up) from the complicated and multilayered episodic story content, with its reliance on references, as well as the interactions encouraged between the show and the fan community.In terms of commercial success, it’s easy to argue that any successful show will have commercial tie-in products, and that selling related products is not new nor noticeably hypertextual. But some of Lost's tie-ins mimic user-based content: for example, speculative essay collection Getting Lost: Survival, Baggage, and Starting 
Over, edited by Orson Scott Card (BenBella 2006) is essentially composed of fans theorizing about what is “true” in the show. Other tie-ins add to the show’s metafictional content, like mystery novel Bad Twin, by Gary Troup (Hyperion 2006), “written” by a passenger who died shortly after the crash. While it’s far more likely that Lost is sold on iTunes for financial reasons than artistic ones, its availability and commercial tie-in products widen the cultural footprint of the show and help add to its hypertext quality.

Genre Protocols - hypertext contentI also want to talk about genre protocols with regard to hypertext content, especially the way Lost seems to cross-reference different, and sometimes contradictory, genre protocols. Lost is at least in part a science fictional narrative12, with such elements as the aforementioned polar bear on a tropical island, a hatch in the ground that leads to a mysterious underground complex13, and a smoke monster, possibly of nanotech origin: the story includes elements from science fiction, fantasy, horror, mystery, romance, suspense, and other genres. The characters are a strange group: Hurley, who seems to have been cursed after winning the lottery, his winning numbers found written on the outside of the hatch; survivalist John Locke, who miraculously recovered the use of his legs when the plane crashed, and who shares the name of the philosopher known for the “Tabula Rasa”; Sayid, the former Iraqi intelligence officer whose knowledge of torture has been used more than once; and Kate, who 
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regularly hallucinates a chestnut horse (also seen by another character). The characters represent a variety of ethnic, socioeconomic, and professional backgrounds, allowing for a rich mix of personalities and skills. In addition to the survivors of Oceanic Flight 815, the island is inhabited by the “Others” (now there’s a classic science fiction theme), who appear both as brutish savages and in normal clothing. The Others have inexplicable knowledge, including the full and correct names of all of the characters (some of whom go only by nicknames), and seemingly nefarious purposes, occasionally kidnapping and drugging the survivors. Then there’s the crazy French woman, Danielle Russeau, who was part of a scientific expedition, and who is also stranded on the island (where a number of other vessels have shipwrecked); her name references the philosopher Jean-Jaques Rousseau, who proposed that humans are born into a state of innocent wildness.In addition to the island’s odd and unlikely inhabitants, the island itself seems to be obeying fantastic protocols. Some of what characters see is passed off as hallucinations or dreams, or possibly ascribed to psychic power. One unquestionably science fictional moment happens when two characters from two vantage points see the smoke monster and one of them stares'it down14. In addition to these characters and events, the fantastic content is also supported by crisis escape and survival plots, and the recurring themes of faith versus science and group versus outsiders.
Lost has fairy tale aspects as well. In terms of fantastic protocols, there is the computer in the underground complex, where characters have to enter Hurley’s lotterywinning string of numbers in order to reset the clock every 108 minutes. This action is an example of tire Doctrine of Conditional Joy, “the common motif in fairy tales of offering a great boon to the protagonist on the condition of not violating a seemingly arbitrary taboo” (as coined by G.K. Chesterton, cited by Wolfe, Critical Terms, 20). Arbitrary actions that are forbidden (or required) are often part of fairy tales, with the corresponding problem that the action (or failure) will bring about something terrible. The characters in Lost are told that the action must be done, but not why. For a time, they end up choosing the certainty of nothing happening over the possibility that something might. When Locke (a character who otherwise generally represents faith rather than science) decides to stop inputting the string of numbers into the computer, a strong magnetic field quickly develops, threatening the building’s integrity and the characters’ lives. Until that point, entering the numbers was one of society’s unexamined rules, as in Shirley Jackson’s “The Lottery”, or possibly Margo Lanagan’s “Singing My Sister Down”, that the community must enforce in order to sustain itself. Now that the doctrine has been disobeyed and the fairy tale consequences made clear, the plot levels up, with new information and new problems.
Where's it all going?While it’s likely that a television show enjoying commercial success will strive to keep its audience by wrapping up questions as slowly as possible, the very nature of 
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plot demands some sort of resolution. The question put forth by hypertext narratives, as the threads between characters come together to make a common history, is why these characters arc connected, why these things are happening. Another essentially hypertext creation, the 2004 movie Crash, is about connections between characters, meeting seemingly by chance15 but finding connections as we learn more about them and as they meet again16. The narrative structure is circular, starting and ending with the same scene. Crash is a rather self-conscious Hollywood movie, set in Los Angeles and focusing on racial, ethnic, and economic stereotypes17. The explanation provided for these not-entirely-random connections is that people are so isolated, so untouched, that we “crash into each other just to feel something”. Rather than explaining anything about the connections between the characters, this comment reinforces that the why of these connections is not going to be explained18. And perhaps it doesn’t need to be explained.I’m going to go backwards from examining hypertext as a narrative structure to talk briefly about story structure in general, and the nature of storytelling. Connections and imagined connections are common in literature, for one example, John Kessel’s story “Buffalo”, which discusses the meeting between Kessel’s father and H.G. Wells that never happened:“...the music speaks a truth about art that Wells does not understand, but that I hope to: that art doesn’t have to deliver a message in order to say something important. That art isn’t always a means to an end but sometimes an end in itself. That art may not be able to change the world, but it can still change the moment...” (reprinted in The Locus Awards, p390).I’m going to treat “art” and “story” as the same for the present argument. Aside from the evidence that hypertext (or at least a focus on connections, determinism, and free will) is not a new structure, Kessel’s story comments on the nature of storytelling; that a story is not always a means to an end or a platform for a message; therefore a resolution is not always necessary. Lost, because of its lack of overall resolution thus far, provides generally satisfying sub-plot lines with occasional resolutions, while building up more mystery. It would be easy (but perhaps not necessary)19 to reopen the Wells/James debate about whether the novel (or the narrative) is art or entertainment; hypertext narratives seem to play with this division between the Jamesian internal world of characters’ backstories and the Wellsian external world of the larger plot. This division between internal and external might make hypertext the logical extension of the episodic narrative20. Hypertext is a storytelling mode with an emphasis on nonlinear21 narrative22. While there is an arc in Lost; episodes build on each other (and provide little catch-up for viewers who are not already familiar); along with other hypertext narratives, there is a sense that the audience will never quite find or synthesize all of the information. Some fans take this as encouragement to try to figure out where it’s going, but perhaps the open- ended lack of synthesis also reflects the basic nature of hypertext as episodic, not necessarily dependent on resolution in order to be complete. To go back to Ryman’s
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253, one doesn’t have to read every page in order to understand the shared setting and characters or the thematic playing with storytelling and narrative arc; there is no proper order in which to read the character pages, and the open format doesn’t invalidate either the story or its comments on storytelling.Perhaps, then, the nature of hypertext disallows a satisfactory resolution, for both the plot and the fantastic elements.23 Jeff Jensen, in one of his regular columns on 
Lost for Entertainment Weekly, sums up the show (and its audience) as follows: “Lost is a mythology show about mythology shows; it dramatizes the romance of mystery and the impulse to impose order on chaos and how the two compliment and nullify each other; it shows how far we’ll go to find something to believe in — and how far we’ll go to not believe in anything” (Jensen). Perhaps the small worlds in Lost, the connections between characters, are, like the movie Crash, an anti-Hollywood statement: that there is no easily packaged story arc, and therefore the meaning is up to the viewers to decide.But, still, it is TV Lost is at least linear in format, and complex enough to ask that viewers see every episode in order. Halfway through the third season as of this writing, it’s too early to really see the larger narrative arc (and this lack actually adds to the hypertext qualities, since we don’t know which story components might eventually pay off - even if the larger story arc is satisfactorily resolved, there will likely be unresolved elements, as well as fan-created content that will prolong story content, if not the story arc). At any rate, we can guess, as many theorists continue to do in various websites and podcasts. The fantastic elements are as yet inconsistent, but will probably be collapsed under one set of genre protocols, either as fantasy or as science fiction. Despite my presumption that resolution isn’t entirely necessary or even forthcoming in hypertext works, all of the hypertextual connections between characters show that this story starts way before everyone got on the plane; this level of connection imparts a sense of causality and motive, a sense that this exact present was inexorably fated (or designed), and that there will therefore be some kind of resolution. On the basis of current evidence from the program and extratextual “features”, it seems increasingly likely that the fantastic elements will eventually be resolved in science fictional terms. Whether, derivative and dumb - “wake up everyone, it’s all been VR!” - or original and provocative, it’s difficult to predict in a narrative deliberately striving for a lack of closure via self-conscious Hollywood melodrama and hypertextual mythmaking.
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(Footnotes)1 Hypertext is an interactive (generally internet-based) format, sort of the equivalent of a hyperlinked Choose Your Own Adventure book (though these are more generally about making the “correct” decisions to produce a desired outcome).2 Hypertext as discussed in this paper could even be a way of critically approaching text. Robert Philmus, in the preface to his recent essay collection Visions and Re-Visions, claims that the essay volume is a hypertext creation to the extent that “whatever revisionary insights it yields may well vary relative to the sequence in which its constituent chapters are read” (Philmus xiv). This approach to hypertext, like browsing the Wikipedia, emphasizes the nonlinear potential for connections within an essentially linear essay volume (which can be read in order, or not). Though television as a medium is necessarily linear (as opposed to the nonlinear nature of internet-based hypertext), the emphasis in Lost is on unfolding the common histories of the characters while they move towards the presumably shared resolution of their predicament.3 There is a theory that the polar bear is conjured by the child Walt’s nascent psychic powers; this explanation would decentralize the self-reference by turning the event into a sort of cause and effect, further developing the genre protocols. Another instance of self-parody I liked was the introduction of the characters from the tail end of the aircraft, who landed separately from the rest of the group. The story of the “tailies” is almost a Next Generation
style sequel, with parallel characters (both groups have a doctor, a survivalist, etc., and a married couple is reunited when the groups come together). The tailies have the same information; technology; problems: they even have their own mysterious bunker. While this technique of introducing new characters has the effect of stalling the plot, the parallels are another example of hypertext, and the story itself seems to parody the preexisting program by anticipating its sequel.4 The audience is therefore the (semi-)omniscient viewpoint. 57
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5 From Clive Thompson’s post, “Forget Film, Games Do Sci-Fi Best” on his blog, Collision Detection: “When J. J. Abrams and Damon Lindelof were writing Lost, they explicitly modeled it on a video-game world: An overarching mythology and a cohesive worldpicture, slowly revealed through creepy exploration by the main characters.” From: http: .//www.collisiondetection.net/mt/archives/2006/026 Co-creator Damon Lindelof admits to being a Stephen King fan, and “appears to have placed many references to King’s work into Lost, referencing most notably The Dark Tower series” (“Lost” Wikipedia). Also see: .http://www.lostcasts.com/2005/12/stephcn_king_an.html7 Casting could be considered as hypertext content, referencing actors’ previous roles: Dominic Monaghan played a hobbit in The Lord of The Rings, other actors appeared on The 
X-Files, CSI, and in Matrix movies; Michelle Rodriguez’s role as the tough ex-cop might be a reference to her other roles including movies Resident Evil or Girl Fight; then there’s William Mapother, who plays creepy Ethan, and who is Tom Cruise’s cousin. We could say this much for any TV program or movie, but I think that at least some of the casting is purposeful.8 For example, Hurley and Sayid tune into Glenn Miller’s “Moonlight Serenade” on a shortwave radio; Miller disappeared in 1944 while on a plane believed to have crashed in the English Channel.9 While the prose of the spin-off novel I looked at (Lost: Secret Identity by Cathy Hapka) is awful, it’s interesting to note that the story is not one of a main character, but a character who disappears after figuring in only a few episodes (though of course, the photo on the cover page is of one of the main characters).10 The Society for the Study of Lost:  includes a “peer-reviewed e-journal”; photos, and other writing.http://www.loststudies.com/11 ABC was the first network to partner with Apple to offer the show electronically. So far, 
Lost is the most popular, with about 400,000 downloads (Fernandez). This figure does not include peer-to-peer file-sharing networks.12 The pilot episode was nominated for a Hugo award in 2005’s short form dramatic category; the series has also won Golden Globe and Emmy awards.13 This is the Dharma Initiative, the somewhat scientific organization responsible for the underground bunker. The definition for “Dharma” includes “[t]he principle or law that orders the universe; individual conduct in conformity with this principle; the essential function or nature of a thing” ( ). The Dharma Institute seems to be central to the genre elements on the island, the meaning of the word also suggests that it is the center.Dictionary.com14 Possibly the only element so far that is witnessed by two people is the tree-destroying black smoke cloud, which Mr. Eko faces down while Charlie watches.15 I’d also like to mention a book called When Our Plane Hit The Mountain, a historical account of a group of French Girl Guides (essentially Girl Scouts) who experience a plane crash on their way to Ireland in 1946, just after the war. A story of an accident is perhaps well-suited to the hypertext format; this book is structured such that we see glimpses of individual French girls and women, Irish country folk, and others, who come together because of the plane trip and the crash. There are also interwoven portions on history, aircraft technology, and Girl Guiding, to round out our perspective of this world. I’d argue that this narrative is essentially hypertextual in content though basically linear in format: the information is episodic, connections happen basically by chance or coincidence, while the story centers around a singular event, the plane crash.16 For examples of characters, there’s the cop who molests a woman and later pulls her out of a wrecked car, forced to ask for her trust in the process; then there’s the former partner of this cop, who had witnessed and objected to his partner’s molestation of the woman, who ends up killing one of the other major characters over a misunderstanding.

17 Crash's self-conscious Hollywood content includes “good” and “bad” cops, a TV director, and a bit of movie magic wherein a little girl’s invisible cloak protects her and her father from a gun in an entirely explained turn of events.
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18 This is a technique that has been used in movies before, as in 1998’s Playing By Heart, where several independent narratives converge at a family reunion, and in literature including Thornton Wilder’s Bridge of San Luis Rey.19 Kessel’s point in this story seems to be taking the Wells position in the Wells/James debates, that the novel was whatever the author chose to make it; Wells also made no claim that his novels were art, and that novels served other purposes as well. This position in turn might lead backwards again to the art-for-art’s sake debate; I’ll quote from Oscar Wilde’s expression in his preface to The Picture of Dorian Gray. “ The artist is the creator of beautiful things. To reveal art and conceal the artist is art’s aim. The critic is he who can translate into another manner or a new material his impression of beautiful things. The highest as the lowest form of criticism is a mode of autobiography. Those who find ugly meanings in beautiful things are corrupt without being charming. This is a fault. Those who find beautiful meanings in beautiful things are the cultivated. For these there is hope. They are the elect to whom beautiful things mean only beauty. There is no such thing as a moral or an immoral book.Books are well written, or badly written. That is all. The nineteenth century dislike of realism is the rage of Caliban seeing his own face in'a glass. The nineteenth century dislike of romanticism is the rage of Caliban not seeing his own face in a glass. The moral life of man forms part of the subject-matter of the artist, but the morality of art consists in the perfect use of an imperfect medium. No artist desires to prove anything. Even things that are true can be proved. No artist has ethical sympathies. An ethical sympathy in an artist is an unpardonable mannerism of style. No artist is ever morbid. The artist can express everything. Thought and language are to the artist instruments of an art. Vice and virtue are to the artist materials for an art. From the point of view of form, the type of all the arts is the art of the musician. From the point of view of feeling, the actor’s craft is the type. All art is at once surface and symbol. Those who go beneath the surface do so at their peril. Those who read the symbol do so at their peril. It is the spectator, and not life, that art really mirrors. Diversity of opinion about a work of art shows that the work is new, complex, and vital. When critics disagree, the artist is in accord with himself. We can forgive a man for making a useful thing as long as he does not admire it. The only excuse for making a useless thing is that one admires it intensely. All art is quite useless.”20 I’m defining ‘episodic’ using the Genre Evolution Project definitions, basically meaning that a story is composed of discrete scenes; story pieces are not necessarily in chronological order, and pieces could potentially be added or taken away without necessarily changing the essence of the story. Full project definitions are available online at  genreevo. www.umich.edu/21 One of the purposes of Capital F Fiction seems to be a means in which to understand the linear nature of time, of cause and effect: alternate histories like Kessel’s “Buffalo” arc one outcropping of this inquiiy. In the linear narrative of most novels and stories, we go from beginning to end, comforted by the knowledge that all of the information is there, and if it isn’t in chronological order, there is at least an ordered overall structure. The Genre Evolution Project has found that a substantial majority of stories in the database are structured either in linear integrated or linear episodic formats.22 To look at narrative style, or the order in which we get information, we can also consider the overall effect of Ted Chiang’s “Story of Your Life”, in which the narrator is describing her daughter’s life in its entirety before her daughter is conceived; she comes to this understanding through the process of learning a non-linear alien language.23 The resolution of Ryman’s 253 is simply the train crashing.
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They were or they weren’t.
On an island or- not.
An ocean or not an ocean 
swallowed them up or it didn’t.—Wislawa SzymborskaIn the 200th issue of Wonder Woman (March 2004), in a mock tabloid article, a reporter asks the Amazon Ambassador and her friend, “Shouldn’t [you] be out swinging swords or something?” The less imposing of the two—both dressed down, both simply shopping for CDs—replies, “Right, because Amazons are all about blood, sweat, and tears....After this, we’ll go castrate some men, don’t worry.” Wonder Woman, grinning, tells her friend, “Don’t say that....Someone’s sure to take you seriously” (Rucka and Johnson 64). Many have taken Diana’s friend seriously. By many definitions, her heritage, her Amazonian past, is exactly this confrontational.In Images of Amazons: Marriage and Matriarchy, Ilse Kirk criticizes the more confrontational visions of the Amazon archetype:Hrdy states that the Amazons (“prototypical matriarchs”) were “aggressive and warlike—masculine spirits in drag.” Chesler claims that the main theme of the Amazon myth is “women sacrificing and killing men.” Davis quotes Bachofen’s description of the Amazons’ “bloody vengeance against the male sex,” and talks of Amazon “savagery” and of how the Amazons of Thrace “lived entirely without men, murdering any man who dared approach their boundaries.” (35)Yet Kirk goes on to describe the other extreme. She writes, “If Athenian men emphasized the negative image of Amazon society in order to contrast it with their 
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alternative ideal social order...some feminists have used the model of Amazon rule as a positive social ideal” (36). I have written elsewhere that Wonder Woman’s suit is ambiguous in its signification; so too her bracelets and her creator, William Moulton Marston (Dietrich). In fact, since nearly all that signifies Wonder Woman is multivalent, is it any wonder that the origin of the archetype is itself open to binary slippage? Amazon. What does this mean? What is Diana’s past? What lies behind Wonder Woman, behind the woman who molded her, behind the Goddess who made the woman who made the myth, behind the man behind it all?
Were there Amazons? Were they the origin of tales of the Maenads (the madwomen of Thrace who tore Orpheus to bits), of the Graeae (the Gray Maids, the moon-trinity, they of one eye who guarded the Gorgons), or perhaps of the Gorgons themselves (born too beautiful, too powerful not to fear) who, named with the titles of the moon, thus turned men to stone? Did Amazon and later Maenad/Graeae/Gor- gon tales evolve as a corrupt understanding of female Libyan conquerors, of the fear with which powerful women infected an evolving patriarchal norm? Jessica Amanda Salmonson says, ‘Africa, Europe, and Asia were each aware of the Amazons. There is good reason to suppose their cult did actually exist, and that a rough outline of their history may be deduced from various surviving mythological tales” (10). Perhaps the most devout early advocate of Amazon existence, Helen Diner, a.k.a. “Sir Galahad,” writes in Mothers and Amazons: The First Feminine History of Culture,...the Amazon kingdoms not only comprise an extremist end of matriarchy but also are a beginning and a purpose in themselves. Roaming daughter • realms, excluding everything male except some enslaved boy cripples, they markedly differ from the serenely tolerant mother clan as old as mankind, which pacifically exiled a young upstart manhood by exogamy. ...They were. an extreme, feminist wing of a young human race, whose other extreme wing consisted of the stringent patriarchies. (122-23)Originally pseudonymously published in the 1930s, Diner’s book appears to share more with Marston (a.k.a. Charles Moulton) than simply era or invented identity. Perhaps unlike the later Marston, she reads our mythic mothers literally, placing them in history as flesh and bone, not mere “bubbles of earth” ala Macbeth. Yet, very much like Marston, she sees the Amazon archetype as immanently influential and transformative. Even in defeat, Diner believes, the idea of Amazon held sway over men:No mother, no wife, no hetaera remained as inseparably attached to Greek imaginations as these hostile sisters of the opposite pole, called daughters of Mars and Harmonia. Hardly were they banished from Nature when they returned victoriously into the realm of the spirit.... All of Hellas permitted itself to be impregnated by the spiritual image of the mannish Amazons. Every art was suddenly big with their nature. Their expulsion began their omnipresence. (132)
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In Amazons: A Study in Athenian Mythmaking, William Blake Tyrrell takes a different approach, one perhaps more mainstream than Diner’s. Assuming the Amazonian archetype to be just that, archetype, he argues that for the Greeks, The Amazon is made of elements taken from the transitional boy and girl and is liminal between social infancy and the adult male as warrior and father” (76). He says, “The Amazon is a figment of Greek, and particularly Athenian, myth-making concerning marriage” (128). For Tyrrell,...since a female warrior is a contradiction in terms from the viewpoint of patriarchal marriage, the Amazon is a hybrid, neither male (for the Amazon is female) nor female (for the Amazon is a warrior): on the one hand, a liminal figure in transition rites, the daughter who assumes the boy’s adult role; on the other hand, an androgyne whose strength surpasses that of single-sexed males. Thus the myth emphasizes the death of Amazons in individual combat, rape, and mass slaughter. (128)Basically, according to Tyrrell, the Amazon myth provided classical Greek culture with a symbolic figure and/or myth-space where concerns regarding marriage—the way daughters left one home and entered another—could be expiated. The daughter, a.k.a. Amazon, of a Greek household had to leave home (showing autonomy or “maleness”), but also had to submit (become a wife) in the new environment This symbolically hermaphroditic She who came into the new household had to be “conquered,” her bravery in taking on this new “battle” squelched. Thus Hercules beats the “male side” of the Amazon through'battle. Thus Theseus conquers the female side” through rape (127-28).Given the female/male or fe/male conflict that forms the crux of the Amazons (and of Wonder Woman) as symbol, it should come as no surprise that the myth stories which have served to cement Amazonia in our minds are themselves conflicted. According to Robert Graves, “The Amazons were children of Ares [Mars] by the Naiad Harmonia, born in the glens of Phrygian Acmonia; but some call their mother Aphrodite...” (124). Such mixed parentage—being daughters of both Love and War, chaos and harmony—is echoed over and over again in Marston s and later authors’ stories where battle between the Amazons and others is orchestrated by this same antinomious couple. Further, even Aphrodite, Goddess/Mother/Love of the Amazons, is herself brought into the world as an outcome of familial battle, as admixture of seafoam and semen (and/or blood), that which spilt from Uranus when he was cast into the sea by Cronos, his own son. Sea and semen, salt and blood, love and war, the beginning and the end of time.... The battle that rages in the heart of our Amazon raged also in the heart of a people who may or may not have existed.■ A recent PBS investigation quotes archeologist Jennine Davis-Kimball who says, “‘I think the idea of the “Amazon” was created by the Greeks for their own purposes, yet this race of warrior women “who mated with vanquished male foes and kept only the female children they bore” may have literal, historical roots (.Secrets of the 
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Dead: Amazon Warrior Women). The word itself, Amazon, is purported by some to have come from the Greek a-mazos or a-mazon, meaning “without a breast,” and supposedly refers to the habit of cutting or burning off their right breasts so that the Amazons might better perform in battle as archers. This appears to be a clear example of folk etymology; rather, “Amazon” comes from the Greek’s encounter with Scythian (or Iranian) peoples who later evolved into the Sauromatian/Sarmatian culture, a nomadic people who indeed included “warrior women of high status” among their ranks. The evidence of grave goods from Scythian and Sauromatian 
kurgans dating from the 6th to the 4th centuries B.C.E. are clear; many of their women were warrior maidens (Secrets). If this view is accurate, then the actual derivation of Amazon from the Ionian Amazon, a version of tire Iranian word ha-mazan, which means “fighting together,” makes sense. The lonians dropped their hs. Still, others argue that the Amazons were a race who worshipped both Ares and Artemis, though in the case of the latter, an Asiatic and not Greek version. According to this theory, the Amazons were priestesses in the temple of this “other” version of Artemis and removed their breasts in emulation of Attis and Cybele cults.In 1907, J. Vurtheim wrote, “all the Amazons were Dianas, as Diana herself was an Amazon.” Exactly eighty years later—after the Crisis deconstruction of Wonder Woman, the return of her “self” back to tire clay of Paradise, the return of the Amazons back “to the Grecian isle they had fled,” and the effective return of Paradise back to the world of the imaginary (Wolfman and Perez 12, 45)—George Perez, in his extensive revisioning of Wonder Woman/ Amazon origins, sets the stage for Diana’s birth by putting the following words into the mouth of Menalippc, advisor to Hippolyte:...follow Artemis’ [Diana’s] bidding! Go at sunrise to the shore—and kneel there! Then, from the clay of Paradise, form you an image! Your heart shall race with anticipation—but steady yourself...and shape the image with care! Then open yourself to fair Artemis—that the mid-wife of all Olympus may enter you! And with her guidance let your spirit cry out...unto the womb of Gaea! (Perez 32-33)This scene imagines the Amazons as reincarnations of women “who knew life before the midwives [Demeter, Aphrodite, Athena, Artemis, Hestia1] plucked us from Gaea’s womb” (32), as women whose lives had been “cut short by Man’s fear and ignorance” (16). Wonder Woman’s soul is the last spirit left wandering in the Cavern of Souls, and Hippolyte’s actions retrieve it so that it may inhabit the clay she has formed from Paradise and rejoin its sisters.Interestingly, though, unlike Marston’s far simpler version, the clay is not the only conduit for life here; Hippolyte herself forms a channel through which Diana’s spirit can pass into the clay and thence the world. But even this synopsis isn’t complete. Artemis (Diana), too, must enter Hippolyte in order to guide Diana (Wonder Woman, the Amazon’s greatest hope) back into a world she was denied when both she and her mother were killed in 30,000 B.C.E. As cave mother and unborn cave child, both 
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Hippolyte’s soul and her daughter’s first exited one cavern for another (the Cavern of Souls) many millennia prior, but now Diana, that second soul, is given a second chance by a second Diana so that it may be (re?)born from a third cave, the earthen womb of Gaea, the clay of Paradise (Perez 9-33). Both versions of our Amazon’s creation story place Paradise in apposition to Patriarch’s world and thus Wonder Woman in the same state of difference as, say, Lt. Ellen Ripley of the Alien films who, in the fourth installment, becomes alien, or at least alien-human hybrid. Ximena C. Gallardo and C. Jason Smith write, “The new Alien, a product of mixed female (Alien Queen and Ripley) DNA, represents the greatest fear of the patriarchal power structure: a race produced solely of Woman” (12).Perez’s latter version, as well as Jimenez’s 2001 retelling of the retelling, both add two further details of some note:-One, after the betrayal of Heracles, after their subjugation and eventual uprising, the Amazons walk to their new island in an Exodus replete with a sea parting provided by Poseidon, his trident glowing like a green pillar of fire. Two, the island is not simply “Paradise;” hidden beneath its surface “A massive defense system was created to keep the hideous evils beneath the island at bay” (Jimenez et. al. 6-8). These two additions provide a metaphor for all we have said so far (and will imply shortly about the Bermuda Triangle). The idea of Amazon exists as an image of perfection and grace (the Goddesses’ chosen people), yet it is also equally tainted by something we must fear, some difference hidden beneath its precious soil, deep in the deep, seething but perpetually closed off, bound by a titanic, phallic bulwark.Aphrodite or Ares, A-mazon or Amazon, Artemis or Artemis, Diana or Diana, the myth continues to spin on its double-bladed sword. Real? Myth? The debate is less than moot in Wonder Woman herself. As she appears in the early years, the comics of the 40s, she is both, her secret identity imaging such schism in high relief. Is she “She,” super and eternal, or simply “her,” a glorified temp, typist for the military industrial entertainment complex? Later, in the late 60s and early 70s, this division will become even more acute, but ultimately all talk of Amazon incarnation is rooted in a larger, more inclusive debate over prehistory. Marston posits a possible future run by women, a world where “women would take over the. rule of the country, politically and economically.” Others, in a long lineage of guerilla anthropology, have proposed a similar vision...but one hidden in humanity’s distant past. From Jacob Bachofen’s 1861 treatise Das Mutterrecht to the more contemporary Women Who 
Run With the Wolves, the idea that once upon a time patriarchy was matriarchy (or at least a partnership model), patrilineal was matrilineal, God was Goddess, and all was right with Woman (and Man) and the world has slowly but surely permeated our collective consciousness. The Amazonian archetype, Wonder Woman’s world within a world, a paradisal island in time that provided true counter-culture long before the phallus held sway, this golden era of Themysciran values has been embraced by 
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many in academic, popular, and political culture.In Hie Chalice and the Blade, Riane Eisler describes the loss of such an era as a...cataclysmic turning point during the prehistory of Western civilization, when the direction of our cultural evolution was quite literally turned around. At this pivotal branching, the cultural evolution of societies that worshiped the life-generating and nurturing powers of the universe...was interrupted. There now appeared on the prehistoric-horizon invaders from the peripheral areas of our globe who ushered in a very different form of social organization, (xvii)In a later article titled “Our Lost Heritage: New Facts on How God Became a Man,” Eisler argues,...undoubtedly the most remarkable thing abut Catal Huyuk and other original sites for civilization is that they were not warlike, hierarchic, and male- dominated societies like ours. As Mellaart writes, over the many centuries of its existence, there were in Catal Huyuk no signs of violence or deliberate destruction, “no evidence for any sack or massacre.” Moreover, while there was evidence of some social inequality, “this is never a glaring one.” And most significantly—in the sharpest possible contrast to our type of social organization—“the position of women was obviously an important one...with a fertility cult in which a goddess was the principal deity.” (739)Of this proposed era, Merlin Stone, another ancestress acolyte, writes, “The archaeological artifacts suggest that in all the Neolithic and early Chalcolithic societies the Divine Ancestress, generally referred to by most writers as the Mother Goddess, was revered as the supreme deity” (18). Stone, and others, go on to suggest that worship of the Mother, worship of generative power, of the feminine, provided a corresponding power and freedom for women, an equality, communalism, and egalitarianism that was eventually stripped away by subsequent development of phallocentric systems. Paradise was only paradise so long as God had ovaries. Moreover, according to this model, many of the aspects of the Mother Goddess were not simply swept away by testosterone. The natural, the sexual, the feminine weren’t simply demonized (the equal origin of Adam and Eve being subsumed by the sidereal, for example2), but also Ishtar became Easter, Inanna’s descent became Christ’s, womb became cave from which some savior emerged3.At this juncture it is perhaps necessary to explore Inanna’s story a bit more deeply. According to Samuel Noah Kramer, this Sumerian/Akkadian myth begins with Inanna, the Queen of Heaven, deciding to “descend to the Nether World in order to make herself its mistress, and thus perhaps to raise the dead” (107). If Kramer’s exegesis is accurate, then Inanna’s confluence with the later upstart and imitator, Christ, only begins here, with the goal of making sure death will die. At 
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the very least, Inanna descends to the underworld to confront Ereshkigal, her sister and queen of the dead. In order to pass into hell proper, however, Inanna must, at each of “Hell’s” seven gates, divest herself of the symbols that clothe her in power. In the Sumerian version, she removes or gives up, in order, her crown, her rod, her gems, her oval breast stones, her gold ring, pectoral gems, and robe only to wind up naked at the foot of her sister’s throne whereupon she is sentenced, dies, and (depending on how it is translated) is hung upon a stake, spike, nail, or cross. Here, she languishes for three days and nights before being resurrected and returned to the world that mourns for her above (Sandars 135-65).The Akkadian version also recounts Inanna’s seven-fold striptease, but lists as her removed “veils” the following: crown, ear pendants, neck chains, breast ornaments, girdle of birthstones, hand and foot clasps, and breechcloth (Pritchard 82-3). Both versions (with some tweaking and, to be honest, stretching) beg comparison with the somatic elements of Wonder Woman’s identity. They might be lined up this way:
WW_____________Costume Bracelets Tiara Insignia Girdle LassoInvisible Plane

Akkadian InannaBrecchclothHand and Foot Clasps CrownBreast Ornaments Girdle of Birthstones Neck ChainsEar pendants

Sumerian InannaRobeGold RingCrownOval Breast StonesPectoral GemsRodGems
Would that the Akkadians had only given her a chariot instead of earrings.... Ob- viously—particularly in the case of the invisible plane-the analogies do not conflate in a perfect way, but I think it worthwhile to note that Wonder Woman shares a great deal with Inanna, and not just her journey into the underworld (America) in order to preserve life (save us). In the comics of the 40s, it is clear that her sojourn in the States is meant to be only temporary, a necessary quest into Man’s man-made hell, a “pit-stop” intended to provide salvation for the patriarchal world of WWII. Unfortunately for Wonder Woman (perhaps more so for her mother who always assumes her return), she gets stuck and never returns to Paradise, to matriarchy, to stay. Thus, as with Superman, it is easy to see influence from mythic antecedents, particularly (in this culture) Christ, but also as with Superman, the echoes travel much further back in history, even into the caves of prehistory.The point of myth is that it evolves as it moves forward in time. The particular myth may no longer look terribly like a monkey, but, like human beings, since it still gets goosebumps when the right wind blows, we know it has its origins m earlier, hairier forms. This is obviously true for Inanna/Christ. Her journey to the underworld, her goal of bringing an end to death, her humiliation and passion her ultimate sacrifice, her connection—at least in the Akkadian version (Pritchar 
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83)—to the life above which stops and shudders at her passing, her resurrection by divine powers after three days.... Given that Inanna’s descent story is one of the earliest surviving written tales (roughly 4,000 years old), it is clear that every one of these syntagms are later stolen and/or borrowed for many a myth, including that of Christ which, in the Western tradition, subsumed them all.Once the ascendancy of Christ was a given, much of what was once well-known (be it Inanna/Demeter or Pandora/Eve, perhaps Bathsheba’s or Magdalene’s true identities4) became little more than Echo herself. Moreover, Echo/Inanna became demonized while the new phallocentric paradigm just kept talking, like Narcissus, mostly to itself. Still, though affiliation with the moon, with cycle, with femininity, indeed became typified as hysteria and lunacy, the deification of virgin, of mother, could not, still cannot, completely vanish. In 1900, Henry Adams noted that the Virgin “was the highest energy ever known to man, the creator of four-fifths of his noblest art, exercising vastly more attraction over the human mind than all the steam-engines and dynamos ever dreamed of” (385). Earlier in “The Dynamo and the Virgin,” he writes, “She was goddess because of her force; she was the animated dynamo; she was reproduction—the greatest and most mysterious of all energies” (384). Paradise, the Amazon, the age of gynocracy might be behind us, but the desire for the garden still drives us forward, whether we recognize it or not.And Wonder Woman comes from that place. She is its ambassador. She represents all, real or unreal, egalitarian or misandronistic, Paradise Island has to offer. In “Creating a Myth of Matriarchy” Stella Georgoudi says, “Archaeology appears to support the theory of a ubiquitous Minoan Mother Goddess, allegedly the symbol of a pre-Hellenic matriarchal society. Examined closely, however, the evidence turns out to be flimsy” (460). Georgoudi goes on to argue that though a “chalice” era existing prior to a “blade” era cannot be ruled out, “To deduce the existence of a matriarchal society from such images [mother goddess figures] in the absence of related myths, to write history on the basis of iconographic sources alone, is a risky business that can lead only to the most dubious conclusions” (460). In the case of Wonder Woman and her connection to the Amazon ideal, to the purported pre-penis past, reality (whatever that is) does not, finally, matter. Myths move matters, even matter, in the world, and moving matters and/or matter matters; whether it was Diana or Apollo, Astarte or Azreal who moved first doesn’t. Adams called this theory of influence a theory of force. Marston saw this force as. a way to transform a society steeped in blood and unhealthy competition. Wonder Woman’s force—Amazonian, Gaian, or even masculine in origin—is still force. It moves us to hope for paradise.Sharon W Tiffany and Kathleen J. Adams point out the power of such myth when they connect the Amazonian archetype to America itself in its formative years:In the fantasies of the unknown New World, the sexuality of the female earth is chaotic and destructive. Rather than being a nurturing, maternal figure, she is sexually provocative. America, incarnate as the aboriginal female, is the lure—ever out of reach and begging exploration. The image of the Wild
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Woman as America promising erotic delights is a prologue to conquest in which European men invited themselves through sexual metaphors of lust and mastery. (63)The desire, then, to conquer the “Amazon” led to a world where an Amazon could be invented to re-conquer it, a world, at least according to Marston, that needed one. Once conquered, overcome, quelled, made to do its bidding (magic girdle or no), Marston’s America had become a broken land, one Batya Weinbaum claims still needs the Amazonian dream as much now as it did in 1941. In Islands of Women and 
Amazons, she submits,A commodity economy, the patriarchal state, and public control over individuals’ private existences all necessitate deflections of instinctual energy [id]. Thus many, male or female, will enthusiastically connect to an island representing a civilization somewhere in our imaginations where our mothers were strong, met our instinctual needs, and were able to cater to us exactly as we wanted. Sometimes these feeders will destroy, as when Amazons successfully went on warpaths, or when Kali ate men. Yet our need to imagine an Eden of sustained nurturance cannot be kept completely in check by the countervailing apprehension. (239)In the 1975 pilot of the television series Wonder Woman (as well as in many of the comic incarnations), Paradise Island is said to be found in the Devil’s Triangle, a none-too-subtle reference to our Freudian vision of Eden, to Eve, to the power and attendant “danger” buried beneath feminine pubic mystery5. Mapped out inside a perimeter whose three points include Florida, the West Indies, and an imaginary spot somewhere northeast of Bermuda, the Bermuda Triangle lives in our imagination as a place where mostly men go to die, at least vanish (Spencer vi-9). Like Captain Steve Trevor’s plane (the visible traded later for invisible) many dozens of ships and planes have purportedly disappeared there (Berlitz). Though my father, an Air Force Colonel and pilot, once told me an infinite number of such triangles could be cobbled up and overlain on nearly any spot on the globe (particularly if over water), the mystery of the Triangle holds us still. We lose ourselves in it as if—like Atlantis, like Paradise, like a “chalice era”—we need it to be real. And we do. Perhaps it isn’t the “fact” of lost transport, of Flight 19 or of the Cyclops or of the Sulphur Queen, that draws us down. Perhaps it is instead the idea that sirens still exist, that there is yet a hole in the world into which we can escape, that the “Devil” yet beckons. As metaphor or myth, then, the Triangle is readily unpacked.First, the shape echoes the feminine pubic thatch which covers or surrounds yonic (Chthonic, cavernous, underworld) mystery. Second, that mystery is itself the ocean, humanity’s saline starting point, the Sea Mother from which we all crawled, the womb/abyss we both love and fear. Third, Florida, the global position where we begin outlining our perimeter, the tip of but one of Death’s trinity’s angles, could 
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not be more phallic. Florida, itself the southern tip of Patriarch’s World, waits just off the port side of Paradise, as if awaiting penetration. Fourth, both the planes and ships that have penetrated and been lost there, all those transports manned by men, on bridges or in cockpits, echo in their appearance the same phallus (Man) which 
America’s phallus (Florida) can be said to represent. Fifth, the island in its midst, the place “where no man may set foot,” the object of so much dangerous desire, signals the hymen. Sixth—whether or not we see parallels in Pandora’s box, believe in Freud’s notion of vagina dentata or perhaps Paglia’s claims of Chthonic power—our tradition has connected the feminine with both birth and death from time immemorial. Thus, the Triangle is indeed simultaneously “bridge” and “cockpit,” providing passage to the underworld, to an-Other world, to both big and little death, to that space where (at least in this reading) Man must be transformed or die.If the passage through which both birth and death arrive, the vaginal canal, is the model upon which both the myth of the Devil’s Triangle and of Eve’s Eden is based, it is also the subject of Eve Ensler’s The Vagina Monologues, a play which, propitiously enough, Lynda Carter recently starred in at George Mason and the Center for the Arts in Phoenix (O’Brien). At one point in the Monologues, Ensler quotes The Woman’s 
Encyclopedia of Myths and Secrets'.“At a witch trial in 1593, the investigating lawyer (a married man) apparently discovered a clitoris for the first time; [he] identified it as a devil’s teat, sure proof of the witch’s guilt. It was ‘a little lump of flesh, in manner sticking out as if it had been a teat, to the length of half an inch,’ which the gaoler, ‘perceiving at the first sight thereof, meant not to disclose, because it was adjoining to so secret a place which was not decent to be seen. Yet in the end, not willing to conceal so strange a matter,’ he showed it to various bystanders. The bystanders had never seen anything like it. The witch was convicted.” (31-2)A “secret place which was not decent to be seen” and “a devil’s teat”—these are the signs of our triangle, the topography where we triangulate love and loss, all the antinomies inherent in Eden/Woman. Ensler (our everywoman, our Eve, played by Wonder Woman in Phoenix—signs colliding with signs) goes on to write,The heart is capable of sacrifice.So is the vagina.The heart is able to forgive and repair.It can change its shape to let us in.It can expand to let us out.So can the vagina.It can ache for us and stretch for us, die for us and bleed and bleed us into this difficult, wondrous world.So can the vagina. (124-25)
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Of women comic book artists who confront the vagina and its various parts or “roles,” T. M. Lowe says, “Lyn Chevli and I did several stories on menstrual blood. Most male readers were turned off,” then, noting the abject difference between men’s and women’s responses, she goes on to note, “One reviewer said ‘a vagina is something to put something in, not for anything to come out’” (54)6. If it is Camille Paglia’s claim that “Every month, it is woman’s fate to face the abyss of time and being, the abyss which is herself,” then facing, circling, penetrating, getting lost in the Bermuda Triangle is Man’s way of facing the same abyss, only coming from the outside in (11). When Steve Trevor gets lost in the Triangle, he loses himself in an island of women, in Woman, in wonder, in, eventually, Wonder Woman.Finally, Armand Marie Leroi may argue that the vagina “has no male equivalent,” but he does point out howPart of the vagina comes from the same folds that make the labia minora, but the innermost reaches originate from a set of ducts that also make the rest of the female sex organs, but not the male’s. The homologies are now clear: penis and clitoris; scrotum and labia major; urethra and labia minora; and a vagina unique to females. (229) • •Discussing the flowering of external sex organs in utero, he describes the first bump, the genital tubercle which appears between the early limb-buds, thus:...it is soon surrounded by two small sets of folds, one inside the other.... The genital tubercle rather resembles a pale, dwarfish asparagus elongating in a flesh- coloured furrow. As it grows its fate become obvious: a phallus—though whether a penis or a clitoris still hangs in the balance. The innermost set of folds elongate in synchrony with the tubercle to form a kind of groove beneath it, and both tubercle and fleshy groove—nestle within the outermost folds that are, themselves, expanding to form shallow ramparts.This is the ground-plan of gender: the developmental events common to both males and females. (228)Given that Leroi seems painfully aware of the historical biases regarding women and women’s sexuality, his use of the term “phallus” above is doubly troubling. The key point here is that what becomes the various elements of female genitalia may develop into male genitalia only if hormones make the plan swerve; thus, contrary to Leroi’s terminology, the human genital “blueprint” is more accurately yonic, not phallic.In Sex, Time and Power, Leonard Shlain points out that “All fetuses will develop into females, regardless of whether they contain XX or XY chromosomes, unless they are exposed to high doses of testosterone in utero in the early weeks. The female 
is the default mode for all mammalian fetuses,” and goes on to say, “A clitoris is not simply a stunted penis; rather, a penis is a transformed clitoris. Although each is derived from precursor antecedents, the female body plan rules unless the male essence intervenes” (228). And Timothy Taylor writes, “The plan for the flesh, as well as the bones, is basically female; maleness is created hormonally.... Men have nipples because nipples are part of the original plan”; further, he says, Men also
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have an organ analogous to the womb situated at the base of the prostate gland, the utricle (or uterus masculinis). Its opening into the urethra is guarded by the delicate membranous circular fold of the male hymen, close to which the ejaculatory ducts open...” (57). Thus when Gloria Steinem not-so-playfully turns the tables on Freud, imagining him as female, as Phyllis Freud, she is perhaps closer to the mark than her satire “Womb Envy, Testeria, and Breast Castration Anxiety” lets on:Finally, there was the physiological fact of the penis. It confirmed the initial bisexuality of all humans. After all, life begins as female, in the womb as elsewhere,... Penile tissue has its origin in, and thus has retained a comparable number of nerve endings as, the clitoris. But somewhere along the evolutionary line, the penis acquired a double function: excretion of urine and sperm delivery. (Indeed, during boys’ feminine, masturbatory, clitoral stage of development—before they had seen female genitals and realized that their penises were endangered and grotesque compared to the compact, well-protected clitoris—the penis had a third, albeit immature, function of masturbatory pleasure.) All this resulted in an organ suffering from functional overload. The most obvious, painful, diurnal, nocturnal...outcome for this residual clitoral tissue was clear: men were forced to urinate through their 
clitorises. (53)Since men come from women, since all of us literally began as women, the very idea of penis envy only makes any kind of sense as a cultural, psychogenic fugue. All kidding aside, given our intra-uterine evolution, isn’t it more likely that the Devil’s Triangle, the myth of Amazonia, the whole notion of a matriarchal past (an Ovatopia if you will) are, each and all, variations on the mythopoeic manifestation of vagina/clitoris/womb envy?In Intimate Behavior, Desmond Morris tells us that “The very first impressions we receive as living beings must be sensations of intimate body contact, as we float snugly inside the protective all of the maternal uterus” (14). He goes on to say, “The entire skin surface of the unborn child is bathed in the warm uterine liquid of the mother” (14), that this “bliss is then rudely and rapidly shattered by what must be one of the most traumatic experiences in our entire lives...the lazy embrace that became a snug hug now becomes a crushing constriction,” that birth leaves us “exposed to the sudden loss of intimate body contact,” and that when the “drama” is over, the baby “is going to need a great deal of maternal care, contact and intimacy to compensate it for the lost comforts of the womb” (15). Whether our myths tell us that we all miss being in womb (and even the modern tale of aliens and alien abductions can be read this way), that men miss having one, or that the patriarchal wipes too much of what the womb stands for away, the result is the same: Woman-ness is missing. We want it back.If the Triangle indeed stands for what is lost, if it is that Paradise we both fear and revere, it is also already our origin. It is the “Devil’s” place, a place where, at the price of innocence, great knowledge can be gained, where, in Marston’s version, women’s eyes “fall open like gods, knowing good and bad” (Bathsheba 63), where, in Jimenez’ post-Perez version, “visitors of every gender and species” are welcomed in order to 
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“debate theories, to craft treaties, to create art and literature, to devise medicines, to craft technologies, and to worship without fear in the manner that they choose” (173). Like Woman herself, the Triangle, Pandora’s box, the place where Paradise resides, is where what we call “human” is born.For television, for Weinbaum, for Marston and the (re)creators who followed him, for the America of 1941 as well for'all of us now, the paradise Wonder Woman comes from and represents is Eden. And Eden—snakes, clitorectomy/castration fear, Goddess envy and all—is necessary. This Eden is an island, cut off from all we know of society and civilization, competition and hierarchy and war. This Eden is set like a belly jewel in the midst of seawater, an image of original existence afloat in the salt of our original amniotic sacs. This Eden is as separate from the patriarchal norm as the Amazons said to inhabit it, as the Goddess-centered society they themselves represent. This Eden is wonder, and we need wonder like we need Wonder. We need Diana like we need the hope of a Paradise Island and that hope, that island, 
is the Amazon, the matriarchal, the matrilineal, our Great Uterine Mother, Clitoris Goddess, Vagina-La.Wonder Woman and the island abyss from which she comes are two-in-one, inextricably interwoven, interdependent, a Mobius path we know we cannot walk alone, one which leads toward a haven we perhaps never had. We, like the Themysciran princess, may have left our haven behind, but it remains in memory as archetype, as a place we can turn to, a dimly remembered safe harbor, as impregnable as our mother’s arms or the lull of the waves of her womb.
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NOTES1. Interestingly, when the final soul (Wonder Woman’s) is retrieved, the midwives are joined by Mercury in their traditional divine blessing of the wonder child. This liminal (marginalized? sexually ambiguous?) God of crossings and messages provides WW with speed and flight, perhaps even with a “male” component.2. Genesis is, of course, the product of at least four identifiable authors: J, B E, and R. B author of the first of two very different creation stories found in the text (Genesis 1.1-2.3), opts for an origin where both sexes are created simultaneously: “male and female created he them” (1.27). See Richard Elliott Friedman, Who Wrote the Bible? (San Francisco: HarperSan Francisco, 1987) 50-54.3. It is worth observing that what flows from Christ’s side when it is pierced on the cross is salt water. If we note that the fluid of the womb has the exact same saline consistency as seawater, we can view the piercing of Christ’s side as the creation of a new vaginal canal, one through which “Christians” pass when they pass “through him” into heaven. Further, the cave from which he rises acts as metaphoric echo of this same fe/male conflation.
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4. In The Book of J, Harold Bloom posits a feminine hand behind the J-Text portion of Genesis (particularly Genesis 2.4b-25, 3, and 4). Later, in The Western Canon, he admits to finding a strong candidate for authorship in Bathsheba, making the case for her as “the most blasphemous of all authors ever” (pg. 5). If we buy into Bloom’s exegesis, Bathsheba’s satiric vision of Yahweh as an insane, misogynistic, desert god may be one of the first examples of feminist, literary guerilla warfare. As for Mary (or Miriam) of Magdalene, nowhere in the Gospels do we find her, the way tradition would have it, described as prostitute. Rather, the Gnostic Gospels cast her as apostle. At one with the egalitarian vision of creation, with the very notion of Mother Goddess, Mary is yet another who has suffered marginalization at the hands of patriarchy.5. Eden ala Freud: The garden (pubic mystery) is invaded by the serpent (the phallus) who seduces and “enters” Eve (all purpose virgin)', resulting in the eating of the fruit (the understanding of sex and its consequences), the awareness of nakedness (sexual maturity/ embarrassment), and finally pregnancy. Then, in myth as in life, the controlling father figure (Yahweh) casts his children out of the cradle of innocence into the world of experience.6. Clearly, such observations regarding supposed male prejudice may be only anecdotal. One can cite numerous instances in traditionally “male-dominated” literature (comic books or no) to provide evidence for both sides. In SF, Connie Willis’ “Even the Queen” and Theodore Sturgeon’s Some of Your Blood come to mind as just two examples that cut both ways; Willis won the Hugo and Sturgeon was black-ball\e
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Hugo Cernsback, A Man Well Ahead of His Time
Edited by Larry Steckler (Poptronix, 2007, 695p, $29.99) 
Reviewed by Mike Ashley

This book purports to be an autobiography of Hugo Gernsback. Larry Steckler, who worked for Gernsback for over forty years and was the final editor-in-chief of Radio 
Electronics, records in his introduction to the book that six months after Gernsback Publications ceased operations in 2001/2 he uncovered a “huge heap of old musty paper” in an “ancient box”. Inside was “the manuscript that comprises the body of this book.” Steckler reports that after reading it several times he deduced that it was Gernsback’s autobiography, even though it was written in the third person. He also deduced that it had been written sometime in the mid-fifties, but he had no idea why it had not been previously published.When I first heard of this autobiography I was fascinated. Having researched Gernsback’s life and works for The Gernsback Days, but never having had the good fortune to correspond with Gernsback himself, I was keen to see what he had written about his achievements. Not just the early days of publishing “scientifiction”, but about all his other interests and inventions.However, I had scarcely worked my way through the first chapter before I became suspicious about how autobiographical this was. There were certain statements apparently by Gernsback that struck me as alien to his thinking, and there was a superficiality about much of the text that gave the feeling it was written by someone who was not aware of the full depth of Gernsback’s work, especially in the area of science fiction. As a consequence I entered into an exchange of e-mails with Larry Steckler to gain a better understanding about the nature and origins of this book. I’ll come to that and my conclusions later, but first let me outline what this book contains.Besides Steckler’s Preface and a very odd Epilogue (which depicts a Gernsback postage stamp) the book is divided into twenty-three chapters and four appendices.
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The first five chapters are the closest to a chronological biography, albeit superficial. The opening chapter deals with Gernsback’s childhood in Luxembourg and his early years in New York including the establishment of the Electro-Importing Company, Telimco (annoyingly misprinted Telmico in several places). The second chapter, one of the more informative ones, goes through in some detail (more than I have seen anywhere else) the contents of Gernsback’s first magazine, Modern Electrics. It looks not only at Gernsback’s various scientific forecasts, including his serial “Ralph 124C 41+”, but also at his role in the growth and management of amateur radio. The next chapter, called “Father of Science Fiction” is surprisingly brief and though it includes a discussion about Amazing Stories this comes only at the end of a study of Gernsback’s views on what constituted science fiction. The very end of the chapter refers to 
Science Wonder Stories, but there is no discussion of the bankruptcy proceedings, nor any reference to his other science-fiction magazines between 1929 and 1936. It leaps, in the next chapter, to a discussion of Science Fiction Plus from 1953. The fifth chapter provides an overview of Gernsback’s sex publications, primarily Sexology.With the sixth chapter there is a noticeable change in the nature of the book. Although earlier chapters had quoted, sometimes at length, from Gernsback’s previously published articles, almost the entirety of this chapter, called “Sex and the I.B.M.-Univac Approach”, consists of extensive extracts from four articles by Gernsback linked by a narrative that is clearly not by Gernsback. The extracts, some of which I believe may even be the complete article, are from his Forecast booklets for 1952, 1953 and 1954 plus an untitled essay from the July 1949 Radio-Electronics on bio-electronics. The book continues in this vein. Chapter 7, called “Lo—the Electronic Womb” consists almost entirely of his article “The Electronic Baby” from the 1946 Forecast. Chapter 8, “A Still Braver New World”, is a reprint of the 1945 
Forecast, which was a pastiche of Time called Tame, and which looked ahead over the next one hundred years.And so it continues. Most of the remaining chapters consist either of reprints of articles by Gernsback or of summaries of various articles. They cover subjects such as the Moon, mining of Mars, radar, space travel, television, future transport, farming the sea, computers, electronics and education, as well as Gernsback’s relationship with Lee deForest and Nikola Tesla. These are the most interesting chapters as they provide considerable wealth of information, little of it readily available elsewhere, on Gernsback’s remarkable vision of the future that science could bring. His forecasts include not only radar and household television, which are well known, but of laser surgery, the atomic bomb, mobile phones, miniature radios and so much more.There are four appendices. The first is simply a list of Gernsback’s publications with no commentary, but with a few black-and-white cover reproductions. The second is a catalogue of Gernsback’s patents, reproducing the designs but with no explanation of what they are, beyond a simple heading. The third is a reproduction of the covers of Gernsback’s Christmas publications, most of them the Forecast booklets, together with a list of the contents. The fourth and largest appendix is “The Collected Works of Mohammed Ullyses Fips” — Fips being one of Gernsback’s 
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aliases. This is almost a book in itself — indeed, as I was to discover, it once was. It consists of reprints of 21 articles by Gernsback which were presented as April Fool jokes in Radio Electronics. They give an insight into Gernsback’s humour which was evident in most of his fiction — revealing another aspect of the man.Those are the contents of the book. In the sense that by far the bulk of it consists of reprints of articles by Gernsback, then the book is arguably by Gernsback, or at least a volume of his Selected Writings, most of which throw light onto Gernsback’s thoughts and beliefs. But is it an autobiography?Not in the least. I do not believe that Gernsback wrote an autobiography, or if he did, this is not it.Let me first explore some of the issues that roused my suspicions.In the first place, it struck me as odd that Gernsback would write an autobiography in the third person. I knew from my own research that Gernsback was very egotistical, a point that Steckler himself asserts: “He also had an incredible and, as I learned, well earned ego.” (4). Steckler had only deduced it was an autobiography “because of the editorial notes on the text written in his stilted handwriting...” (3) but that could as easily be Gernsback’s corrections in someone else’s typescript.Steckler says little about how he prepared the manuscript for publication. He does note that at times, although Gernsback’s English was good, there were some awkward sentences. In some cases Steckler left these as they were, simply noting “sic”, or he tidied them up with a clarification in brackets. He also states that “In appropriate places I have also added editorial notes.” (12). There is no reference to any extensive editing or rewriting so the impression remains that the bulk of the book is by Gernsback.The first chapter reads just like someone’s brief overview of Gernsback’s early life. There are egotistical phrases, such as “His degree of electrical expertise grew so great and so well known ...” (17) but not to the extent one might expect. In fact the chapter reads like the standard summary of Gernsback’s life that we have all come to know from Sam Moskowitz’s writings in Explorers of the Infinite (World, 1963), but which had been around since Moskowitz’s booklet Hugo Gernsback: Father of 
Science Fiction (Criterion, 1959). In fact there are considerable similarities between this chapter and Moskowitz’s study. For instance, on page 18 of the “autobiography”, it says: “His father was a successful wine wholesaler, affluent enough so that young Hugo’s early education came from private tutors.” On page 228 of Explorers, Moskowitz writes, “His father was a well-to-do wine wholesaler and his earliest education was from private tutors.” On page 20 the “autobiography” states, “Later, he attended EEcole Industrielle et Commerciale in Luxembourg. He then went on to study at the Technikum (today the Fachhochschule) in Bingen, Germany, where he absorbed electrical theory like a dry-stone sponge.” On page 288 Moskowitz writes, “Later he attended the Ecole Industrielle of Luxembourg and the Technikum in Bingen, Germany.”Coincidence? Perhaps. But all the same series of events such as Gernsback installing bells in the local convent, and how Gernsback arrived in the United 
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States, “not yet twenty5’, are presented in almost identical shape and form. The “autobiography” tends to say more than Moskowitz, as it should, but not as much more as you might expect. There are no insights into his education or early years nor any asides beyond the basic well-known facts. It occurred to me that if this document had existed in the mid-fifties then Moskowitz had probably read it and drew upon it for his work.There’s one other link with Moskowitz which I shall explore, but first some of the other comments that puzzled me.On page 74 is the statement that Science and Invention “became the nationally known magazine Science and Mechanics.” No it didn’t. When Gernsback lost control of the Experimenter Publishing Company (and there is not a word about that in this book), Science and Invention was sold along with his other titles. Soon after, it was merged with Popular Mechanics. When Gernsback began his new Stellar Publishing Corporation, and other imprints, he took over a magazine which he called Everyday 
Science and Mechanics, later dropping the first word. It’s an easy mistake for someone not fully acquainted with that period to make, but Gernsback would never make that error.On page 97, in discussion of H. G. Wells, is the statement “The ‘anti-gravitational plates’ in The Time Machine....”, but these plates (of Cavorite) were in First Men in 
the Moon. Would Gernsback make that error?That quote occurs in a chapter which argues that the science fiction that appeared prior to Gernsback had little scientific basis. Jules Verne, for example, had predicted nothing but had based his stories on already existing inventions (true enough, to a point). H. G. Wells adapted science as necessary, as with Cavorite. But, the argument goes, Gernsback stuck strictly to true science and scientific endeavour. In fact he didn’t. It became a matter of concern amongstreaders of Science Wonder Stories when in “The Marble Virgin” (June 1929), the author, Kennie McDowd, has a man bring a statue to life. How did the statue suddenly gain a heart, veins, lungs, blood, etc., challenged the readers. Where was the scientific basis? Gernsback had no answer, not for that or for several other scientifically weak stories that he published.Nevertheless, continuing this argument it says, on page 106, that Gernsback surrounded himself with a small group of writers — “veterans” they are called! — who were “smart enough to set the craft up in a substantial manner.” The names listed are George E Stratton, Charles S. Wolfe, Clement Fezandie, Ernest K. Chapin, Herbert L. Moulton, Victor MacClure, Robert Francis Smith, A. Merritt and Ray Cummings.This is a strange list. Stratton and Fezandie were, indeed, writers in the Gernsback mould, and their contributions to The Electrical Experimenter and Science and 
Invention are genuine examples of the type of fiction Gernsback wanted — stories that looked to the benefits of science and encouraged experimentation and invention. They were the only “veterans”. Wolfe’s work could also be shoe-horned into that category. Moulton and Chapin wrote only two stories a-piece, and so scarcely enough to be “substantial”. MacClure was a British writer whose one Vernian sf novel, The 
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Ark of the Covenant, was reprinted in The Experimenter. Smith wrote no sf at all. His stories in Radio News were all humorous parodies of popular songs and stageshows of the day. As for Ray Cummings and Abraham Merritt — they were contributors to the pulps, and their work was far from the true science-based extrapolative fiction that Gernsback wanted. Gernsback reprinted their fiction (and later acquired new material) because his readers asked for it. Gernsback later regretted reprinting Merritt’s “The Moon Pool” in Amazing because it had no scientific basis and, in introducing the story, he predicted Arthur Clarke’s noted law that in the far future advanced science may be perceived as akin to magic.Had Gernsback compiled that list of names, it is unlikely that he would have included Merritt, and probably not Cummings or Smith. Of his early contributors, rather than the negligible Chapin or Moulton, I’m sure he would have included Charles Magee Adams and R. & G. Winthrop, whose stories were solid examples of Gernsbackian scientific fiction. The list of names seems to have been compiled by someone either with access to an index or who flicked back through old file copies and picked out names at random rather than seriously considering their work.The problem is compounded by the fact that shortly after the above statement is the comment that soon after publishing “Ralph 124C 41+” and other such stories in his magazines, Gernsback “was highly flattered to discover that other national publications, among them Blue Book, Popular, Top Motch (sic!), Adventure, Argosy, etc., began to publish material that their laymen editors thought, scientifically speaking, to be on a par with previous Gernsback stuff, either written or sponsored by him.” (108-9). It goes on to call these stories “amateurish outpouring(s)”.The reverse would have to be true. Most of those who contributed fiction to Gernsback’s magazines were “amateurs”, in the true sense that they wrote for the love of it. Gernsback paid them only a small fee, and none of them were really professional writers, except perhaps for Stratton. But Gernsback found it difficult to attract sufficient and adequate contributions from his writers and so, even before he launched Amazing, he reprinted material from the pulps, mostly from All-Story and 
Argosy. Moreover these magazines did not begin to use science fiction because of what Gernsback was doing. They had been running it long before Gernsback (except 
Top Notch, which only ran it in the thirties when edited by Tremaine as a companion to Astounding).I was uncomfortable that these statements could have been made by Gernsback, because he would know them to be false and because, certainly in the case of running material by Merritt, it did not reflect his sentiments of the time. Gernsback did later refer to most of the stories appearing in the sf pulps as “fairy tales”, because they had little, if any, sound scientific basis, but that was only post-1930, not the early material, which he was happy to reprint.Adding to these comments are others which are clearly not by Gernsback. He had died in 1967 so could scarcely have written “Today’s eight-year-old, with his black plastic Darth Vader Starwars style helmet and his Light Saber...” (106). That is obviously an editorial interpolation but is not marked as such, whereas a comment 
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about AIDS and bird flu on page 119 is clearly identified as by the “Editor”. But there are other times in these early chapters where it is difficult to be sure just what is an editorial comment and what isn’t, though the natural feeling as you read is that most of it is an editorial comment. The references to Gernsback, always in the third person, are all objective, not subjective, and also have a sense of distance as if written by a third party. Perhaps most curious of all is that there is no reference to Gernsback’s family, not to his wife or his children. It is hard to believe that anyone, even as egocentric as Gernsback, would not refer to his children.The later chapters, which are primarily reprints of Gernsback’s articles, are totally different. Here there feels a clear distinction between the editorial comment and Gernsback’s writings — not only in tone, but visibly in type face and format. Those chapters are, in fact, the most interesting in the book because they reprint items which are difficult to obtain and have rarely, if ever, been reprinted, and provide a clear understanding of Gernsback’s thoughts and visions. But the first five chapters, masquerading under the conceit that they are an autobiography, are misleading, shallow and, at worse, deceptive.With my initial concern I contacted Larry Steckler, raising a number of these queries and asking about the true provenance of the material. Steckler offered to scan relevant pages of the original manuscript and e-mail them to me. He also revealed that just before his death Robert Lowndes had “gone over the text and done some editing.” Lowndes, who died in 1998, also worked for Gernsback Publications in its final years, and knew Steckler well.True to his word Stedder sent me scans of several pages from the original manuscript although, frustratingly, they did not cover the specific queries. However, what he did send me was an eye-opener. It comprised two separate typescripts. The first, labelled in handwriting “Orig HG ms” consisted of seventeen double-spaced typed pages with a title page proclaiming “Gernsback, the Amazing—Tomorrow’s World Expertly Explored”, and bears the by-line Raymond E Yates. Yates was a real person, a technical writer and patent engineer who had contributed to many science magazines, including Gernsback’s. He died in 1966, so his typescript may well have been written in the fifties. The typescript had many handwritten corrections and additions to it, mostly short, but I have not seen enough of Gernsback’s own handwriting to be sure if it was his. Certainly Steckler believed it was.I only spotted later that in the top left corner of the title page was typed “433 pages”, and as this was in the same font I presumed it was contemporary with the rest of the typescript. The main body of the published “autobiography”, excluding the Preface and Appendices, runs to 467 pages, and that includes many illustrations and blank pages between chapters.The typescript I had comprised the first seventeen pages of “Chapter 1. The Young Man from Luxembourg” and equates to pages 17 to 39 of the book. The book version, though, contains more than is in Yates’s original, the occasional paragraph or sentence inserted here or there, and these are in addition to the manually written amendments on the typescript.
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One of the most telling additions brings us back to Moskowitz’s work. It concerns Gernsback reading a German translation of Percival Lowell’s Mars as an Abode of Life. Moskowitz dates this to when Gernsback was nine, or in 1893/4. In the Gernsback book, the dating is rather more vague. It says “A year later, he came upon a German translation....” (17) but a year later than when is not clear. The previous paragraph talks about the growth in Gernsback’s electrical expertise “during his early teens”, which is presumably around 13 to 15, or 1897-99, but saying “a year later” seems to be referring to something specific and the only previous mention of his age is two paragraphs earlier, when he was six! However, Lowell’s book was not published until 1908, and a German translation presumably followed. Gernsback was already in America by then. Lowell had published an earlier book, called simply Mars in 1895, its text based on a series of lectures Lowell had given in Boston earlier that year and which had also run as a series of articles in Atlantic Monthly. It is possible that a German translation of this book or the articles was made in time for Gernsback to discover in his “early teens”, but certainly not as early as nine.The Lowell reference does not appear in the manuscript, so who added it? Clearly not Gernsback, as he was long dead and his corrections, if they are his, are plain to see. The text is so close to Moskowitz’s that it suggests that someone drew upon Moskowitz’s work. Steckler believes it was Robert Lowndes, who did some editing on the typescript, though that puzzles me. Lowndes’s handwriting is not on the version I have, and if Lowndes had worked on it then that must have been in the 1980s, yet Steckler gives the impression he had not seen Yates’s script before and that it had lain in that musty box since the fifties. Moskowitz is not credited in any acknowledgement in the book though he is referred to in tire book itself as “Gernsback’s brilliant managing editor” (108), a passage that, as I discovered from later material I received, was specifically added by Steckler.Yates’s typescript looks for all the world like the draft of a full-length biography that Gernsback corrected. However, the second batch of papers Steckler e-mailed me was something else entirely. This was eighteen pages (though numbered 17 through 34) labelled on the cover sheet as “Bob Lowndes orig copy”. It is headed “Chapter Three: Modern Electrics: Volume One” and is dated 11-17-87. It was in a typeface I knew well, as were the manual corrections. This was certainly the work of Bob Lowndes. Lowndes worked with me on The Gernsback Days and I was in correspondence with him for most of the last twenty years of his life.Seeing this typescript rang a distant bell and after foraging back through my correspondence I found the following in a letter dated March 25, 1986:I’m working on a long-term project (with the office): a publishing biography of Hugo Gernsback. There will be little personal material after the first chapters, describing some events in HG’s boyhood in Luxembourg and his adventures in New York up to the time he issued Modern Electrics. I mentioned to Larry Steckler (GP’s present publisher and owner) that my prospectus for the book makes Hugo’s wives and children into non-persons and that we 
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should have some copy about (and preferably by) Harvey and Tina Gernsback. Larry said that Harvey would rather that he not be mentioned at all, though Tina might be willing to cooperate.Lowndes’s section, which comprises the detailed study of Modern Electrics is, of course, meticulous and provides considerable data not available elsewhere. So, was what Steckler had published actually Lowndes’s book, perhaps augmented by Yates’s — or vice versa? I needed to know more, but before raising further queries with Steckler I continued to work back through my correspondence with Lowndes.In a letter dated February 13, 1988 Lowndes told me:I started work on the Gernsback book in 1986 and have completed five chapters only, taking us up to 1913 and the start of Electrical Experimenter. Considering the state of my time and energy, it is going to take at least five years of slogging research to finish... This book is aimed at people who are interested in the history of electronics and Hugo Gernsback’s part in it through his technical magazines. I shall ask Larry Steckler to run off an extra copy of my corrected first five chapters and send it on to you.Alas, I never received those.The last reference I can find amongst Lowndes’s letters is in one dated September 23,1989.1 had been asking about what, if any, of Gernsback’s early publishing papers might survive and Lowndes confirmed, following a discussion with Steckler, that there were none. Lowndes also revealed that following his discussion with Steckler, they had come to the realisation that Gernsback’s name was not remembered by electronics enthusiasts. Stockier had produced a book of Gernsback’s “April Fool” Fips articles as a prize for readers of Hands-On Electronics (which is what Radio Electronics had become). Apparently there were very few requests for the book and many copies remained in the offices. Lowndes concluded by saying:All that strongly suggests that there’s no point in my continuing work on the Gernsback book I started. I was going to suggest that he bring out just the first five completed chapters, which constitutes a good survey of Modern Electrics, the first-ever radio magazine ... but my bet is that he won’t consider it economically feasible.I raised further queries with Steckler who subsequently e-mailed me the entirety of Lowndes’s original draft plus a further chapter from Yates’s biography. The Yates piece, “The Father of Science Fiction”, was labelled Chapter III and equates, almost word for word, with Chapter III of the book. There are virtually no manual corrections on this copy.Lowndes typescripts consisted of the first five chapters running for 84 pages, plus two more chapters, running for another 31 pages, which looked at The Electrical 
Experimenter up until early 1916. Evidently Lowndes has decided to continue but had eventually had to stop. I know from my own correspondence with him that in 
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his last few years he was crippled by arthritis and could barely sit and type. Lowndes study of both Modern Electrics and The Electrical Experimenter is very detailed. He goes through each issue, summarising the main contents — chiefly the stories and leading articles — and providing a general commentary on items of interest. It’s a fascinating read, but clearly too detailed for a biography.Eventually Steckler e-mailed me most of the rest of Yates’s biography, missing just a few pages and one chapter. It enabled me to judge the book as a whole.I could now see what this “autobiography” really was. All of the book, except Chapter 2 and the Appendices, is the Yates biography, sometimes heavily revised by Steckler, but often verbatim. Yates had himself drawn upon Gernsback’s published articles and — if the manuscript amendments are in Gernsback’s hand — Gernsback had then revised them. Chapter 2 is Lowndes’s study of Modern Electrics, which helped plug a gap. Yet neither Lowndes nor Yates are credited anywhere. The appendices consisted of the earlier Fips. book produced by Steckler nearly twenty years ago which had failed to sell.In the sense that Gernsback had almost certainly reviewed and amended Yates’s biography, and it contains extensive writings by Gernsback, there is a strong autobiographical element, but the book is in no way an autobiography. Yates original document was a straightforward attempt to highlight Gernsback’s scientific achievements, particularly regarding his predictions. In that form it contains much of interest which is spoiled by trying to pretend it is an autobiography.In my view the book, which is a print-on-demand publication, needs to be repackaged. The introduction and blurb should remove any reference to this being Gernsback’s autobiography. It should set the work in its proper context and give appropriate credit to Yates and Lowndes. Steckler needs to show much more clearly exactly which are his additions and comments and which, if any, are Gernsback’s.The book does contain much interesting material in the reprints and excerpts from Gernsback’s various articles, and the reproduction of drawings and designs. With some informed and more consistent editing it could become a useful reference work about Gernsback’s creative mind, but as it stands that value is diminished by masquerading as an autobiography.
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Cloud Cuckoo Land
By Steven Sivell (Ziji, 2007, 266 pp, £9.99) 
Reviewed by Phil Carslake

In an un-named city, Leonard Gopaul is hoping to gain passage on a vessel that will escape the destruction when a meteor collides with the Earth. The novel begins with an interestingly surreal atmosphere. There are few locations named, although Leonard has come from East Anglia. A curfew is in operation. The police are young boys under the age of seventeen. The selection committee for the escape vessel (which may not exist) is certainly bureaucratic and very possibly corrupt. Money seems to have been replaced by a system of work-credit notes. One of the bizarre range of characters Leonard meets, Ian, owns (or says he owns) the copyright on the knot with which Leonard ties the drawstring on his coat. Another offers him a night with his wife, the delectable Adeline. We seem to be set up for a Kafkaesque fantasy from a new writer. Ziji Publishing is new to me, but apparently has had some success in promoting new writing. A quick search came up with an animal fantasy, One for 
Sorrow, Two for Joy by Clive Woodall which Disney is said to have snapped up and is published in the USA by the American division of Penguin. 1 had never'come across that title, and having being snapped up by Disney isn’t necessarily my first criterion for a book I’m going to enjoy, but it’s always good to look at new books by new writers, which is presumably why I was sent this book for review.But after the slightly odd but intriguing beginning the whole thing falls apart and becomes a rather bad thriller. Why is Leonard asked to ensure that the young girl Lena — the grand-daughter of the bizarre Warden who runs the committee selecting the “vessel’s” passengers — is selected when apparently he has no influence and is just an ordinary guy? Why is it so easy for Leonard to actually find this vessel, and why are people faced with the prospect of imminent destruction not going completely apeshit with panic? What seemed surreal at first is just increasingly fuzzy as you read on. The conspiratorial Beryl and rhe corrupt Warden (and it’s never clear whether 
that’s a title or a name) refer to each other as “x-husband” or “x-wife”. I assume there is a joke there that I’ve missed. Steven Sivell seems not to know the difference between a meteor and a meteorite, and there’s some dodgy stuff about how this body (also called the “Ice Moon”) is going to mess up gravitational fields. It’s also not clear whether this “vessel” (or, as we learn, series of life-support systems) is going to take people to some other world or whether it’s going to cruise aimlessly around until all the dust has settled and land with its crew of blackguards to take over the world when the few survivors climb out of their shelters; but probably the latter. At this point, though, it’s hard to be bothered, because as the plotting has fallen apart so has the language. •
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Sivell, or whoever has edited his manuscript (if anyone in fact has), seems for one thing to have no idea about punctuation. To take two consecutive “sentences” at random:Then everything went black, Leonard was unconscious.The two soldiers picked him up, they transferred him onto the back seat of their car and span the wheels as they pulled off the forecourt.Forgetting the actual words for a moment — can’t we try for something other than “everything went black” and wouldn’t it be pretty obvious anyway from that expression that Leonard was unconscious? — using commas instead of full-stops just means that the narrative voice rambles on and on and on and we don’t get any real sense of drama or sequencing. They did this, they did that, something else happened, and by then we’ve ceased to care. True, I’m reviewing from a proof copy, but this style is so constant that it can’t simply be glitches in presentation. It’s such a basic error in writing that it throws everything else into doubt, especially what I first took to be detached surrealism but after the first couple of chapters could only conclude was an inability to string ideas together or to actually focus upon what was being imagined. Whether Sivell was trying to write a science fiction novel or — what I originally thought it was — a mainstream “parable” using an sf-like disaster scenario, is immaterial, because it works on neither level. It’s a shame, because when I first started to read this I did think that there was an interesting comic voice at work. But by the time I was struggling towards the ending, I was wondering if it was even 
intended to be funny. Ziji Publishing haven’t done a new writer any favours here.
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Harm
By Brian W. Aldiss (Duckworth Overlook, 2007, 228 pp, £14.99)
Reviewed by Andy Sawyer

SF is increasingly exploring the perilous near-future we seem to be sleepwalking toward: particular instances include Ken McLeod’s The Execution Channel and the stories collected by Farah Mendlesohn in Glorifying Terrorism. Brian Aldiss has had a long enough life in science fiction to come to terms with its strengths and inadequacies, and if a science fiction future is a representation of its author’s present, it’s worth comparing HARM with Barefoot in the Head (1969), which which it shares (lightly) the use of fractured language and a future constructed out of the internal and external landscapes of the novel’s present.But what a difference in the presents, and in the response to them! In the earlier book Europe has been devastated by the psychedelic bombs of the “Acid Head War”: as much an extrapolation of the cultural dislocations of the times as of the “Cold War” going hot. HARM is the world as we see it through our tv screens: the Europe of terrorist bombs reacted to with rhetoric of “a clash of civilizations”. Unlike the acid- bombarded freakout of Barefoot, it could be an everyday realistic novel — indeed one can read it as an everyday realistic novel and, arguably, one has to. Its distanced, sinister observation reminds this particular reader, in fact, more of Report on Probability 
A (1968) whose take on surveillance can now be read as even more chilling a sciencefiction extrapolation than when it was seen by some as an experimental “anti-novel”. What makes Aldiss the greatest living British science fiction writer is not so much his work itself, or even the fact that unlike most writers in the heartlands of sf he can produce equally impressive work outside the field, but his ability to tell die stoiy of the times he is living in. It’s not that it’s always clearly mirrored — the “psychedelic lyrics” in Barefoot read much better now that it’s clear that Aldiss never was, and was never trying to be, Syd Barrett — but while there are other writers telling the story of the damaged psyches of Britain and America post the events of 9/11 and 7/7, Aldiss uses the dialogue of science fiction to tell this story and by doing so gets unnervingly behind the shocking headlines.Indeed, he’s managed to illuminate the issues by doing so. It’s not just that science fiction can tell these stories, it’s that Aldiss teaches us how it can do so.

HARM begins with the brutal interrogation and torture of “Prisoner B” whom we come to understand is Paul Fadhil Abbas Ali, a sensitive, for which we may read “pathetic,” young man of Ugandan Asian descent, a lapsed Muslim who has married an Irishwoman and who has written what seems to be a rather bad/aux-Wodehouseian novel in which two characters joke lightly about murdering the Prime Minister. Apparently this has brought him to the attention of the titular Hostile Activities Research Ministry as a possible subversive. Paul can only defend himself by pointing to his Englishness, but to his interrogators, his “I lived the life of an ordinary Englishman, 
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except I was Muslim” has no meaning except as a contradiction. Confused, not even knowing which country he is in, and humiliated, Paul is a victim of terror, his divided personality cracking under pressure to become Fremant, one of the colonists on the distant world of Stygia. Paul seems to be constructing this world to escape from his torture — “Stygia” arises from his memory of some lines by Milton: “Frement” is an obvious play on words — yet as we learn more about Stygia it too becomes a world riven by political and religious divisions. We learn, in fact, far more about this world than we do about Paul’s near-future England, and the moral interrogations of authoritarianism, fanaticism, and genocide come more and more to the foreground.Stygia, reached by a starship in which “Life Process Reservoirs” store colonists who are decanted and reconstituted in different amalgamations of their original identities, is a world of insect life, whose humanoid inhabitants have been exterminated by the invaders and whose life-forms have been domesticated as “horses”, “goats” or “sheep”. Fremant is one of the guards of the authoritarian Astaroth, and has episodes where he believes himself to be a prisoner. He rapes the dictator’s mistress when she tries to enlist him into a conspiracy, and escapes to a township called Haven, to have pointless arguments about religion with its leaders. A revolution in Stygia City brings the protechnology Safelky to power, and Frement, enlisted in an expedition to find native humanoids rumoured to have survived, brings one of the surviving telepathic “dogbeasts” back to the new regime. In doing so, and discovering more about the ecology of Stygia he comes to realise that in doing what he thought “right” he had “denied what was good and true in his nature”.Despite the vividness of the “Stygian” scenes, it’s hard to call HARM a science fiction novel, except in the limited sense that it seems to be set in the (very near) future of our world (and even that sense of futurity is coloured by the fact of knowing that Brian Aldiss writes science fiction). But to call it simply a “parable”, or to emphasise the real anger and despair that comes out of this spare, compelling novel and ignore the way the story is told, is to overlook the connections that Aldiss is making. If science fiction creates its effect by encouraging us to assume that its imagined worlds “exist”, at least for the purpose of the story, then HARM, almost certainly isn’t science fiction. There are jokes in this bitter novel, one of which is the title itself. In the UK the body for “providing national guidance on the promotion of good health and the prevention and treatment of ill health” is called the National Institute for Clinical Excellence, which suggests that government ministers or civil servants have never read C.S. Lewis’s 
That Hideous Strength with its literally hellish “National Institute for Co-ordinated Experiments”, and Paul’s interrogators are similar bureaucrats, or menials performing their duties: one suspects that the acronym “Hostile Activities Research Ministry” forms has overtones not so much of Orwell’s “Ministry of Love” linguistic paradox than that kind of dullardry. No-one gets off lightly in this black scream against humanity.But Aldiss is a writer of science fiction. And the story of Stygia and tire extermination of its aboriginals could have made a pretty good science fiction story. Aldiss is on record as despising the Gemsbackian “extravagant fiction today—cold fact tomorrow!” school of sf, and you rarely get a feeling of plausibility with an Aldiss story: 
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no-one’s going to sit down and invent Life Process Reservoirs after reading HARM. But the sense of characters who are unconnected to their “originals” is a wonderful and powerful one, and the descriptions of Stygian life are as powerful as anything in any of Aldiss’s “genuine” sf. The effect of the novel as a whole is created by means of science fiction’s ability to present a world as if it were true. Aldiss just tells the story and lets us interpret it. Paul’s “imaginary world” comes out of himself rather than of any science fiction he may have hooked into as a way of keeping himself sane — instead we have an oscillation between the “fantastic” and “realist” modes of telling the same thing. The “Paul” and “Fremant” threads weave back and forth, changing between paragraphs with the change sparked by an event or sensation felt by one or the other, and what we perceive is not Paul “dissociating” or “hallucinating” but the feelings of his personae and the way the “Fremant” persona, in the end, shows Paul (and us) something deep and unsettling about himself. I am not sure that what we learn could have been revealed in any other way without undermining our sympathy with Paul.The interview with Aldiss published at the end of the novel (associated with the American Del Rey edition) associates the name “Stygia” with Robert E. Howard (who named one of his “Hyborian Age” nations thus) before Aldiss reminds the interviewer of the lines from Milton Paul recalls. This, of course, reminds us of the danger of reading the novel through the lens of genre: what seems to be an in-joke is a more universal reference — although there is what is to me an equally clear ironic joke in the name of the starship which brings the Stygian colonists to what the expedition’s planners hoped would be a utopia. Another Miltonic couplet quoted recalled shortly afterwards might even suggest that the hells and heavens of the mind are, in this context genuine spaces that (because in the end all we are doing is reading words on a page, listening to a storyteller’s voice) we have no right to privilege one over the other. But because the world of Paul in his stinking cell is closer to the world we read about -and which others experience — we can’t help but empathise. In mythology, Stygia is the land of the dead, and on recalling, this we are reminded of Orwell’s “We are the dead” from Nineteen-Eighty-Four. In Harm, Aldiss is doing exactly what Orwell did and for the same purposes.Few sf, and virtually no mainstream writers, could have written a book as enraged as this, so focused on the psychological state of a “victim of terrorism”, without the account becoming a mock-biography of a representative “character”. We might be interested, for instance, in why such a character becomes a “terrorist” (or a torturer), but such an account does not necessarily explore the moral centre of the question. The whole point of Paul is that he is for the most part a cipher: deracinated, vaguely curious about his Muslim heritage, victim of a brutal father and the racism of his schooldays, he (objectively) fits any sort of profiling system which the Powers That Defend Us might care to establish.And any system which sweeps up a character like Paul in the struggle to defend its “values” has jettisoned them long since.
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The Last Wish
by Andrzej Sapkowski, translated by Danusia Stok (Collancz, 2007. £9.99 ) 
Reviewed by Aidan-Paul Canavan

Andrzej Sapkowski, born in 1948, has been publishing fantasy stories in Polish since 1990. Despite Sapkowski’s popularity in Poland (Orion reliably informs us that he has outsold both Michael Crichton and Stephen King in Poland) this is the first of his books to be translated into English. The Last Wish is a genre fantasy tale set in what has become a popular Role-Playing Game (RPG) world with a computer game to be released later this year by Bioware. For those interested there is also a little known film adaptation of part of the story called The Hexer (dir. Marek Brodzki, 2001) the original Polish title being Wiedzmin. Although as far as this writer knows this film is not currently available in English. The Last Wish is part of a series of short story collections and novels set in this game world which revolves around a central hero, Geralt, and his adventures.An obvious place to begin would be with comparisons to similar books currently available. The Last Wish is part of an increasingly impressive collection of European science fiction and fantasy stories which have been translated into English. The 
Night Watch series by Sergey Lukyanenko, is perhaps the most well known of these books due to the motion picture of the same name, although there are also some other notable examples such as the new SFWA European Hall of Fame anthology of European SF edited by James and Kathryn Morrow, and Andreas Eschbach’s The 
Carpet Makers (reviewed by Geoff Ryman in Foundation 97). Like Night Watch, The 
Last Wish uses Eastern European folktale as an inspiration, and even utilises the same sort of narrative framework, that of intersecting short stories and vignettes. However, where Night Watch is a modern day cross-genre text, The Last Wish is entirely set in fantasyland, complete with magic swords, monsters and even elves.The central character, Geralt of Rivia, is a “witcher” and at first glance appears to be yet another in a long line of stereotypical fantasy heroes. He is blonde, muscular, white, blue-eyed and carries a magic sword. However Sapkowski is at pains to paint his character with more detailed brush strokes than many other genre authors. For a start witchers are a loose brotherhood of magically warped or mutated mercenaries who have been trained from early boyhood to slay the various monsters and magical menaces of the world. As a monster slayer for hire, Geralt is driven by training, ambition, a personal code of ethics but above all necessity to continue slaying monsters. He is not the usual do-gooder, knight errant out to rid the world of evil out of the goodness of his heart, there has to be a paycheque at the end because “a man gotta eat”. Due to his nature as a “mutant” or altered human, Geralt is also separated from the rest of society and has much in common with those “monsters” he hunts and is routinely treated as an outcast or undesirable by many of the characters within the book. This adds a certain amount of pathos to the book in particular to 
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how both Geralt and the “monsters”are viewed by the reader. Even the vaguely steamy opening of the book contravenes the Galahadesque purity of so many modern fantasy heroes not to mention the methods Geralt employs to complete his tasks. All in all, despite his trappings as a stereotypical sword swinger, Geralt is something slightly deeper, more complex and more believable.This too is reminiscent of the Night Watch series, with its ‘hero’ Anton being a complicated and “dislikable” character. His encounters with Dark and Light Others leave the reader wondering which side is good and which is evil, and perhaps this ambivalence or veering towards shades of grey rather than stark black and white dichotomies is a stylistic trait of Eastern European writing. Certainly Sapkowski and Lukyanenko use this to good effect to engage the reader and subvert expectations in their works.Sapkowski’s world itself is an interesting take on fantasyland. Gollancz have not included the standard fantasy map at the beginning of the book and so the land resides firmly in the imagination of the reader. This is both a blessing and curse. The story is not confined to the imagination of the fantasy cartographer, yet at the same time removes one of the many crutches we cling to in order to understand a new fantasyland and get our bearings. This is yet another signpost of how this fantasy story is unlike the standard “fantasy by numbers” genre tomes we are more used to.Even the premise of the world may pose a problem for some fantasy readers. Whilst it has been common to base many fantasy novels in a pseudo medieval Western European setting, this is a world based firmly in the Eastern European folk and faerie tale tradition, with many of the sequences and settings utilising familiar stories, most notably those of Beauty and the Beast and Snow White. Whilst Sapkowski twists these narratives with genuine originality some readers may find the overly familiar stories jarring as they attempt to negotiate the rules of this new fantasyland. It is at once familiar and strange. Strangeness is part and parcel of the fantasy narrative, yet the familiarity, coloured by the Technicolor Disney versions of the selfsame stories, might prove a distraction for some. For example, in Gaiman’s 
Snow Glass Apples the reader encounters a version of the Snow White story told from the point of view of the “evil” stepmother. The chapter “A Grain of Truth” in 
The Last Wish is modelled on Beauty and the Beast. The difference between these two approaches is that Gaiman’s “fairytale” is sufficiently altered to allow the reader to experience the story anew, whereas Sapkowski’s chapter is little changed from the original, except perhaps in regards to the ending. There is a feeling that the characters are knowingly winking at the reader with an implicit “You know this is Beauty and the Beast don’t you?” The closeness to the ur-story creates a sense of rereading the original rather than engaging with the new version in front of the reader and thus may strike a discordant note. It is not really parody, nor does it seem to be altering the original perspective sufficiently to allow a new appreciation of the story. It just isn’t different or strange enough to overcome the cultural heritage associated with such a well known tale.
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This potential problem is further exacerbated by the feeling of many Western readers that faerie stories are children’s stories and even popular stories such as Gaiman and Vess’s Stardust or Gaiman’s short story Snow Glass Apples do little to alter this misconception. There are many Western stories that use folk and faerie tale narratives as inspiration but this particular reworking of tales may seem discordant to some readers. So whilst many feel that fantasy can be grown up, there is a mistaken belief that faerie tales are inherently childish. Therefore fantasy that uses faerie tale can erroneously be coloured with the same brush. So readers who are willing and even desperate to read stories of daring-do, monster slaying, dragons and elves, might be put off by the folktale element.In a similar vein, the use of Eastern European folktales as a source of terminology may also be a little off putting. Stok has chosen to use the English versions of many of the creatures with seemingly little awareness of how a Western audience might use their own cultural background as a focus point. For example, the tale of the striga in the novel most resembles what Western readers would assume is a vampire story, yet the author has been at pains to make the reader aware that a striga is in fact a different type of creature, even if she does sleep in a crypt, attack people and drink their blood. However in the chapter concerning the bruxa, Sapkowski or perhaps Stok in translating, has used the term bruxa as a synonym for vampire, or at least as a type of vampire, despite it baring little resemblance to a Joss Whedon or Bram Stoker influenced undead blood sucker and which has little in common with the striga encountered earlier. By using the term “vampire” a tension develops in the text between what a vampire means to the Western reader and what a Polish reader would understand by the term “bruxa”. This is not simply a translation problem but a cultural shift centred around the supposed knowledge or cultural heritage of the reader. In much the same way that a fairy can be a Tinkerbellesque flitting light, or be read as a Faerie, a frightening and terrible member of the Seelie court, quite often depends on the tradition or culture the reader has come from rather than the author’s intention.This is not an entirely fair criticism as Stok has been at pains to be accurate to both intent and language in this translation. The term “Witcher” for instance is actually from the Polish for male witch, which traditionally in Western culture would be warlock or wizard. Yet Sapkowski obviously intended something very different so the new term was used in order to be free of the cultural baggage and images that one would associate with a satanic warlock or a wise Gandalf-like wizard.So again whilst many of the characters, plot elements and adventures seem familiar to the fantasy reader there is a great deal that is different, just not in the way one usually expects in fantasy tales. It is as if the usual estrangement one experiences in fantasy novels has been replaced with the familiar and yet the familiar elements from fantasy have been estranged. We have a familiar world, yet it has no map, the hero looks right but seems to act in an unfamiliar way, the monsters are at once familiar fantasy foes yet strangely altered, the hero travels on “quests” yet they rarely culminate in the usual resolutions or confrontations. Perhaps 
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The Witcher
A Crain of Truth
The Lesser Evil
A Question of Price 
The Edge of the World 
The Last Wish

one could describe Sapkowski as Poland’s China Mieville in that he has adapted, modernised and made new a genre we assume is relatively static.In terms of its physical structure The Last Wish is unlike the majority of Western genre fantasy in that it is composed of six short stories which are framed by a series of short respite chapters in which the central hero is recovering from his latest ordeal. The narrative is then broken up into what is currently happening to the character and a series of adventures in order to introduce his history and background. This serves a number of purposes.The first is that it acknowledges the episodic nature of a great many of the RJPG based fantasies whilst avoiding creating a world that seems to be in crisis one day after the next. Unlike many fantasy heroes, Geralt seems to suffer from the odd dry patch in the monster slaying business and this adds to the credibility of the fantasy world set out before us.Secondly, the sequence of adventures told out of chronological order and without specific dates and times allows the reader to imagine and fill in the spaces between the adventures, spanning months or even years, creating a sense of a rich and deep history to the character that has only just been glimpsed. Of course this also conveniently leaves open the avenues for other earlier adventures, origin stories and prequels to be written, or in this case translated, at a later date.Thirdly, it disguises any inconsistencies in the characterisation of Geralt in each of these different stories behind the convenient excuse of dislocated time periods and the building of experience and wisdom. The reader is privy to scenes of Geralt as a young man, as a world weary warrior and as a confident professional mercenary. This is in addition to the framing narrative scenes of Geralt as he is now. This allows Sapkowski to combine these short stories into a single narrative thread without any of the characterisation seeming inconsistent, rather it creates the sense of a detailed and complex character who has evolved over time.Another point to consider is that the short framing chapters provide a break from monster slaying and sword swinging varying the pace of the novel allowing both Geralt and the reader respite from the various ordeals. I am reminded in particular of the fantasy film Highlander (dir. Russell Mulcahy, 1986) which used this flashback technique to good effect to temper the pace and provide the necessary back-story and motivations for the central character and creating a sense of depth to the story. The episodic narrative is also easier on the short attention span of the MTV generation and in some respects is a welcome change from the doorstop tomes so prevalent in genre fantasy today. The flashbacks are mini-adventures whose cumulative effect is one of a grand story which whets the appetite for it to be fleshed out into a great epic.
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As mentioned earlier, in terms of the initially dislikeable central character, the use of cumulative short stories and an over arching narrative structure as well as the Eastern European influence on the writing, one cannot help but draw comparisons between this and the work of Lukyanenko, the author of the Night Watch series. Despite the latter’s science fictional tone and Sapkowski’s genuinely fantastical feel, the at times gritty realism and uncompromising brutality forge a strong link between the two disparate series and show them to be excellent examples of a tradition that has recently been dominated by North American writers.Sapkowski’s series has the potential to develop a new audience and appreciation of fantasy and like Mieville and Gaiman, take the old and make it new. This reviewer is certainly looking forward to the next instalment of this fresh take on genre fantasy.
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The Mark of the Beast and other Fantastical Tales
By Rudyard Kipling (edited by Stephen Jones) (Gollancz, 2006), 800 pp., £7.99, 
Reviewed by lain Emsley

Rudyard Kipling has somewhat fallen out of favour as a writer though his politics in recent years. His writing is synonymous with the colonial voice, either jocular or disparaging, the conservative politics of the late Victorian and early Edwardian society, the patriarchal voice. Kipling’s writing has also somewhat been forgotten with the adaptation of the ‘(Jungle Books” by Disney.
The Mark of the Beast and other Fantastical Tales is a collection of short stories, stretching across the supernatural to the fantastical and science fictional. Its selection challenges the collections which focus either upon the Barrack Room tales and his school stories or his Indian tales. It is as if his writing is deemed to have been encapsulated in amber around the turn of the century. Ranging from 1885 to 1926, they give an intriguing sense of motions in his writing as he travelled the world before settling down in England and losing his son in the First World War. What one gains is a sense of the change in tastes which respond to the conditions in which he found himself.Born in 1865 in Bombay, Kipling was sent to England to be educated when he was five. On his return in 1882, he became a journalist and travelled around the subcontinent. From this we find stories such as the “City of Dreadful Night”, a story of a close, septic night in the searing summer heat, in which his love of the landscape gives the city a fantastical sheen. Even in the “House of Sudoo” his description of the house lifts it from the page and makes the reader feel that it truly exists. Its tone is chatty and matter of fact. However the disdain with which Kipling describes the Indians comes through, none more strongly than in “The Strange Ride of Morrowbie Jukes” in which the English protagonist stumbles across a leper colony. The outer sickness reflects the treachery with which his former servant delivers. Kipling uses the common solder throughout the stories, the common city; this is not the India of the civil servants.The tale of “The Unlimited Draw of Tick Boileau”, sees a regiment taken in by the tall stories of Tick Boileau, a common soldier who disappears leaving only the bare bones of his tale written on his quarters. There’s a sense of the delusions of the British in India, the allure of the exotic and the stories which overlay the reality of the place. He explodes the supernatural tale and brings out its ordinary mechanics.Towards the end of the collection, the stories change from the fantastic to the science fictional. Kipling’s travels in America took him from staid Empire to a dynamically technological society as shown in the “With the Night Mail: A Story from 2000 AD” and “As Easy as A.B.C.: A Tale from 2150AD”. In both stories, he uses the airship as mail delivery. A sense of “polite society” is made out of the inhabitants of the cabin, sealed off from the chaotic world below. In “With the Night 
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Mail”, one of the airships runs into difficulties and must be rescued. The sense of duty, of comradeship, overrides the mail delivery in the moment, though this must also be completed as soon as possible. In “As Easy as A.B.C.”, the airship becomes less salubrious. Rather than the “Public Service” sense of Duty, the cabin becomes a society apart from the real world, an arm of oppression. Kipling’s reactionary politics come to the fore with the notion of society being sealed off from the political realities of the ground. Rather than suggesting a Wellsian move towards overturning the invaders, he does his best to seal away the main characters from the turmoil, using it to disparage feminism and socialism.Intriguingly he returns to the supernatural with his stories regarding the First World War at the end of the collection. “Mary Postgate” questions why the war itself cannot stay civilly outside of England and is considered his most controversial as Mary refuses to aid a wounded German soldier who crashes near her. Given that his son died in 1915 his malice is perhaps understandable if not forgivable, but the story also relies upon the hope that the gardener may or may not be the ghost of the young soldier which harks back to the earlier ghost stories which often reply upon the reader’s perception.The science fictional stories presents an imagined future extrapolated from the technologies and society around him and uses it to present his own ideals as the way forward. There is an unease in the stories at the potential for chaos; order must be restored and duty fulfilled. There are foreshadowings of hard sf in these stories with the emphasis on the possibilities of the contemporary airship technology and the society which coalesces around the mechanics to maintain the ships. His cabin crew are dependant upon the science working for their ordered society to survive, if only whilst they are in the air. Technology for Kipling is a means to an end rather than being the driving narrative which is his worldview.Kipling’s politics are now seen as deeply reactionary and he is clearly a man out of step with our times. In many ways, he sums his own times politically and socially with his attitudes towards colonialism, feminism and socialism. His jingoism is only really challenged by personal tragedy. Though critical of much of the colonial service due to his understanding of and travels in India, he was a firm believer in the Empire and that led him to ignore the growing anti-imperial feeling in Britain. Yet to concentrate on this view of Kipling is to miss the subtlety of his writing; the use of nuance, the common character and description mark him out as one of the finest short story tellers.
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Splinter
By Adam Roberts, (Solaris, 2007, 256 pp, £9.99) 
Reviewed by Jennifer Woodward

It is a worrying sign when you pick up a novel, only to discover that it is accompanied by an essay by the author justifying the existence of the main text. One is forced to wonder why the author deemed such explication necessary. In the case of Adam Robert’s Splinter the answer is clear, the novel and its attendant essay are an exercise in self indulgence. Splinter is a modern adaptation of Jules Verne’s lesser known novel 
Off on a Comet (1877), a fantastic voyage in which “a chunk of land” is “knocked off the earth by the collision of a comet and carried away” (p. 18) bearing a small group of survivors. Splinter follows the same basic conceit, yet Roberts mitigates the fantastic premise by using a sceptical protagonist and overlong speculative passages regarding the nature of intelligence.The narrative begins with the protagonist Hector visiting his father — Hector Senior — at his new ranch where he appears to have set up a fanatical ‘doomsday cult’. The cult is, in fact, a group gathered in response to the recognition that Verne’s novel was not a work of fiction at all, but an account based on a friend’s prophetic vision. Conveniently, for those who have not read Off on a Comet, the characters provide a synopsis which brings readers up to speed. Hector Senior, a descendant of Verne’s friend, is now experiencing comparable yet more immediate visions. Hence, when the collision occurs, the ‘cult’ is well prepared for its survival on the titular splinter. Initially at least, the survivors are free to relish the exhilaration associated with being the last of tire race left alive. With their relative safety ensured, Roberts does not have to concern himself with the mechanics of survival, preferring instead a novel of ideas over a rollicking adventure. The expression and exploration of these ideas is achieved through Hector’s characterisation. Denying the destruction of Earth, Hector experiences a rather mundane post-catastrophe existence. His selfabsorbed interiority forms an inner landscape for the development of the novel’s central themes.The book feels very much like an extension of Roberts’ academic writing, and he has certainly had considerable mileage out of the idea. Splinter is not only a modern Off on a Comet, it is also an expansion of Roberts’ earlier short story, based on the same novel, called “Hector Servadac, fils” (included in The Mammoth Book 
of Jules Verne, edited by Mike Ashley and Eric Brown in 2004). There is of course the aforementioned essay included with Splinter, as well as a new introduction to the original text which (now in the public domain) can be downloaded from the Solaris Books website. Despite the overt links to Roberts’ critical writing, Splinter is, stylistically, a pleasant surprise. The prose is much freer than in Roberts’ previous fiction which is for the most part rather stilted. Much of Splinter is, therefore, enjoyable, but it is let down by the fact that in many places it is too verbose. In both the novel and the essay, Roberts’ writing has a digressive quality that highlights 
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the self-indulgent nature of the text. It is obvious that Roberts wants to grandstand his knowledge of the history of sf (there are various allusions in the novel to other science fiction, not least to Wells’s The War of the Worlds (1898) and the Ballardian preoccupation with inner space) whilst infusing an old idea with some new ones of his own. To some degree this works well, but as the novel progresses, and at the end particularly, the story descends into long winded explanations which, although interesting as ideas, are rather tedious to read.What is interesting, however, is the novel’s structure. Divided into three parts the tense shifts from past to present to future. This works surprisingly well and despite the fact that the third part is the weakest section of the book, writing in the future tense allows for some impressively dizzying mise-en-abyme: and he will experience (this is tricky to express, but in his vision he sees a second vision, he finds himself looking forward to a hypervivid looking-back) a memory of the dream he just had... ”, (p. 189) which serves to make the narrative more intricate.In terms of characterisation, Roberts’ choice of protagonist is problematic. Hector is selfish, emotionally immature and preoccupied with sex. For much of the novel he is either indulging in sexual fantasies, sulking or throwing a tantrum. On the other hand, he is also a cultured, intelligent academic prone to philosophical interludes. The consequence is a discordance between Roberts’ tone and this characterisation. Despite Roberts’ efforts to reconcile the two sides of Hector’s personality, the coherence of the character is not wholly convincing. What results is the impression that Roberts wanted to create an un-likable character but could not resist interjecting his own musings.Thematically, Splinter is explicitly about family, independence and love. Nevertheless, for those who may have overlooked these themes, Roberts devotes a good deal of his afterword making sure that his readers are not only aware of them, but that they can understand them critically. Roberts attempts to validate this intrusiveness in his discussion of “the death of the author”, in which he complicates the poststructuralist position in ways which may, or may not, be of interest to the reader. Indeed, Robert’s self reflection may leave readers feeling that the mystique is gone, that there’s nothing to ponder, nothing left to the intelligence of the reader, that any reflection on the novel has already been pre-empted. Of course, this is not wholly true. As with any work of fiction'there are a variety of interpretations of the text available and even the author cannot provide all of tire answers. Yet I’m left wondering for whom this book is written. Clearly it is for people familiar with a range of science fiction. However, the presence of a critical essay, informed by Deleuze’s interpretation of “newness”, Jameson’s consideration of the happy ending and Roberts’ metacritical reflections on his own sf criticism makes its target readership ambiguous.His generalisations about sf fans, which he sees as one amorphous mass, could equally alienate a potential audience. Making no distinction between fans of sf literature, film and television, he comments patronisingly and unjustly on the way sf fans like repetition because they like to be reassured more than fans of 



Reviews: Splinterother genres. Perhaps his faith in the sf fan’s assumed love of repetition explains his decision to revisit Verne’s novel and his own short story. Or perhaps he is hoping for the more academically minded reader, familiar with Deleuze, poststructuralism and sf criticism. Whatever the answer, it is unfortunate that, despite Splinter being an enjoyable book, it leaves one with the impression that it was written not for the reader but for Roberts himself.
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Vacation Stories
By Santiago Ramon y Cajal, translated and with an introduction by Laura Otis, 
(University of Illinois Press, 2006, 272 pp, £12.99)
Reviewed by Jon Courtenay Grimwood

There is a darkness to Nobel-prize winner Santiago Ramon y Cajal’s short stories that suggests a turbulent psyche held firmly in check. (Although not, perhaps, as firmly as Cajal would like.) And there is enough bitterness to his politics and sourness to his views on race, religion and gender to render his stories difficult for modern readers.However, it is easier, to dismiss his views as the product of less-enlightened times, than it is to grasp the internal complexities of a man polymath enough to combine the latest advances of nineteenth-century neurology with strands of a dark gothic jealously to create some of the world’s strangest science fiction... Yet who felt unable to publish the stories for twenty years — even anonymously — in case their authorship should be revealed and damage his career.The reason Cajal gave for not publishing was that his stories were unoriginal and stylistically defective. Neither is true. He probably believed they were too ‘difficult’ to be published safely. Anti-religious and anti-establishment, Cajal was also anti pretty-much everything else he disliked... This included liberals, Jews, women, other academics, and a long list besides. (Human nature as revealed in these tales is venal and vicious; ambition and greed driving science, rather than any purer emotion.)Originally Cajal wrote twelve stories. Given the strangeness of the five he did finally publish, it makes one wonder how hard to swallow the other seven might have been. As Laura Otis points out in her excellent introduction, we’ll never know, because Cajal’s unpublished stories were destroyed during the Spanish Civil War. (It’s also worth pointing out that Professor Otis, as well as being professor of English at Emory and having a PhD in comparative literature, holds an MA in neuroscience, Ramon y Cajal’s own subject; making her ideally placed to bring these stories back into the critical eye.)When Vacation Stories finally appeared, in 1905, the collection was credited to a ‘Dr Bacteria’. A year later, their real author, Ramon y Cajal won the Nobel Prize for medicine for showing that neurons were single cells, rather than part of a continuous net as was previously thought. It was the crowning moment to a career that Cajal didn’t even want.As a child he was desperate to be an artist. But the Spain into which he was born was noted for grinding poverty and complex politics; an aftertaste of the feuds and vendettas and civil wars that had almost destroyed the state during the Napoleonic era at the century’s beginning.As a young man, Ramon y Cajal’s father escaped his own poverty by hiking 200 miles across desolate country to reach Barcelona. He was determined his son should have the financial security and social status that being a physician conferred. When the boy refused to stop drawing his father took away his paper and pencils.
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In despair, when he refused to study hard at school, his father apprenticed him to a cobbler. When he still got into trouble, his father had Cajal imprisoned.It was — as Professor Otis points out — a waste of time and anger. The boy continued to draw and he continued to get'into trouble in and out of school.The Spanish education system at that time relied on beatings to enforce learning by rote. For Ramon y Cajal, who saw the world visually, this was torture. (The French philosopher Henri Bergson stated that Cajal saw the truth, and only then confirmed it experimentally.)The boy had no interest in his lessons and even less in becoming a doctor.All he wanted was to be allowed to draw, walk along the banks of the river Aragon and avoid school. What turned his life around was his father taking a new job as a laboratory assistant at the University of Zaragoza. Allowed to accompany his father to work, the fourteen year old Cajal learnt to dissect bodies and suddenly biology became visual. His anatomical drawings so surprised and impressed his father that the man tried to have them published. The enthusiasm that drove the boy’s drawings spilled over into other areas of learning and suddenly he was on his way to becoming the man who would win a Nobel Prize for Medicine.Perhaps, given the complex route by which Cajal reached fame (and it included campaigning in Cuba, nearly dying of malaria, and failing repeatedly to find himself a job in an academic world that prized debating skill above actual knowledge)’, it’s not surprising that the main characters of his stories are often embittered and disappointed.Although in the most famous and most interesting of these stories — “For A Secret Offence, Secret Revenge” — Ramon y Cajal gives his very Spanish bitterness to a German, Dr Max v Forschung, fortunate author of brilliant psychological and bacteriological discoveries...‘Every six months he discovered a parthcnogenic microbe, and on those rare occasions when he discovered nothing new, he knew how to demonstrate point for point that the microbes described by his rival bacteriologists were miserable, discredited or false bacilli...’
ew
s

Suspecting his wife of having an affair with a handsome laboratory assistant, Dr Forschung confirms it by means of a print out from a device fixed to a couch in his laboratory, which shows unusual levels of seismic activity. All he has to do then is infect the assistant and time how long it takes for his wife to become infected herself. After which, obviously, he has to write up his notes and publish the results.Ramon y Cajal’s ambivalence about science need to be put into context. His hatred of religion, politics and superstition is far stronger. He reserves particular contempt for blind obedience to anything; and never seems to doubt that science is humanity’s future.The other four stories deal with hypnosis, prejudice, super-strength vision and artificial insemination. It’s modern fiction (for 1905) with cutting edge (for 
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1905) science, rather than science fiction. To me, they seem more didactic and less successful. Although this doesn’t diminish their worth as historical records or Professor Otis’s excellent work turning 19th century Spanish into 21st century English. The stories simply need to be seen in the context of their times.
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